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This report volume provides a programmer's manual for an integrated budget smoothing 
and vehicle assignment model. The mode] was developed during a study of cost and 
performance methologies for optimal assignment of space vehicles to advanced space 
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- SUMMARY -
Thi" dbb6ument is Volume 3 of a three-volume series comprising a final report of the 
Study of Systems and Cost/Performance Methodologies for Optimization of Vehicle 
Assignment. This volume is a programmer's manual for the integrated budget smoothing 
and vehicle assignment program. Volumes 1 and 2 present a technical description and 
details on a computer program for optimal vehicle assignment, respectively. 
This volume contains appendixes that provide model input requirements, a sample 
case, flow charts, and a program listing. At the beginning of each appendix, descriptive 
details and technical comments are provided to indicate any special instructions 
,applicable to the use of that Appendix, In addition, the program listing, Appendix 11, 
includes comment cards that state the purpose of each subroutine in the complete 






E. 1 GENERAL 
A complete glossary of input terms and detailed format requirements are included in 
this appendix. Variable names are listed by order of input in corresponding sections 
of use to make the glossary easier to use than an alphabetical listing. Comments are 
also included which describe either external or internal restrictions associated with 
the variable. 
Figure E-1 illustrates the basic data deck layout for this program. The same restric­
tions apply as described in Appendix A with the following modification. Constraint and 
budget level cards are input to the SMOOTH subroutine of this integrated program. 
The last data card input to SMOOTH is followed by a card containing only an asterisk in 
the first column. Then the control card for the next set of data appears unless there 
are no more data cases to follow. In this latter case, a blank card follows the asterisk 
card in order to terminate the run under normal circumstances. 
E.2 INPUT -FORM AND DEFINITIONS 
I 
Cards Variable 
Columns Name Format Description and Comments 
Control Card 
-1:- 5 NOPT I5 Code for mission/vehicle compatibility screen 
1 - AV vs. payload weight + availability + 
A Priori Assignment 
2 - (not used) 





















Fig. E-1 Data Deck Layout - Integrated Program 
E-2 
,Cards Variable 
Columns Name Format Description and Comments 
-6 iQ) MYRS I5 Mission model duration in years 
.4-11r'5 IBY I Last 2 digits of 1st year of mission model 
16-27 GUESS F12.2 Upper bound for total mission cost (SAVES 
STORAGE SPACE IF REALISTIC VALUE) 
S', 1 GUESS = 0.0, then GUESS is assigned a 
value 1.0 El0 
28-32 MITE 15 Maximum number of iterations between 
SMOOTH and ASSIGN 
33-37 TREF F5.1 Last 2 digits of reference year for SMOOTH 
38-42 MXITR 15 Maximum number of iterations between 
ASSIGN and CHOOZ 
68-69 IG 12 Code for stage input* 
70-71 IFM 12 Code for shared cost group input* 
72-73 II 12 Code for integration cost input* 
74-75 IM 12 Code for mission input* 
76-77 ISD 12 Code for special program data* 
78-79 IV 12 Code for vehicle input* 
Stage Information (Input only if IG z: 0) I = 1, NSTG < 50 cards 
1-2 KODS(I) 12 Reference number of stage on card I 
4-7 STG(I) A4 Name of stage on card I 
8-13 SR(I, J) 3F6 ..3 Recurring cost for first unitof stage on card I 
14-19 J1=,3 J = I Hardware 
20-25 J = 2 ETR launch support 
- J = 3 WTR launch support 
26-30 PLC(I,gJ) 3F5:.3- Recurring cost learning curve percent for 
stage on card I in decimal form (e.g., .95) 
31-35 J = 1,3 4 = 1 Hardware 
36-40 J = 2 ETR launch support 
J = 3 WTR launch support 
*If _-0, new input for -this case 





Columns Name Format Description and Comments
 
44-49 SNR() F6.3 	 Development cost of stage on card-I 
50-55 STS(1) F6.3 	 Sllstning cQst of stage on card I __ 
56-58 NYS(I) 13 First year stage on card I is available* 
,,§9-,61 LSA(1) 13 Last year stage on card I is available*­
62-64 NBY(I) I3 Batching duration in years for stage recurring 
co st 
65-67j NFS(I,J) 413 	 KODEF of the shared cost groups (up to 4) to' 
which stage belongs68-70t J = 1,4 
71-73. 
74-76) 
781 MODE (I, J) 311 	 Code to indicate type of input for recurring
79!1 J = 1,3 	 cost of stage on card I** 
80J' J 	= 1 Hardware 
J = 2 ETR launch support 
J = 3 WTR launch support 
Stage Duration Information (2nd Stage 	Card) 
1-3 YDS(I) F3.1 	 Dflration in years over which /3 function 
distributes development cost fdr stage on 
card I 
Input necessary if SNR or STS # 0 
4-6 IST(1) 1" 	 Last 2 digits of start date for Stage Develop-' 
ment Programi 
7-9 NSFX(NSUC***)'_3 	 Duration in years _s12 for any miscellaneous 
(fixed or development) program associated 
with stage on card I (e.g. Run out costs). 
(Standard Development costs are distributedi 
by a Beta Function - any other development 
-distribution may be 'input under this special 
category.)
 
*1 corresponds to year IBY. 
+Ifavailable through mission model, any number = or > MYRS may be input.
 




**If = 0, learning curve type input
 
If i 
f0, jump type input 
***NSDC = Nunber of special development costs _ 60 
E-4 
*Card'i Variable 
Column Name Format Description and Comments 
If'(DE (I, J) 4 0 for some J, require following Jump Type Input Card for Each 
such J. 
115-1)4 SRJ(ILX, 1) Fl0.3 
15-24 SRJ(LX, 2) Fl0.3 
25-34 SRJ(LX, 3) F10.3 
35-44 POJ(LX) Fi0. 3 
TotaLrecurring cost for up to POJ number of 
stages 
Slope of line defining total recurring cost for 
over POJ number of stages 
Y-intercept of line defining total recurring 
cost for over POJ number of stages 
Number of stages at which function defining 
total recurring cost changes slope 
If NSFX(NSDC) # 0 read in following card. 
1-3 NRFX(NSDC) I3 Start date for special development cost 
associated with stage on card I. (Referenced 
4-9 1 RXD(J,NSDC) 12F6.2 
to IST(I)) 
Special development cost to be spent inyear 
10-151 1900 + IST(I) + NRFX(NSDC) - 1 + J 
16-21 J 1 12 (Input distribution) 
etc.J)
 
Last Stage Card must be followed by a blank card.
 












Reference Number of group on card J 
Name of group I 
Development cost of group I 
Sustaining cost of group I 
Dura tion in years of Development Program 
cost-distribution (p Function) 
,-Card,, Variable 
Column Name Format Description and Comments 
t32-34 JST(I) I3 Last 2 digits of start date for group DVelop-:
 
,,ment Program - necessary if FMNR or,
FMSUS # -0 -..... 
35-37 NSFX(NSDC) I3 Duration in years for any miscellaneous fixed 
, * 'or development program distribution associated 
with group I. 
(Distribution input on following card.) 
If (NSFX(NSDC) # 0) read following card. 
1-3 NRFX(NSDC) I3 	 Start date for special Development cost
 




4-9 '9 RXD(J, NSDC) 12F6.2 	 Special Development cost to be spent in year 
10- 15" J = 1,12 	 1900 + JST(1) +4NUFX(NSIO) - 1 +4 J 
16-21 	 (Input distribution) 
etc. 
Last Group card must be followed by a blank card. 
Integration Cost Cards (Input only if II - 0)I 1= , NCI < 30 
3-5 NFML(I) 13 	 KODEF of shared cost group which is lower
 
member of integration pair I
 
6-8 NFMU() I3 	 KODEF of shared cost group which is upper
member of integration pair I 
9-18 RINT(I) F10.O 	 Recurring cost for first unit of integration I 
19-28 PLCINT(I) FI0-. 0 	 Recurring cost learning curve percent forintegration I 
29-38 DINT(I) F10.0 	 Development cQst of integration I 
39-48 SINT(I) F10.0 	 Sustaining cost of integration I 
49-52 YDI(I) F4.1 	 Development duration in years for p distribution 
53-55 KST(I) I3 	 Last 2 digits of start date for integration
 
development program - input necessary if
 





Column Name Format Description and Comments 
,'5 6L15 8  NSFX(NSDC) 13 Duration in years for any miscellaneous fixed 
or development program associated with 
integration I"
 
(Distribution input on following card)
 
If NSFX(NSDC) 0 read following card. 
1-3 NRFX 13 	 Start date for Special Development cost 
associated with integration I (Referenced 
to KST (I)) 
4-9 RXD(J, NSDC) 12F6.2 Special Development cost to be spent in year 
10-15T? J 1,12 1900 + KST(I) + NRFX(NSDC) - 1 + J 
16-21j1k (Input distribution) 
etc. J 
Last Integration card-must be followed 	by a blank card. 
Mission Data Card - (Input only if IM 	 t 0) I = 1, NMIS < 65 
1-2 KODEM(I) 12 	 Reference number of MISSION on card I 
3-8 NAME(I) A6 	 Name dfMISSION on card I 
9-12 PB(I) F4.2 	 Priority of MISSION on card I 
15-16 NSYR(I) 12 	 Number of sustaining years required for
 
PLS(I) after last launch year
 
17-18 NYRSFX(I) I2 	 Duration, in years of any fixed or special 
development cost distribution associated with, 
mission KODEM(I) 
.
19-25 VLR(I)Q FT 0 	 Characteristic velocity required m fps to 
accomplish mission on card I after attaining 
100 n.m orbit 




41-80 IVSN(I, J) 2012 	 Number of launches for mission on card I 
J =1,MYRS 	 in year J + 1900 + IBY 1 














































Payload recurring cost for mission KODEM(Iy 
Payload sustaining cost 
Payload development cost 
Duration in years over which development cost 
is to be distributed by Beta Function 
Input recurring cost distribution for PLR in 
decimal form (e.g. RDIST(I, 1) = 05) 
Maximum diameter of payload for MISSION-, 
on card I 
Code for payload stabilization requirement­
0 - No requirement 
1 - Must be spin stabilized 
2 - Must not be spin stabilized 
Code for man-rating requirement for Mission 
on card I 
0, - gNo requirement 
1 - Must be man-rated 
Code for launch site of Mission 
1 - ETR 
2 - wTR 
Number of restarts required for Mission 
Last 2 digits of start year for development 
cost PLD(I) 
A priori vehicle assignment for Mission on 
card I-
If no vehicle assigned - 0 input; KODEV of 
vehicle input otherwise 
E-8 
tt . . . . . ...
 
*Card , Variable 
Column Name Format Description and Comments 
If'NYRSFX(I) # 0 read following card. - ­
1-3 NSTRFX(I) 13 Start date-for special development cost associ­
ated with mission KODEM(I) referenced to ISI) 
,,,49J RFDOJ(J,I) 12F6.2 Special Development cost to be spent in year 





Last Mission card must be followed by a blank card. 
Special Program Data Card (No launch associated with program) - Input only if 
ISD : 0, I= 1, NSPR 6 
1-2 KODESP(I) 12 Code number for Special Program (must be, 
larger than 100) 
4-9 NAME (I) A6 Name of Special Program on card I 
10-19 PLD(I) FIO.2 Development cost associated with program 
(distributed by p Function)
 
20-24 YDPL(I) 15 Duration in years of Development program"
 
25-26 IS(I) 12 Last 2 digits of start year for development­
cost PLD(I) 
27-36 PLS(I) F10.2 Annual sustaining ,cost-associated with program 
37--38 NYRSST(I) 12 Duration n years of sustaining program 
39-40 NYRSFX(I) 12 Duration in years of any fixed cost which does 
not have a p distribution 
If NYRSFX(1) # 0 rdad following card. 
1-3 NSTRFX 13 Start date for fixed cost referenced to IS(I) 
4-9 ') RFIXD(J,I) 12F6.2 Fixed Cost to be spent in year 1900 + IS(I) + 






Last Special Program Data card must be followed by a blank card. 
E-91 
(Card', Variable 
Column Name Format 
\(ehicle Data Card (Input only if IV 
1-8 VEH(I, J) - 412 
=1,4corresponds 
i',9-2i Bi(J) E13.6 
22-34 B2(J) E13. 6 
35-47 B3(J) E13.6 
48-60 B4(J) E13.6 
79-80 KODEV(J) 12 
2nd Card needed for each vehicle. 
4-5 NVS(J) 12 
6-7 MRV(J) 12 
8-9 N-RP(J) 12 
80 JKEY Ii 
Input only if JKEY 0 
Description aiid Comments 
0) J 1, NV --60 
KODS of stage in Ith-position, where- I:= 1 
to booster, for vehicle on card 
1 jPayload vs. characteristic velocity curve 
constants for performance evaluation of 
vehicle on card J PL = EXP(B1 - B2*V-B3/ 
(B4-V)) and V = Excess Velocity = Total 
Characteristic Velocity-Circular Velocity 
at 100 n.m. 
Reference number of vehicle on card J 
Code for stabilization of vehicle on card J' 
I - Is Spin stabilized
 
2 Is not spin stabilized
 
Code for man-rating of vehicle on card J
 
0 - Is not man-rated
 
1 - Is man-rated 




Code ,for recurring cost distribution for
 
vehicle on card J 
JKEY = 10 - Standard distribution is used 
1st year of distribution = 05 Recurring cost 
2nd year of distribution = 20 Recurring cost 
3rd year of distribution = 50 Recurring cost 
4th year of distribution = .25 Recurring cost 
= Launch year generating this recurring 
cost 
JKEY = 1 - DistribUtion is to be input on ­
following card 
E-10 
C bC~d,' Variable 




I = 1,4 
4F5.2 _Input Recurring cost distribution for vhicle 
on card J in year I where I = 4 corresponds
to year of-launch 
14-18 
19-
Last Vehicle Data card must be followed by a blank card. 
Budget Smoothing Data is input in subroutine SMOOTH using a CALL INPUT statement. 
The following variables may be input at this time. 
Variable 
Name Description and Comments 
TITLE(I) 	 Output page HEADING - if no inputblanks are output. 
40 characters are allocated for storage, 
e.g. TITLE = 'LUNAR OPTION' 
LEVEL(J) YEARLY DESIRED FUNDING LEVEL (20 year maximum) 
e.g. LEVEL = 300., 375., 18x 300 
ISTET FIRST YEAR of smoothing interval - referenced to 
TREF = 1 1 --
IFIN Last year of smoothing interval'- referenced to TREF 
MAXITHt Maximum number ofiterations allowedper case in 
SMOOTH 'subroutine 
NCSTR Number of constraints on mission programs s< 60 
NPROG(K) The reference number (KODEM or KODESP) of the 
missioii being constrained -
KPROG(K) The reference number (KODEM or KODESP) of the 
constraining program or mission 
KODE (K) Code number for type of constraint _s11 
CS(K) Constant associated with each constraint 
FIXED(I) Yearly total fixed overhead costs (I = 1, 20) 
If no input, is set to zero 
PMAX Constants associated with PLOT2 - if no input they are 
PMIN .set to 5000. and 1500. respectively 
E-11
 
1- o4- T''.-,W 
. ",Variable 
Name Description and Comments 
',t- 'MACCL Code for use of accelerationoptiorm- if no input it is 
set = .TRUE 
EXT Code for use of extension option - if no input it is 
set = .TRUE. 
'0' 1 "' - IfFALSE is input these options will not be used. 
The next card contains an * inthe-farst column. 
The next card is either a new control card for the next case of data'or a blank card 







Y. I DESCRIPTION 
The output from one of the more interesting sample cases is presented in this section., 
Data is not realistic and no significance should be attached to the vaies used. The 
listing includes a module map so that storage requirements are defined for each 
subroutine and common block. 
Data input to the program which is used in the ASSIGN algorithm is output in the same 
format as for the general assignment program described in Appendix B. After the 
optimum assignment has been listed, any input to subroutine SMOOTH is automatically 
output as it appears on the data cards. "Average" recurring cost data for eachof the 
vehicles in the optimum assignment is calculated in VEHRC and output on the following 
page. Each vehicle is assigned a key number used internally which is output with the 
associated stage component names defining the vehicle. 
The breakdown of costs by program and type, and by, program and, year on the following 
pages are essentially the same as for the original budget smoothing model (Ref. 4, 
Vol. 1). For example, the Mars 71 mission (PN = Program Name) has development 
start date in 1969, has no development '(DEVL) costs and hence no development 
duration (YRS). Susftaining costs (SUST) start in year 1969 (= START + SS - 1.) 
They are spent for 3 (SD) years. Recurring costs start in year 1969 (= START + 
RS - 1.) andiast for 3 (RD) years. The distribution follows on the same line (e. g., 
$12.00 in year 1969, $25.00 in year 1970 and $12.00 in year 1971). On the following 
line fixed miscellaneous costs are similarly listed if any have been input for that 
program. (e.g., Fixed costs start in year 1971 (= START +1RS - 1.) and last for 
2 years (RD). The distribution follows on the same line of output. More complete 
data on these entries are provided in the reference indicated. 
F-, 
-T- - - - -( - - L 1 
Programs associated with missions are output-first. For the selected sample case 
Programs 1 thru 14 are mission related. Programs 15 and 16 are miscellaneous 
i jfi/as having no associated launches and the remaining program, are development 
or db t"ining costs associated with launch vehicles. These last programs are identified 
by the decision number used in the ASSIGN algorithm. A list of decision numbers, 
their associated values and types of expenditure has been output previously for 
reference.
 
The section "Total Program Costs and Launch Vehicle Schedule" is output as in the 
original smoothing program with the following modification. Instead of printing the 
launch vehicle key name under its associated program and year of launch, the key 
number already output with each corresponding vehicle name is substituted for 
simplicity. 
A plot follows this tabulated data showing actual yearly totals (*) and desired yearly 
level of spending (0). The smoothed data is then output using the same formats. Only 
data input to SMOOTH directly from ASSIGN and the final smoothed data are output 
Intermediate output is suppressed. 
-e 
No output appears it all input data meet input constraints. If any constraint is violated, 
however, the program number and type of constraint is output. The program continues 
to smooth the data a nyway since the violation may be trernoved by internal shifting. 
However, the warning that the input data does not meet all constraints will alert the 
user to possible discrepancies in his input data., 
Current dimensional constraints on the program are all listed in Appendix E for input 
variables. There is one additional internal dimensional constraint. MASTER 
automatically constrains development costs, corresponding to the optimum assignment, 
to their associated launch dates. Ninety constraints are provided at present. However, 
in general it is not possible to anticipate the exact number of such automatic constraints 
to be generated. To alert the user if a problem does exist for some input data, the 
F-2 
iT'Iil 
program prints out a-notice when-ninety constraints have. been generated in MASTER. 
Then the SMOOTH subroutine is entered. If no more constraints are added to the set 
frb 1MIASTER, the program smoothes the data under the ninety constraints computed 
in 'MIVSTER. Otherwise the program- terminates the case with an output explanation 
and goes back to ASSIGN where it looks for new data. This dimensional restriction 
can ibe'xelieved whenever necessary by increasing the associated dimensional variables. 
The sample case presented in this section is particularly interesting because itidemon­
strates the interrelationship between the 2 programs ASSIGN and SMOOTH. The 
program required 1.60 mins, on the 360/67 computer at Ames Laboratory, Moffett 
Field, California. A description of the over-all output is provided below in outline 
form. 
F. 1. 1 First Iteration 
Input data was purposely constrained so that a key stage (B2S) is not available until.­
the 3rd year after the reference year (1971). 
The optimum assignment is determined based'on 4 main stages, T3D, TRAN, CENT 
and B2S. The total program cost is $521.92 (M). 
SMOOTH shifts B2S Ltage '(Dev. Cost 7) so that its development start date is 1969 
1instead of the previous 1973. Other mission dates are also shifted and costs m6dified . 
(Each change is marked 'with an 
F. 1.2 Second Iteration 
Using these shifted dates and costs ASSIGN determines a new optimum assignment 
based on 3 main stages, (T3B, T3D, T3M), (AGD, AGLT) and B2S. The total program 
cost is $418. 99. (More than $100.00 less than first iteration solution). 
F-3 
SMOOTH shifts the new program-data-such'that Dev-. Cost -7 (B2S-stage).has its 
development start date moved to 1971. Hence it is not available until 1973. 
-F . Vf-Third-Iteration 
UTing the shifted data from SMOOTH, ASSIGN determines that the new optimum 
assignment is the same as the optimum assignment determined in iteration two. 
The total cost is $484.54 based on modified data. 
SMOOTH changes some dates in the new input, but since these changes are small and 
the final RMS value equals the input data RMS value (within 0.4) the program terminates. 
The assignment input to SMOOTH with its corresponding disfibution dates represents! 
the optimum solution within the budget smoothing constraints. 
F. 2 SAMPLE CASE PRINTOUT 
The sample case printout follows. 
'F-4
 
F88-LEVELt.IEKAGE EIO70R OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTiIAP
 
VARIABLE OPTIONS UED . SIZE.(126976,24576) DEFAULT OPTION[S USED
 


































PLOTI 4AA PLOT2 4C76 PLOTS 4E3A PLOTA *FBA
 






































FRXPR. 00 8 
IMCECOMH* 0OCO F31 
ISCOM= COCO FOOCS DE7C INTSTCH ECO 
IHCCOMHZ ECF8 545 SEWAkSD EF58 
IECPMAXI* P240 C9 0MAXO F240 MINO P256 A 0AXO F26C AMINO f282 
IHCSSQRT* F310 149 
SORT F310 
IHCCVTH* F460 1115 
F-5,
 
NAME f-RIGI0 LENGTH NAME kOCArTON NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION
 
ADCON- F460 	 FCVAOUTP F50A FCVLOUTP F59A FCVZOUTP E6EA
 
FCVEOUTP FF78 FCVCOUTP 10192 INTaSECH I687




ARITH. iOSD8 ADJSTCH 10944
 
FlOCS. A 1OAFO 160
 






INCERR - 11070 SAC
 
ERRHON D70 HCERRE 11088
 






















































TITLE RECURRING LC RECURRING LC RECURRING LC DEVELOPMENT SUSTAINING AVAILABLE SHARED COST GROUPS' 8BTCH FACT
 
(HARONAREI (ETR NLY) (INTRONLY) FROM TO
 
SV3A 6.89 0.950 6.23 0.950 3.27 0 950 0.0 3.37 1 5 1 0 0 0 5 
AGO 1.87 0.900 1.40 0.900 2.50 0.900 0.0 2.60 1 20 2 7 0* 6 
RECURRING COST TYPE I FOR X LESS THAN OR - 2.00, TOTAL COST I 2.30.FDR X GREATER THAN 2.00. TOTAL COST P.00 x 1.40 
SV3C 7.09 0.850 6.43 0.850 3.47 0.850 0.0 0.0 1 20 1 0 0 0 4 
CENT 11.85 0.900 4.62 0.900 4.62 0.900 25.30 16.00 1 20 4 0 0 0 5
T38 4.91 1.000 8.44 1.000 1.44 1.000 0.0 0.0 1 20 3 a 0 0 3 
T3) 8.84 0.S0 8.01 0.950 3.4S 0.950 0.0 0.0 1 20 6 a 0 3 
TRA. 6.09 1.000 0.0 1.000 0.0 1.000 0.0 0.0 1 20 3 0 0 0 4 
AGLT 3.50 1.000 0.0 1.000 0.0 1.000 17.50 1.20 3 20 2 9- - 5 
RECURRING COST TYPE B FOR X LESS THAN OR * 2.00, TOTAL COST - 2.30.FOR X GREATER THAN 2.00, TOTAL COST P p.40 X 4 1.40 
SV3X 6.66 0.650 5.76 0.850 2.58 0.850 13.00 0.0 3 20 8 10 0 0 * 4 
T3N 22.00 0.950 5.01 0.950 3.45 0.950 25.00 0.0 3 20 3 11 0 0 . 3 
82S 0.87 1.000 0.10 1.000 0.10 1.000 0.25 0.10 3 20 5 0 0 0 5 
SHARED COST DATA 
NO. TITLE DEVELOPMENT SUSTAINING
 
1 ATLS 0.0 4.66
 
3 TITH 0.0 6.00
 
5 82S 0.0 0.0
 
IAG 0 0.0 0.0
 
9 AGLT 0.0 0.0
 
1 T3M 0.0 0.0
 
2 ADEN 0.0 2.50
 
4 CENT 0.0 0.0
 
6 T30 0.0 0.0
 
8 T3B 0.0 0.0
 




0INER UPPER RECURRING LC DEVELOPMENT SUSTAINING 
GROUP GROUP 
TITH AGEN 0.0 1.000 14.00 0.0
 
T3D AG 0 0.0 1.000 2.50 0.0
 
T30 AGLT 0.0 1.000 5.50 0.0
 
TIT. CENT 0.0 1.000 80.00 0.0 
MISSION HUOEL 
LAUNCH SCHECULE
MISSION VELOCITY PAYLOAD PRIORITY TR 
71 72 73 74 75 76
 
1 NARS71 41500. 1100. 1.00 0 0
 
2 PIONER 49000. 460. 1.00 
 I 0 1 1 0 0
 
3 MARS73 40000. w00. 1.00 1 0 0 2 0 1 0
 
0 0 1 0
* MERKY 30900. 1000. 0.50 1 0 0 
Boo. 0.50 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
 
6 ARS75 39400. 3000. 0.50 *1 0 0 0 0 2 

5 GR00RT 49500. 
0
 
7 COMET 37200. 2000. 0.50 
 1 a 0 0 0 0 2
 
8 AST A 26300. 7000. 0.50 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
 
9 RELI1V 14200. 2000. 0.50 2 0 0 0 
 1 0 0 
0 0 1 000 PIONOR 30400. 1000. 0.50 2 0 0 
1 AT 33600. 4000. 1.00 2 0 1 I 0 0 0
 
12 ORELAY 11200. 2000. 0.50 2 0 0 0 0 0 I
 
13 USAHSC 33600. 4100. 0.50 2 0 0 0 
 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 214 USAHSM 30000. 6600. 0.50 2 
F-7 
NUMSER OF STAGES 13 
NUMSEROF VEHICLES 20 
NMBER OF FAMILIES 11 
NUMBER OF INTEGRATION COSTS 
NUMBER OF MISSIONS 04 
NUMBEROF YEARS 6 
LAUNCH BASE YEAR 71 
TOTAL COST ESTIMATE 600.00 
QJANTITIES rANCWEO UPON 
DEVELOPMENT SUSTAINING 

1 0.0 3,37 

2 30.00 2.60 

3 25.30 16.00 

4 17.50 1.20 
S 13.00 0.0 
0 25.00 0.0 
7 0.25 0.10 

a 0.00 4.66 

9 0.0 6.00 
10 0.0 2.50 

11 14.00 0.0 

12 2.50 0.0 
13 5.50 0.0 
14 01.00 0.0 
SV3A STAGE 















INTEGRATION OF TIT" AND AGEN 
INTEGRATION OF T30 AND AG 0 
INTEGRATION OF T31 AND AGLT 



















LAST YEAR hEV START OEVpURATON 
5 1970 0. 
6 1971 0. 
6 1969 3. 
6 1970 4. 
6 1970 4. 







6 1970 0. 
6 1970 0. 
& 1969 3. 
6 1969 1. 
6 1969 5. 
6 1968 2. 
F-8 
VEHICLE/ MI SION CAPABILITY 
(1 = POSSIBLE, 0 - IMPOSSIBLE) 
- 1111111 1112222222222333333333344 44 
VEHICLE / MISSION 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 89 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 45 
MISSION NUMBER 1 2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9101111121314 
1T3B AGO 0000000011000100 
2T3B A 002 0000 100011000100 
3 T3B ChNT 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 I 1 0 I I I I 1 
4T3B CENT B2S 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 001 1 1 1 
5T30 TRAN 0 000100111011111 
6T3D TRAN B2S 0 0 0 0 0 11 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 




00101 0 I1 1 1 0111 
10 03D AGLT B2S 0 0 1 0 1 1 11 1 0 0 1 1 1 
11 T3D CENT I I 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
12 T3D CENT 82S 0 0 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 0 I 1 1 1 
13SV3A0AG 000 0000001000000 
14SV3AASDB2 0000 100001000000 
15 SV3C CENT 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 
16 SV3C CENT 82S 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 I 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 
17 SV3X CENTIS XC E2 
185SV3X CENT B2S 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 10 010011 0 1111 
0 0 0 0 10 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 
19T3N AGLT 0011I111I 10011 1 
20.IS AULT B S 0 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
165 293.56 222.85 516.41 
MISSION CHARACTERISTIC PAYLOAO LAUNCH NUMBER OPTIMUM 
TITLE VELOITYIFTISECIV ILB$) YEAR OP LAUNCHES LAUNCH VEHICLE 
MARS71 41500. 1100 1971 2.00 73D CENT 
PIONER 49000. 460. 1972 1.00 TO CENT 
1973 1.00 T3n CENT 825 
MARS73 40000. w00. .1973 2.00 T3D CENT 
MERCRY 38900. 1000. 1975 0.50 TOO TRAM 
GRDTRT 49500. 800. 1974 0.50 T30 CENT 
$ARS75 39400. 3000. 1975 1.00 T3 TRAN B2S 
COMET 37200. 2000. 1976 1.00 1O TRAN 
ASTRA 26300. 7o0. 1976 0.50 T) TRAN 
RELTIV 14200. 2000. 1974 0.50 T30 IRAN 
PIONOE 5L400. 10. 1975 0.50 T30 CENT B2S 
ATS 33600. 40. 1972 1.0 TOO IRAN 
1973 1.00 T3O TRAN 
ORELAY 14200. 2000. 1976 0.50 TOO TRAN 
USAMSC 33600. 4100. 1975 0.50 TO TRAN 
USAMSM 30000. 6800. 1976 1.00 TOO IRAN 
.VttS-O L U 7 I 0 N . 
16 299.07 222.85 521.92 
F-9,
 
NUMBR OPTIUmMISSIaN CEJARCTERISTIC PAYLOAD LAUNCH 
TITLE VELOCITY(FT/SECI ILS) 	 YEAR UA LAUNCHES LAUNCH VEI]CLE 
1100. 3970 2.00 T3n CENT41500
HARS71 
 1.00 T30 CENT





 T38 CENT B2S
 
T30 CENT
MARS73 40000. 6000. 1973 Z.0Q T30 TRAM
195 0.50
38900. 1000. 
CR0TT 49500. 800. 1497 
NERCRY 
 0.50 T3D CENT 
1975 1.00 T30 IRAN 025 MARS15 39400. 3000. 
COMET 37200. 2000. 1976 1.00 13B IRAN 
ASTRA 26300. 7000. 1976 0.50 T30 TRAM THAM0.00 Y30





 1975 0.50 13D CENT 82$ 
ATS 3300. 4000. 1q72 1.00 T30 TRAM
51400. 1000. 

193 1.o00 T30 TRAM 













USAMSM 30000. 6800. 

















KEY NAME UNIT COST
 
4 T3B CENTR2S 20.05
 
5 T3D TRAN 16.92
 
6 T31) IRANfl& 19.01
 
11 73D CENT 24.9.
 
12 T3D CENTB2S 25.46
 
REFERENCE YEAR 1969. TEST CASE
 
PH NAME START DEVL YRS SUST 5 AD RS R0 RECURRING OR FIXED ITEMS
 
I MARS71 1969. 0. 0. 4. 1 3 1 3 12. 25. 12. 
3 2 6. 2. 
2 PInNER 1900. 0. 0. 0. 1 0 70 5 1. A. 16. 16. 5. 
3 MARST3 1900. 0. 0. 0. 1 0 71 4 2. 10. 25. 12.
 
SHERCRY 1q00. 0. 0. 0. 0 73 4 0. 2. 5. 3.
 
5 GROTRT 1900. 0. 0. 0. 1 0 72 4 6. 2. 6. 3.
 
6 1ARS75 1900. o. 0. 0. 1 0 73 4 1. 4. 10. 5.
 
7 COMET 1900. 0.0. 0. 1 074 4 I. 3. 6. 4.
 
8 ASTRA 1900. 0.0. 0. 1 0 7 4 0. 2. 4. 2.
 
9 RELTIV 1900. 0.0. 0. 1 0 2 4 0. 2. 4. 2.
 
10 PIONOE 1900. O. 0. 0. 1 0 73 4 1. 3. 6. 3.
 
11 ATS 1900. 0.0. 0. 1 070 5 6 4. 12. 13. 4.
 
12 DRELAY 1900. 0.0. 0. 1 074 4 0. 2. 4. 2.
 
13 USASC I9O. 0. 0. 0. 1 0 73 4 0. 2. 4. 2.
 
14 USAMSM 1900. 0. 0. 0. 1 0 74 4 1. 3. 8. 4.
 
IS IMAGE 1969. 50. 5. 40. 4 2 0 0 0.
 
16 PRETEN 1972. 2. 1. 10. 1 3 0 0 0.
 
3 1 15. 
17 0EV 3 1969. 25. 3. 16. 2 6 0 0 
LBOjYE 7 1913. 0. 1. 0. 1 3 0 0 
19 0EV 9 1970. 0. 0. 6. 1 5 0 0 
20 0EV 14 1968. 60. 2. 0. 2 0 0 0 
1 T 1. 
TOTAL 05B. 247. 
TOTACLPROGAAH-COSTS-AN0-CwAUO-VEHCE -SCHEOUbE 
YEAR 1969. 1970. 1971. 1972. 1973. 1974. 1975. 1976. 1977. 1978. 1979. 19B0. 1951. 19R2. 19a3. 1984. 1985p 1986. 1987. 1988. 
PROGRAM
 
I HARSTI 16. 2. IT. 	 2. 
11.
 








4 ERCRY 0. 0. 0. 0. 2. 5. 3 
S*
 
S ROTRT 0. 0. 1. 2. 6. 3 
11.
 








8 ASTRA 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2. 4. 	 28* 
9 REltIV 0. 0. 0. 2. 4. 2. 
5. 
10 PIONUS 0. 0. 0. 1. 3. 6. 3. 
11 ATS 1. 4. 12. 13. 4. 12* 
5* 58 
12 DRELAY 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2. 4. 2. 
5* 
13 USAMSC 0. 0. 0. 0. 2. 4. 2. 
5* 
14 USAMSM 0. 0. *0. 0. 1. 3. 8. 4. 
15 IMAGE 5. 12. 16. 52. 45. 
16 PRETEN 0. 0. 0. 12. 10. 25. 
17 OEV 3 7. 28. 23. 16. 16. 16. 16. 
18 DEV 7 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
19 DEV 9 0. 6. 6. 6, 6. 6. 
20 0EV 14 40.
 
SON 69. 87. 101. 149. 122. 88. 54. 13. 
FIXED 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
TOTAL 69. 87. 101. 149. 122. 88. 54. 13. 
LEVEL - T0. 100. 00O. 	 leo. 100. too. ¢100. 10. 












































































100. 0- - - -- --- 0- - - --- - -- --- - ­ - ­ - ­ - ­ -
.--.------------------------------------------------- -I A1 I I 1 1I I I2 IR 
LI I I I I I IIII I I I I 
I I RI I 1 1 1 . 5 
3 I I I I I0 II I I I21 . 2I 
300. --- -- iI l- - -­lll lll+lli ......- -- - -ll - - - --n+II+nlI 
I IE I I IIII 
I I I I II IiIE I I I I I 
0 I: I I II II I 
I I I I I III E I I 
I, I, I I,' I I I I I I I I I 












Is IM *0. 0. 
0 0.E.E 
- -10----2-4 
I. 1 0 4 
















I I. I3 
I. 
66PETR9. 27. 2. 73. I2 I3 760 7 1809 0 1 2 3 4 
18 DE6151 1969. 0. 0. 0. 3 
19 OER91960. A 0. 0. 0. 1 
60 +141963. * 80. 0. 0. 2 
TOTA 190. 0.. 05. 1 
13UAMC101 00. 0. 
15,IMAGE969. 52 6. 28. 
16 P16S71 109. 2. .* 12. 2 
1 E 3 TR 9 25O. 3 16 2
190ERv 9 1969.* 0. 0. 6. 1 
208714RA1963. II. 3.6 0. 2 
12 DRLAY 900o° Oo2° 
TOTEA E 168o2 . 256Z. 
3 I3 0 1 6 
0 70 5 . 6 
0 1 04. 
07 4 0. 2 
I073CAE NG4 RO. 
3 , 0 0.F 
3 1 0 0. S 
43 1. 2 
6 0. 
5 0 . 
0 I o04° 































3 MARS73 0. 0. 0. 2. 10. 25. 12.
 
11*








6 MARS75 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 4. 10. 5.
 
6­




8 ASTRA 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2. 4. 2.
 








11 ATS 1. 4. 12. 13. 4.
 
5s 5s 




13 USAMOC 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2. 4. 2.
 
14 USAMS8 0. 0. O. 0. 1. 3. 8. 5*4.*
 
15 IMAGE 3. 9. 13. 41. 37. 31.
 
16 PRETER 0. 0. 0. I. 13. 12. 27.
 
17 DEV 3 7. 28. 23. 16. 16. 16. 16.
 
18 0EV 7 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
19 DEV 9 6. 6. 6. 6. 6.
 
20 0EV 14 42. 23.
 
SURt 76. 105. B. 98. 96. 100. 	 90. 29. ?6. 12.
 
FIXED 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
TOTAL 76. 105. 8B. 98. 96. 100. 90. 29. 26. 12. 
LEVEL -'10. 100. 800. 100. 0o. 100. 100 80. 100. 100.
 






p 700. ----------------------------------------- -----------.---------..-
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
G I l3 l Illlll 3
 
A ,0----------,-------,---.-- ------- ,
 
L I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
' I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
E I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
O I i I I l 3 3 I I400. 4-.----~ ----- ---------------------------------­
- - 0---- I--------,---------------.------------------------

L I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I 3 l I I I 0 1.I 
O I I I I 3 I 0 0 0 I I 
200. --------- - -------------------*-------­
,,,---- ----- ---,-.----,- ----,- ----------------------------------------­





YEAR 1969. 1970. 3971. 1972. 1973. 1974. 1975. 1976. i977. 1978. 
IV I0$AL 
4 3.00 0.0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 L.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5 6.50 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.5 2.5 0.0 3.5 
6 1.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 
31 5.50 0.0 0.0 2.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 
12 0.50 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 D.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 
F-15,
 
QUANTITIES|  RANCHEO-P0W -
DEVELOPMENT SUSTAINING YEAR AVAIL DEV START
LAST YEAR DEV DURATION
 
1 0.0 3.37 SV3A STAGE 1 5 0970 0.
 
2 30.00 2.60 AG O STAGE I a 971 0.
 
3 25.30 06.00 CENT STAGE 1 8 1969 3. 
4 17.50 
 1.20 AGLT STAGE 3 a 1970 4.
 
13.00 0.0 SV3X STAGE 3 a 1970 
 4.
 
6 25.00 0.0 T3 STAGE 3 a 1q70 4.
 
7 0.40 0.16 B23 STAGE 2 a 1969 4.
 
a 10.00 4.66 ATLS SHAREO 1 6 1969 3.
 
9 0.0 6.00 TITN SHARED I a 1969 0.
 
10 0.0 2.50 AGEN SHARED 1 a 1970 0.
 
11 14.00 0.0 INIEGRATION OF TITN AND AGEN 1 8 1969 3.
 
12 2.50 0.0 INTEGRATION OF 73D AND AG 0 1 a 1969 1.
 
13 5.50 0.0 INTEGRATION OP T3D AND ACLT 3 1969 5.
 
14 89.00 0.0 INTIGRATION OF T[TN AND CENT 1 a 1969 3.
 
V-cirr-rrrrI -- S--G0 CA A0 L Yf 7> 
(1 - POSSIBLE, &. IMPOSSIBLE)
 
I I1 I t I 11 11 22222222223333333333444 44
VEHICLE MISSION 1 2345 678 901234567 9D12345678901234567a9012345
 
MISSION NUMBER 1 2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9101111121314
 
1 T38 AGO 00000 001 1 00010 0
 
2 T3B AG 0 .2S 0000 00000 1000100
 
3 T38 CENT 0000 1 0 0 1011111 
T35 CENT S2S 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 
5 T30 TRAN 0 0 10 111011111 
& T3D RAN 825 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 11 1 11 
7 T3D AGD 100000 11 0011111
 
a 73D AG DI2S 011 0 1 11 1011111
 
9 T3D AGLT 0 0 01 0 11 110 0 0 1 1 
10 T30 AGLT 62S 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
11 T3D CENT 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 I 1 1 1 1 
12 T30 CENT 625 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 01 0 1 
13 SV3A AO 0000000 000 1 00 0 0 
14 SV3A AG B2S 0000 0000 1000000 
15 SV3C CENT 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
16 SV3C CENT 82S 000 00001 1 10 1 1 1 10 
17 SV3X CENT 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
I SV3X CENT B2S 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 11 
19 I3 AGLT 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 
20 T3 AGLT B2S 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
S 0 L U T 1 0 N . .
 
53 230.36 184.12 414.48
 
F-16 
MISSION CHRACTERISTIC PAYLOAD LAUNCH" L..EH OPTIMUM
 
TITLE VELOCITYIFT/SECI ILBS) YEAR OF LAUNCHES LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
HARS71 41500. 1100. 1971 2.00 T30 AG D
 
PIONER 49000. 460. 1972 1.00 730 AG 0 B2
 
1973 1.00 T30 AG D 2S 
MARS73 40000. 6000. 1975 2.00 TAM AGLT 
MERCRY 30900. 000. 1978 0.50 T3 AG 0 62S 
GRDTRT 49500. 800. 1977 0.50 T3D AG D B2S 
MARS75 39400. 3000. 1978 1.00 T3D AG 0 
COMET 37200. 2000. 1978 1.00 73D AG D 
ASTRA 26300. T00. 1976 0.50 T3 A. 0 
RELTIV 14200. 2000. 1975 0.50 73B AG D 
PIONCE 51400. 1000. 1976 0.50 T3N AGLT B2S 
AT$ 33600. 4000. 1972 1.00 T3D AG D 
1973 1.00 T30 AG 0 
ORELAY 14200. 2000. 1976 0.50 T38 AG 0 
USAMS3 33600. 4100. 1976 0.50 T30 AG 0 
USAMSK 30000. G0o. 1976 1.00 T30 AD 0 
S 0 1 U .t7 1 0 . . .
 
53 234.87 184.12 418.99
 
M IsSIzoN CRACTER!STIC PAYLOAD LAUNCH NUNBER - OPTIMUM
 
TITLE VELOCITYIFT/SECI (LS) YEAR OF LAUNCHES LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
MARS71 41500. 1100. 1971 2.00 730 AG D 
PICHER 49000. 460. 1972 1.00 T3O AG 0 BS 
1973 1.00 T3D AG 0 B2S 
MARS73 4000. 6000. 1975 2.00 T3H AGLT
 
MECRY 38900. 1000. 1.78 0.50 T3B AG 0 82S 
GRDTRT 49500. 800. 1977 0.50 T30 AG 0 82S 
MARS75 39400. 3000. 1978 1.00 T30 AG 0 
COMET 37200. 2000. 1978 1.00 T30 AG 0 
ASTRA 2630a. 7000. 1976 0.50 T3R AG 0 
RELTIV 14200. 2000. 1975 0.50 T3B AG 0 
p,..e 51400. 1000. 1976 0.50 T3. AOLT 02S 
AT$ 33600. 4000. 1972 1.00 730 AG 0 
1973 1.00 T3D AG D 
ORELAY 14200. 2000. 1976 0.50 T30 AG D 
USAMSC 33600. 4100. 1976 0.50 730 AG 0 
USA0SK 30000. 6800. 1976 1.00 T30 AG 0 





KEY NAME UNIT COST
 
I T38 AG 0 9.28
 
2 T3B AG D82S 9.40
 
7 T30 AG 0 13.83
 
a T3 AG 0B2S 15.31
 
19 TIN AGT 29.97
 
20 T3H AGLTR2S 28.66
 
- REFERENCE YEAR 1969. TEST CASE 
IN NAME START OEVL YRS SUST SS SO RS RD RECURRING OR FIXED ITEMS
 
I MARSI 1969. 0. 0. 4. I 3 1 3 7, 14. 7.
 
3 2 1. 2. 
2 PIKER 1900 . 0. 0. 1 070 5 1. 4. 11. 11. 4. 
3 MARS73 1902. 0. 0. 0. I 0 71 4 0. 15. 30. 15. 
A MERCRY 1903. 0.0. . I 73 4 0. 1. 3. 2.
 
5 GRDTRT 1903. 0. 0. 0 0 72 4 0. . 4. Z.
 
6NARS75 1903. 0. 0. 0. 1 073 4 1. 3. 7. 3.
 
7 COMET 1902. 0. 0. 0. 1 0 74 4 1. 3. 7. 3.
 
5 ASTRA 1900. 0. 0. 0. 1 074 4 0. 1. 1 2.
 
9 RELTIV 1901. 0. 0. 0. 1 0 72 4 0. 1. 1. 2. 
10 PI OE 1901. 0. 0. 0. 073 4 1 3. 7. 4. 
l1 ATS 1900. 0. 0. 0. 1 0 70 5 1. 3. 10. 10. 3. 
12RELAY 1900. 0. . 0. 1 074 0. 1. 1. 2. 
13 USA4SC 190. 0.0. 0. 1 0 73 4 0. 1. 3. 2. 
14 USAMSMI19O. 0. 0. 0. 1 74 1 1. 3. 7. 3. 
15 IMAGE 1959. 52. 6. 28. 4 3 0 0 0. 
16 PRETEN 1972. 2. 2. 12. 3 0 0 0. 
4 I 15. 
1701V 2 1971. 0. 0. 3. 1 7 0 0 
I 2 10 20. 
18 DEV 4 1970. 18. 4. 1. 3 5 0 0 
19 DEV 6 1970. 25. 4. 0. 3 0 0 0 
200DEV 7 1969. 0. 4. 0. 3 a 0 0 
210EV 9 1969. 0. 0. A. 1 7 0 0 
220 EV 10 197. 0. 0. 3. 1 7 0 0 
23 0EV 11 1969. 14. 3. 0. 2 0 0 0 





TOTAL PROGRAMCOSTS AND CAUNCHVEHICLE SCHEDULE 
YEAR 1969. 1970. 1971. 1972. 1973. 1974. 1975. 
1976. 1977. 1978. 1979. 1980. 1981. 1982. 




1 MARSTI 10. 17. 11. 2.
 
2 PI0N0 R 1. 4. 1
 




 0. 	 0. 0. 0. 15. 30. 15.
 









 0. 	 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 3. 7. 3.
 
7­7ICOMET 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 	 0. 
 1. 	 3. 
 7.3.
 
8 ASTRA 0. 	 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 1. 2.
 
1
 9 RELTIV 0. 0. 
 0. 	 0. 1. 1. 2.
 
10 PONOE 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 3. 7. 4. 
20*
 
11 AT 1. 3. 10. 10. 3.
 
7* 	 7* 
12 DRELAY 0. 0. 0. 0. 
 0. 	 1. 1. 2. 
13 USAMSC 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 3. 2. 
7.
 
04 USAMSM 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 3. 7. 3 
15 IMAGE 3. 9. 13. 41. 37. 31.
 
16 PRETEN 0. 0. 0. 1. 13. 
 12. 27. 
17 0EV 2 0. 0. 13. 23. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 
1S EV 4 0. 3. 	 6. 7. 4. 1. 1. 1. 
19 0EV 6 0. 4. 9. 9. 4. 
200 EV 7 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
21 0EV 9 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 
22 0EV 10 0. 3. 3.' 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 
23 DEV 11 4. 7. 4. 
24 0EV 12 2. 
S3. 27. 56. 85.% 113. 94. 	 96. 80. 31. 22. 9.
 
FIXED 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
TOTAL 27. 56. 85. 113. 94. 96. 80. 31. 22. 9. 
LEVEL 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 1OD 100.
 






V £ K K00.,---------,--- 0--­ 0,-- 0 K-------------- K 0 I0 K !-------------------------­ ,-----
I I I I K K I K I I I0 I IK I I IK 
K K K K' I 1 0'K'K'I K' 
I. K] I I 0 I 0 I K I I 0 
I K K I 0 K KlI I 0 K I 0! K K 
K K 0 I I Kl K 0 0 K 0 
KI K I 3 1K K 10 1 0 10 K 1 1 I 1K
 
300.,------,*-,---------+..-- ---.-..--.--------- ,.-..-------­
0 3 I K 0 K I KI K 01 1
 




0 1K1 	 K II
K 1 K 1 131 	 1 10
 
100. 	 0--ll-l0- i---0i--.-t- - - -l...iil -I- iIi - l~ll i i l I 
K 1 Klli1 0 i iK K1 
,..-----------,--.--,----,----,.---------.--------_,_-_---, 




ReEEICE YEAR 0969. TEST CASE 
Eli NAHE START OEVL yRS lUST S SO R$ RU RECURRKNG OR FIXED OTEMIS
 
I MARShI 1969. 0. 0. 4. 1 3 0 3 7- 04. 7. 
3 2 1* 2* 
SPI(3NERl902* 0 . 0- 0- 107 5 1. 4. II. 11. 4. 
3 MARS?73 1902. 0.0 0. 0 71 4 0 05. 30- 15. 
4HERCRY 0903. 0. 0. 0. 0 T3 4 0. 0. S. 2. 
5 GR0T6T1904.* 0.. 0. 0 72 4 0 2. 4. 2. 
* 	 MARSIS 1903. 0. 0. 0. 1 T3 4 0. 3* 7. 3. 
TOOET 1902. 0.0O. 0. 0 T04 4 1. 3. 7. 3. 
Y ASTRA 090.9 0 .0O. 0- 0 T07 4 0 1. 0. 2. 
9 ELTIV 1903.* 0.0. 0. 1 72 4 0. I. 0. 2. 
10 PI01E 1903.* 00. 0. 1 073 4 0 3. 7. 4.
 
lISATS 1900. 0.0O. 0. 1 T07 5 1. 3. 10- 10. 2.
 
120ORELAy 191.S 0 .0. 0. 1 74 4 0. 0. 0. 2.
 
03 USAIIIC 1903- * 0. 0. 0. 1 73 4 0. 1. 3. 2.
 
O4IISASMI1O2.S 0.0. 0. 0 04 4 h. 3. 7. 3.
 
13 WHAGE 1969. 76. 5. 703. 4 4 -l 0 0.
 
06 PRETEM 1969. * 3. 4. * 34. 3 3 2 0 0.
 
A 0 05. 
07 0EV 2 1969. * 0. 0. 3. 1 7 0 0 
1 2 10. 20. 
10 0EV 4 1969. •. 36. 3. S 2. 2 7 -1 0 
190OEV 6 19A9. t 27. 6.* 0. 4 0 2 0 
20 0EV 7 1971. * 0. 3. * 0. 2 10 -1 0 
21 0EV 9 1969. 0. 0. 6. 1 0 0 
23 0EV 11 1969. 49. 2. * 0. 2 0 -1 0 
24DEV 12 1969. 3. 1. 0. 0 0 0 0 
rOTAL 195. 269.
 




TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS ANDAIJNCHVEHICLE SCHEDULE 
yEAR 




I MARS71 10. 17. 11. 2.
 
2 PIONER 0. 0. 1. 4. 31. 1. 4.
 








5 GRDTRT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2. 4. 2.
 




7 COMET U. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 3. 7. 3.7.
 
a ASTRA 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 1 2.
 
9 RELTIV 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 1. 2. 
1. 
10 PION0E 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 3. 7. 4. 
20­
11 A$ 1. 3. 10. 10. 3.
 
7: 7. 
12 ORELAY 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 3. 2. 
13 USAMSC 0. 0. 0 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 3. 2.
 
7­
14 USAMSM 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 3. 7. 3.
 
7­
15 IMAGE 7. 19. 24. 49. 38. 31. 31.
 
16 PRETEN 0. 1. 15. 15. 14. 15.
 
17 0EV 2 13. 23. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3.
 
1. EV 4 9. 19. 11. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2.
 
19 0EV 6 2. 5. 7. 7. 5. 2.
 
20 0EV ? 0. 0. 0. 3. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
21 0EV 9 6. 6. 6 6. 6. 6. 6.
 
22 0EV 10 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3.
 
23 0EV II 24. 24.
 
24 0EV 12 2.
 
sum 7. 119. 91. 101. 100. 102. 70. 21. 46. 20. 0. 0. 0.
 
FIXE0 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
TOTAL 78. 119. 91. 101. 100. 102. 70. 21. 46. 20. 0. 0. 0.
 
LEVEL 300o 100. 100. 100. I0. 300. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100.
 






P 700. + ­--- -++--+----

G I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
 
R I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
 
------------ ------- ----------- -----.
 
L I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
 
A &()D - -- -- ------------ --------------- - --- ­
61 I I I'I I I
E I I I I I I I I I I I II II II II I  
40 -0 4----------- ---------------.---------------------------------II I I I I I 
 I I I I I I
 
I I 1II I I I 1 I I II I III II I
 
I II I I I I I I I I I I I
 
100. 0----- --- - -- --- --------- - --- - --------- - --------- ---- ----------
I I I I I rIIII 
I 19I9. 19I II 1 I1 1 
 19 1I I 
-00.----------,------- ------------ - - ----- -- - ------. -------- --.-----­
*1 I I1 I I1 I I1 I I1 r I1 1 I1 I I
 
I I I I I I * I I Il I I I I 1
I9 I0 I1 72 73 I4 75 I6 I7 78 I9 I0 I1 82 I3 84
a00.50S0.-0 I 0 . I 0- I . I .0- .0 II 1.0, SlIl $ I lI Il
0.---,-0---0---.- 0-- 0 I I
 
I I I I I I l r I I I I
 
0.,--,.--,--------.- ------------ ,-----~-*---,--,--,... ---- + 
69. 70. 2. 72. 73. 06.74. 750 77. 70 79. 0 03.81. 82.0 84. 
YEAR 
LAUNCH VEHICLE AEOUIRNSNTS IV YEAl 
YEAR 1969. 1970. 1971. 1972. 3973. 1974. 1975. 3976. 3977. 3978. 1979. 1980. 1981. 
LV TOTAL 
1 1.50 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 0.50 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.07 7.50 0.0 0.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.5 0.0 0.0 0.08 2.50 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
39 2.00 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.00. 0.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 .0.0 0.0 0.0 0.O*O__ 





DEVELOPMENT SUSTAINING YEAR AVAIL LAST YEAR 0EV START 0EV DURATION
 
1 0.0 3.37 SV3A STAGE 1 5 1970 0.
 
2 30.00, 2.60 AG 0 STAGE 1 8 1969 0.
 
3 25.30 16.00 CENT STAGE I 1969 3.
 
4 35.75 1.75 ABLT STAGE I 1969 3.
 
5 13.00 0.0 SV3X STAGE 3 8 1970 4.
 
6 27.50 0.0 T3M STAGE 4 a 1969 6.
 
17 0.82 0.26 B2S STAGE 3 0 1971 3.
 
a 10.00 4.66 ATLS SHARED 1 8 1969 3.
 
9 0.0 6.00 TIIN SHARED 1 8 1969 0.
 
10 0.0 2.50 AGEN SHARED 1 8 1969 0.
 
11 46.86 0.0 INTEGRATION OF TITN ANO AGIN 1 1969 2.
 
12 2.50 0.0 INTEGRATION OF T30 ANO AG 0 I a 1969 1.
 
13 5.50 0.0 INTEGRATION OF 730 AND AGLT 3 a 1969 5.
 
14 $9.00 0.0 INTEGRATION OF TITN AND CENT 1 0 1968 3.
 
- VEH I L 
 . IrSION 

-CA PABI ITY 
(I * POSSIBLE, 0 IMPOSSIBLE) 
11111111112 22222223333333333t 44444
 
VEHICLE MISSION 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 89 0 1 2 3 45 67 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 56 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 45
 
MISSION NUMBER 1 2 2 3 4 5 67 8 9101111121314
 
I T3B AGO 0000000011000100
 








7T3D AGO 10001011 11 01 11 1
 
8T30 AGDD2S 01 10111111001111
 
9T30 AGLT 01 01011 11001111
 
10 T30 AGLT B2S 0 1 1 0 1 1 I1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
 
11 T30 CENT I1 I I I I I 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
 
12 T3D CENT 82S 01 1 1 tI I 1 01 1 I 11
 
13SV3AAGD 000 00 000000000
 
14 SV3A AG 0 2S 0 0 000 0 000000000
 
15 SV3C CENT 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 I 1I10 0
 
1 SV3C CENT 02S 00 0 0 1 1 001 1 1 0
 
17SV3XCENT 0 000001 1100 111
 
18 SV3X CENT 82S 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 I 0 0 0 1I 1 1
 
19 T3M AGLT 0 0 I 0 II I I I 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
 
20 T3 AGLT 02S 0 1 I I I 1 1 11 1 1 0 0 I1 I
 
...... . 0 U T I 0 N ***...*
 
38 229.38 249.81 479.19
 
F-23 
HISSION CHARACTERISTIC PAYLOAO LAUNCH NUMBER OPT7WJM 
TITLE VELOCITY(FT/SEC) (LB$) YEAR OF LAUNCHES LAUNCH VEHICLE 
MARS71 41500. 1100. 1971 2.00 T3D AG 0 
PIONER 49000. 460. 1974 1.00 T30 AG 0 B25 
1975 1.00 T3D AG 0 B25 
MARS73 40000. 6000. 1q75 2.00 T34 ALT 
ERCRY 3B900. 1000. 1978 0.50 T38 AQ D B2S 
GROTRT 49500. B00. 1978 0.50 T30 AG 0 82S 
MARS75 39400. 3000. 1978 1.00 T3D A0 
COMET 37200. 2000. 1978 1.00 T30 AG 0 
ASTRA 26300. 7000. 1977 0.50 138 AG 0 
RELTIV 14200. 2000. 1977 0.50 T3" AG 0 
PIODE 51400. 1000. 1978 0.50 T3M AGLT B2S 
ATS 33600. 4000. 1972 1.00 73D AS 0 
1973 1.00 T30 AG D 
0RELAY 14200. 2000. 1977 0.50 13B AS 0 
USAMSC 33600. 4100. 197A 0.50 T30 AG 0 
USAMSM 30000. 6800. 1918 1.00 T3S AS D 
....S$ 0 L IT T I 0 N..........
 
38 234.74 249.81 484.54
 
MISSION 'CHARACTERIST1C PAYLOAO LAUNCH NUMBER OPTIYUM
 
TITLE VELOCITY{FT/SEC) ILBS) YEAR OF LAUNCHES LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
MARSTI 41500. 1800. 197t 2.00 730 AG0 
PICNER 49000. 460. 1974 1.00 T30 AG 0 B2S 
1975 1.00 730 AC 0 B25 
MARS73 40000. 6(00. 1975 2.00 T31 ABLY 
MERCRY 38900. 1000. 1978 0.50 TB AG 0 B2S 
GROTAT 49500. 800. 1978 0.50 T3 AG 0 B25 
MARS75 39400. 3000. 1978 8.00 730 AG 0 
COMET 37200. 2000. 1978 8.00 T3D AG 0 
ASTRA 26300. 7000. 1977 0.50 T3B AG 0 
RELTIV 14200. 2000. 1977 0.50 T3B AS 0 
PIONOE 51400. 1000. 19T 0.50 13M AGLT 85 
ATS 3360. 4000. 1972 8.00 730 AM D 
1973 1.00 T30 AG 0 
DRELAY 14200. 2000. 1977 0.50 T38 AG 0 
USAMSC 33600. 4100. 1978 0.50 T30 AG 0
 
USA0SM 30000. 6800. -1978 1.00 T30 A 0
 






KEY NAME UNIT COST
 
I T3E AG 0 9.33
 
2 T3B AG D82S 9.14
 
7 T30 AG D 13.80
 
a 730 AG D82S 15.53
 
19 73H AGLY 29.69
 
20 TIM AGLTB2S 29.00
 
REFERENCE YEAR 0969. TES CASE -
Ph NAME START OEVL YRS SUST SS SO AS RD RECURRING OR FIXED ITEMS
 
I MARS71 1969. 0. 0. 4. 1 3 1 3 7. 14. T.
 
3 2 0. 2.
 
2 PaoNER 1902. 0. 0. 0. 1 0 70 5 1. 4. 11. 12. 4.
 
3 MARST3 1902. 0. 0. 0. 1 0 71 4 0. 15. 30. 15.
 
4 HERCRY 1903. ..0. 0. 1 073 4 0. 1. 3. 2.
 
5 GRDTRT 1904. 0. 0. 0. 1 0 72 4 0 2. 4. 2.
 
6 MARS75 1903. D. 0. 0. 1 0 73 4 . 3. 7. 3.
 
7 CONET 1901. 0.. 0. 1 074 4 1. 3. t° 3.
 
8 ASTRA 1901. 00. 0. 1 074 4 0. . 1. 2.
 
9 RELTIY 1903. D. 0. 0. 1 0 72 4 0. 1. 1. 2.
 
110 PIONOE 1903. 0. 0. 0. 1 0 73 4 0. 3. 7. 4. 
11 6TS 1900. 0. 0. 0. 1 0 70 5 1. 3. 10. 10. 3. 
12 DRELAY 1901. 0. 0. 0. 1 0 74 4 0. 1. 1. 2. 
I3 USAMSC 1903. 0.0. 0. 1 0 3 0. 1. 3. 2. 
14 SAMSH 1902. 0. 0. 0. 1 074 4 1. 3. 7. A 3. 
S 1 IAGE 1969. 76. 5. 31. 4 4 0 0 0.
 




17 0EV 2 1969. 0. 3. I 7 0 0
 
1 2 10. 20.
 
18 DEV 4 1969. 36. 3. 2. 2 9 0 0
 
19 OEV 6 1969. 27. 6. 0. 4 0 0
 
200DEV 7 1971. 1. 3. 0. 2 7 0 0
 
210EV 9 1969. 0.0. 6. 1 7 0 0
 
22 EV 10 1969. 0. 0. 3. 1 7 0 0
 
23 DEV 11 1959. 49. 2. 0. 2 0 0 0
 





TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS AND-LAUNCH VEHICLE SCHEDULE
 
YEAR 199. 1970. 1971. 1912. 1973. 1974. 1975. 1976. 1977. 197. 1979. 1980. 1981. 1982. 1983. 3984. 0985. 1906. 1937. 1980. 
PROGRAM
 
















5 ORDTRT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2. 4. 2. 
6 H4A RGI 0. 0.;O . °. Uo 1. 3. 7. 10*
 
7 C6OMET 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 3. 7. 3. 
7* 
SASTRA 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. I. 1. 2. 
1.
 




10 PIOAE 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 3. 7. 4. 
20. 
11 ATS 1. 3. 3D. 10. 3. 
7* 7­
12 ORELAY 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 1. 2. 
3. 
13 USAMSC 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 3. 2. 
14 USIOGM 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 3. 7. 3. 
7­
15 IMAGE 7. 19. 24. 49. 38. 31. 31. 
16 PRETEN 0. 1. 15. 15. 14. 15. 
170VEY 2 13. 23. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3.
 
18EV 4 9. 19. 1. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2.
 
19 VEV 6 2. 5. 7. 7. 5. 2.
 
20 VEY 7 0. 0. 0. 1. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
21 OEV 9 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6.
 
22 VEv 10 3. 3. 3. 3. 3 3. 3.
 
23 DEV 11 24. 24. 
24 0EV 12 2. 
SUM 78. 119. 91. 101. 100. 102. 70. 21. 48. 21.
 
rIXED 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
TOTAL 78. I19. 91. 101. 100. 102. 70. 21. 48. 21. 
LEVEL 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. t00. 100. 100. 100.
 





8 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1
I 8 8 I I 8 8l8lI I8 8100. 0 - - - ------- - - - - --- ------- ------ ----_---_I ----__ -__ -------------­
..--- ,------,- - -------------,---------- --..----------.--------------------­8 8 8 8 8 I 8 8 l 8 8 I
 
8l 8 I I I l8 8 8 8 8 I 8 I 8
 
8 8 8 8 I 8 8 I I I
P NM 8A S 8Il RI ITEM
 
8 O .I 0 1902. 7 8 1 I I
 
-,.-----,----,--,--,--,--,--,---,-----4.-- 4-,----,89 80 81 72 73 748 75 76 77 78. 89 - I 8 _--- 8-- 83 04I I I 1 8 8 8 I t 8 I I I 
0,,.-- --- ,----,-------- -- ,-----------.-------------------,-----------,-.-- --- -__,-_--­
10. -- - - ­ --- -------- ,-------4-----------­
,.-----.-----, 
69. 70. 71. 72. 73. 74. 15. 76. 77. 78. 79. 0 81. 82. 83. 84. 
YEAR
 
8 WI I 0 8 0. 0 0 74 4 1 . 2 I. 8. 
9 28LIV0. -. ,0.--. 0. 1 0- 72 4 -0. - 1. - - ­-
0
 
REFEREN E6YEAR 8. TEST CA 8 8
IMG*5 Y 7 I9 8 1969. A It D 8 .. 

'FM NAME START OEVL YRS SUIT SI SO ES Rb RECURRINO OR FIXED ITEMS
 
1 NARSTI 1969. 0. 0. 4. 3 1 7. 84. 7.
 
2 PIONER 1902. 0. 0. 0. 1 0 4. 11. 12. 4. 
3 846S7$ 1902. 0. 0. 0. 1 0 7. 85. 30. 15.
 
4 ME8CRY 1903. . 0. 0. 0 73 . 1. 
 3. 2. 
TO8TRT 1904. 0. 0. 0. 72 4 0 2. 4. 2.684AR575 1903. 0. 0. 0. 8 73 4 1. 3. 7. 3.
 
7COMET 1902 0. . 0.O8* 74 4 1I* 3. 7..3.
 
8 ASTRA 1901. 0 0. 0 8* 074 4 . 1. 1. 2.
 
9 RELTIV 1903. 0. 0. 0. 8 0 72 4 O0 k. 8. 2.
 
10OPINOE 8903. 0. 0. 0. 1 0 73 4 h. 3. 7. 4.
 
88 673 1900. 0. 0. 0. 8 70 1. 3. 80. 10. 3.
 
120ORE8.691908. 0.0., 0. 1 74 4 O. 1. 1. 2.
 
13 USAMSCI19O3. 0.0 0°. I 73 4 0. 1. 3. 2.
 
14 USARSI 8902. 0. 0. 0. 1 74 4 18 3* 7 3.
 
1A 8NICGE 1969. 76. 31. 0A0 A. INPU0 

16 RETEN 1969. 3. 4. 86. 3 3 0 0 0.
 
170DEV 2 1969. 0. 0. 3. 1 700
 
1 2 10. 20.
 
16 0EV 4 8969. 38. 4. * 2. 3 9 1 0
 
19 0EV 6 1969. 27. 6. 0. 4 0o
 
20 DIV 7 1978. 1. 4. S 0. 3 7
 
210EV 91969. 0.0. 6. 8 700 
230OEV 11 1969. 49 2. 0. 000
 




* INDICATES CHANGE FROM INPUT DA 
F-27'
 
TOTAL PROGRAMCOSTS ANI LAUNCHVEHICLE SCHE0ULE 
YEAR 1969. 1970. 1971. 1972. 1973. 197 . 1975. 1976. 1977. 1918. 1979. 1980. 1981. 1982. 1983. 1984. 1985. 1986. 1987. 1988. 
PROGRAM
 




2 PIONER 0. 0. 1. 4. 11. 12. 4. 
3 MARS73 D. 0. 0. 0. 15. 30. 15. 








6 NARS75 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 3. 7. 3.
 
7­












30 PIONOE 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 3. 7. 4. 
11 ATS 1. 3. 10. 10. 3.
 
7* 7* 
12 ORELAY 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 1. 2. 
I*
 




14 USAMIM 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 3. 7. 3.
 
7. 
15 W3*GE 7. 19. 24. 4 . 38, 31. 31. 
16 PRETEN 0. 1. 15. 15. 14. 15.
 
17 DEV 2 13. 23. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3.
 
18 OEV 4 6. 13. 15. 8. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2.
 
190 EV 6 2. 5. 7. 7. 5. 2.
 
20 OEV 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
21030y9 6. 6 6. 6. 6. 6. 6.
 
220 EV 10 3. S. 3. 3. 3. 3.
 
23 0EV 11 24. 24.
 
24 0EV 12 2.
 
SUM 74. 1 . 94. 107. ]00. 102. 70. 21. 4A. 21. 2. 
FIXED 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. D. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
TOTAL 7k. 114. 94. 307. 100. 102. 70. 21. 48. 21. 2. 
LEVEL . 100.100100. 100. 300. 100. 300. 300o 100. 100. 100. 




p 700.- ,----- ----------.-------- -.-------.-- ---.--------
I I I I I I I I
o , , I I I I I I I I I I 0 I 
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-- LU CA VHICLE REOUIREM#$T-S YEAR 




1 1.50 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 0.0 G0 
2 0.50 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 5 0.0 
7 7.50 0.0 0.0 2.0 1. 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.5 0.0 
8 2.50 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. h0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 
19 2.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
20 0.50 0.0 0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 
INPUT ASSIGNMENT IS OPTIMUM SMOOTHEO SOLUTION
 
OPTIMUM ASSIGMENT WITHIN BUDGET CONSTRAINTS HAS BEEN OEERMINEO 






Flow charts are provided in this section for each of the major subroutines and the 
main program MASTER. They appear in alphabetical order by subroutine name. 
A short description of the purpose of each subroutine is provided in the program 
listing in Appendix H. Subroutines AFRMT, INPUT, PLOT, and PACK were written 
in 360 Assembler Language so a description of each subroutine appears in this section 
rather than a flow chart. 
G. 2 MAJOR SUBROUTINE CHARTS 





fDeck Name MOX02AT 
Fortran IV subroutine coded in 360 Assembler Language 
Written by R. E. Slye 
PURPOSE
 
This subroutine converts a variable from integer to A format 
USAGE 
CALL AFRMT (I, X) 
where 
I is the name of the variable (may be one element of an array) in integer 
format 
X is the name of the result returned in A4 format 
G-2 
JOB COMLTE IYM YEYE NEAOAREADTNO 
DREAD AND PRINTOUT 
_____ ___ __ __ __ __ _ BLANK CARD 
SHARED COST DATAPROGRAMCOST MISIO COTDTDANPRNTU DETERMINE NFAM 
STOP WHEN READ 
READ AND PRINTOUT YES READ SPECIAL C INTEGRATION COSTNLAUNCJRATE NDANDDISTRIBUTION 
DETERMINE~~~~~ETRMN MI NSRDTEMN0DEEMN NI< 
RN N SHREDATACOST 
RE,_______ EDAD RNOT E YESEIL 
TPENS TOP WHEN READ
 
CARBLANK CARD
DAT NED NO REUREETATAm AANO 1 
E
 
F R OMP I OUT CSU EY 
Co 
0 
OF~~~1 TOTALATDEEOPFACU E SXPECIAL XOENGO 




SETUP MISSION MATRIX 
BY YEAR 
NM = NUMBER OF MISSION-
YEAR COMBINATION 
LETT = MISSION NUMBER 
LYR = LAUNCH YEAR 























PRINTOUT BESTOPTIMUM LAUNCH 
|MYRS
FOR CHOOZ NUMBR ORGESr 
1 00 
'NO 
VEHICLE FOR MISSION/ NUMBS + I1 
NO STORE CRENT 13 
01T 







NUBRC BE EIL IAALB 
















DEFINE "USUAL"RECURRING COST 
DISTRIBUTION FOR 
ALPI (1) = 0 05 
ALPI (2) = 0 20 
ALPI (3) = 0 50 
ALPI (4) = 0.25 
INCREMENT AND 
YES YES 
READ VEHICLE STAGE 
COMPONENTS PLUS PL 







WP = PAYLOAD 








I E, IVEHA(I) 
- 0 










FORDIANCE DATA ANDRECURRING COST 
DISTRIBUTION IF DIFFERENT 
FROM "USUAL" DEFINED IN13 
15 
CHANGE INPUT 












LZ = 0 STORE VALUE OF LZ 
,FOR VEHICLE J 0 
NON 
YES 
noC O ERQ I NOEDL ~ ) 0B 
RESTOCON 
MISSIONSE E N 
ERE? 



























W NUNREC RIC COST 






ST LA bCHlRATE 













TO CONSDER NEXT 
ECEDED STORE NURtBEIRIN 
i 
' 






Z(C)E TAUSI OETMUHVALESN NDELOOP 
1EAVAILABL 
NCO1S T 
IN THIISYEAR ? 
E 
LOCAOIA 
EX(- LOCATION OF 





LCATIONS FOR NEV 
NODES 





ATYA CHOS NNOTTEXT NO 
o DENU ER, ECR RINOOST, ONCURNG COS 
ANDTOTA LGMECOST 
NEW__ WWALULTE 




























DETA OPET STToEE O M N TA T() C I I 












EVLOMET DRTO O 
G 
TON S( L GEORIT REUR 




1I rGANO AE() C W'ANH14EO s 
TOc 
B SEEMI 
l[~~~~~SS (NUMD -ST(SbD)sFIBB(I 
D$ ~~~ (NUMD) - ~ ~ ANN A r 
NOYNO 
YES AV FA(MEE 
CONSIDEED?D FOR STAGE) LYD { 





NO E ET(CN);FLO 





O YE IO NA NTNE 
T _X+ 
U MBNUMB) AYDIC) 
I YES 
TO=2 NO CI , NUMDT)+10SX 
' YE ' 

X = JX+INO NO JX) - NUMDNU13 
~ ~~ VEINES c+1YES~~ ~ YEEGTRATIONIJX-~ WT 
CALCULATE D"TEGRATION 
FIRST (LAM INTEGRATION 
YEAR BOTH COPONENTS ARE 
AVALABLE 
V VEHICYEAE JIWITHN" 
O HSTSAGE AS EN 
WI VEHICLEX= + ( 








=0QUANTITIES BRANCHflf UPON 
NUMID NUMBER, DS, SUST, TYPE OF COST, NYD, LYD, IS, YD. 
RTR EXEDD2NOECRIG 
COSTS FOR VEHICLE I 
93 





AL I'NPT Generalized Data Input Subroutine 
360/Assembler Language 
Written by R. E. Slye 
PtURP OSE 
This subroutine provides for input of single-precision fixed and floating point numbers 
and Hollerith information. Usage is particularly convenient inasmuch as no format 
statements are required, and data may be loaded in any order irrespective of the 
order in the calling statement. 
USAGE 
The calling statement is 
CALL INPUT (5HALPHA, ALPHA, 4BETA, BETA, ... ) 
In the above, the Hollerith,literals represent the external names of variables or arrays 
as they should appear on data cards. The other arguments are the internal names of 
the variables and arrays as referenced in the source program. It will become apparent 
that'by using the external names in addition to the symbolic location names, it is possible 
to enter data for a variable on an input card without regard to its relative location in 
the calling sequence of the program. 
G-14 
ACCEPTABLE -INPUT DATA FORMS ­
A\Fidating Point General Form 
Up to 9 decimal digits, with a decimal point 
permitted at the beginning, at the end or between 
two digits. A preceding plus or minus sign is 
optional. A decimal exponent preceded by E+ or 
+*or - if negative may follow. If no decimal 
pointdppears, the exponent is mandatory. The 
magnitude of the number must be between the 
approximate limits of 10 - 7 5 and 1075. 
B. Decimal Integers General Form 
The magnitude of the number must be less than 
312. A preceding plus or minus sign is optional. 
C. Hollerith Information General Form 
Any number of charactrs, including blanks. 
I 
The number of characters is specified by writing 
inH preceding the Hollerith information. n is 
the number of characters in the block following nil. 
RULES FOR PREPARATION OFDATA CARDS 
Blanks are ignored except within Hollerith data fields. 







5. OE3 (5.0 x103 ) 
5.0E + 3 (5.0 x103 ) 










It i' knot necessary that variable names on the data cards appear in the same order 
as those in the calling sequence. The routine will search the list for the name and 
its'c br location. 
Individual data items are separated by commas. 
An equal sign separates the name of a variable and its first data item. 
A comma separates the end of a data set and the next variable name. 
A data input record is terminated by an asterisk (*). 
It is not necessary to input a data set for each name in the calling sequence. 
Elements of an array may be skipped by writing consecutive commas - i.e., no data 
between the commas; or by singly subscripting the array name. Double subscripting 
is illegal. Thus, if it is desired to input data into a three-element vector V, one 
could write: 
V =-2.79,,1.32 
No data would be entered into V(2). What was originally there remains there. 
Alternatively, the above could be written: 
V(1) -= 2.79, V(3) = 1.32 
Special Feature. The card image is normally written on the system output unit, tape 6, 
prior to being processed by the routine. If an N is,punched in column 73, the card will 
not be listed. If column 73 contains a C, the card is treated as a comment only; 1.el, 
it is not scanned for data. If the card contains CE in columns 73- 74, the card will. 
be treated as a comment card, and a page will be ejected. 
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E)MPLE 
If the following call statement appeared in a FORT-RAN program,­
,CALL INPUT (lHA, A, IHB, B, lHC, C, lHD, D, IHP, P, IHR, R, iHS, S) 
the input 6ards could be punched as follows: 
A = 3.14159265, B = 707, C = 1870, 1st card 
D = 1., 2., 3., 4., 5., 6., 7., 8., 9., 2nd card 
R(2) = 3, R(5) = 74., 42, 3rd card 
F = 22HTHIS IS A CHECKOUT RUN* 4th card 
Note that D must be dimensioned at least 9,
 
R dimensioned at least 7 and P at least 6.
 
Also R(l), R(3), R(4), and R(6) are unchanged. 
Even though S appears in the CALL statement, it is not 
necessary that it appear on one of the input cards. The 
* on card 4 signifies the end of the data record. This 
means that the routine will return control to the calling 
program. 
RESTRICTIONS 
The following errors will be detected by the subroutine. A diagnostic message and­
the card in error will1 be permited on the system output unit, tape 6.
 
1. Name on data card exceeds six characters. 
2. Name on data card does not appear in the calling sequence.I 
3. Punctuation errors. 
4. Name on datacard begins with a non-alphabetic character. 
5. Decimal or integer data out of range. 
only theThis subroutine may be used for reading double precision numbers; however, 









'1. 	 A slash (/) on adata card (not in an H field) indicates that information to 
the right-of the slash is not to be scanned for data. Therefore, these columns 
may be used for comments. 
-2. 	 In addition to the above means for entering Hollerith information, Hollerith 
may also be entered by enclosing it in apostrophes, i.e., P = 'THIS IS 
A CHECKOUT RUN' 
3. 	 Floating point and integer data may be repeated into consecutive locations 
by use of the letter X followed by the data; i.e., 
D = 1., 4X2., 3., 
is equivalent to 
D = 1., 2., 2., 2., 2., 3., 
4. 	 Alphanumeric data may also be repeated. The use of the letter X is 
optional. For example, to set an array dinensioned 18 to blanks, write, 
TITLE = 18' T, 
If the alphanumeric field exceeds 4 characters, only the last word will 
be repeated. For example, 
DATA = 3'ABCDEF', will result in 
ABCDEF EF EF
 
5. 	 If a name on a data card is not followed by an equal sign, it will be retrieved 
from the calling program. For example, if in the calling program, X and 
ALPHA are dimensioned at least 2, then the following data card 
X = 3.1, ALPHA(2), 
will result in the current value of ALPHA(2) being stored-in X(2). 
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As an additional example, suppose that the calling FORTRAN-program 






CALL IIPUT (. . ., 	 'OK', OK, 'TRUE', TRUE, 
'FALSE', FALSE, . 
Then a data card written as follows, 
OK = TRUE,
 
will 	result in the input of logical data to the program. 
6. 	 If a comma is omitted from a data card, a warning will be written on the 
system output unit and execution will continue. However, for any other 
type of error, execution will be suppressed, and the remaining data cards 
will be scanned, forerrors. 
This subroutine will accept data cards ,punched on,either 
keypunch! 
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Deck Name MOX01PK 
Fortran IV subroutine coded in 360 Assembler Language (also MAP coded for the 7094) 
Written by R. E. Slye 
PURPOSE 
This subroutine is used to pack an array of integer or logical data into a smaller array 
in a packed binary format. 
METHOD
 
The unpacked (source) data is treated as an array of unsigned integers. The integer 
words are truncated on the left and only the N low order bits are retained. The N 
low order bits are then placed sequentially, left adjusted, in a packed array word 
until that word is filled. fPacking then continues into the next-word, etc., until the 
source data is exhausted. 
Since a storage word contains 32 bits, a packed word may contain 32/N data items. 
Note that since only the ,N, low order, bits are,retained, the largest integer item thatl, N 
will be represented Correctly is 2 - N. For example, if N = 4, the packed items 
will represent digits from 0 to 15. For a larger, integer, the packed item will 'in 
effect be the modulus of the source item. 
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USAGE 
This' ubroutine has thrge entry points. The three entries are PACK, UNPACK, and 
ITEM!' To pack data, the Fortran call statement is 
CALL PACK (L, M, I, N) 
where 
L is the name of the array containing the source data. 
M is the name of the array containing the packed data. 
I is the number of data items in L. 
N is the number of low order bits to be retained. 
The array L should be dimentioned I. 
The array M should be dimentioned [(I-1)/[32/N]]J + 1 
To unpack data, the Fortran call statement is 
CALL UNPACK (L,, M,, I, N) 
where the arguments are as listed above. 
I may be less than tile actual number of items in the packed- array. 
I M L.Packed, data in,the array isunpacked and placed right adjustedl in the array 
(The unused high order part of the word is cleared.) 
The third entry point to the routine may be used to recover a single item from the packed 
array M. It is called by the Fortran statement 
J = ITEM (M, I, N) 




If [32YNN] as not an even integer, some low order bits in a packed word are unused. 
For ;xample, if N = 6 the word may contain 5 items and the-last 2 bits are-unused. 
The 6th item will then start at the beginning of the 2nd word. 
This subroutine is also available for use on the 7094. Since the 7094 has 36 bits/word 
rather than 32, the data will be packed differently. This should not concern the user 
except that the size of the M array may be slightly smaller. 
PRECAUTION 
Integers in the source data may be negative. However, if negative integers are used, 
the results will be different on the 360 from that on the 7094 since negative 360 integers 




fUIVIPLOT, Drawing of Graphs by Use of the Printer 
3 66'/Ag'sembler -Language 
Ames Modification of SHARE Library Routine UIM PLOT 
PURPOSE 
This subroutine is used for the purpose of drawing plots, along with the printing,of the
 




Several changes have been incorporated in the FORTRAN IV version of UMVE PLOT.
 
The maximum width of the plot has been increased from 101 columns to 119 columns.
 
'The original program included entries for use in SAP and MAD coded routines, whereas
 




A region of core is treated here much as a piece of graph paper. This region of core 
is called the "image mreglon." The image regioli is cleared, and then a grid, consisting 
-of I's and -Is, with +'. s at gridintersection points, is formed. The program will place 
'any given BCD character at the appropriate place in the image region, corresponding 
to an ordinate - abscissa pair. Each point is written in the image region independently 
.of those previously written, and so data to be plotted need not be sorted. Any number 
,of points (consistent with the specified size of the image) may be plotted, with any 
Hollerith plotting character whatever. Points which fall on previously plotted points 
replace the latter, and points which-fall on a grid line replace the grid line character. 
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Pbint's!*'lchle outside of the specified grid limits are not plotted. When all desired 
points have been placed in the image region, the latter is written out onto a standard 
BCD-tape (i.e., tape 6, 7, 9, or 11) for subsequentprinting. 
USAGE 
This subroutine has four main entries and two auxiliary entries. The four main 
entires are PLOT 1, PLOT 2, PLOT 3, and PLOT 4. Each performs a specific 
function, and normally they are taken in the order listed above. Exceptions to the 
normal sequence are discussed below. The two auxiliaryeiiesare OMIT and 
PLTAPE. The first of these is used for the purpose of causing portions of the grid 
to be deleted, and the second is used if it is desired to output on a tape other than 
logical tape 6. 
Each of the entries is discussed below ift detail, following which the calling sequence 
arguments are defined. It may be noted that the four main entries can be taken by 
use of either a standard CALL statement [e.g., CALL PLOT 1( )] or an arithmetic 
statement [e.g., R = PLQT( )]. The advantage of the latter is that if certain error 
conditions arise, they can be detected by 'inteirogafion of B, whereas the programmer 
has no way to detect an error condition if the CALL type entry is used. The details, 
concerning error conditions and the interrogation of R will be found in Section D 
to follow. 
A. The Four Main Entries 
CALL PLOT I (NSCALE, NHL, NSBH, NBL, NSBV) 
or 
R = PLOT 1 (NSCALE, NHL, NSBH, NBL, NSBV) 
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This entry is used to set up grid spacing aid the total-length and width of the.graph. 
The location of decimal points, and the scale factors (powers of 10) for values of the 
ordaite and-abscissa to be printed along the axes of the plot are.also specified,. If 
botlstandard grid and standard scale factors are desired (to be described subsequently), 
then this entry need not be taken. If several plots are to be printed, all having, the same 
scale ifactors and grid specifications, then this entry need only be taken one time. 
CALL PLOT 2 (IMAGE, XMAX, XMIN, YMAX, YMIN, IDIM) 
or 
R = PLOT 2 (IMAGE, XMA)4 XMIN, YMAX, YMIN, IDIM) 
This entry clears the image region and prepares the grid lines of 's and -'s, with, + 's 
at grid line intersection points. It establishes internally formula for computing the 
location in the image region that corresponds to a given abscissa - ordinate (X., Y-)
I J1 
pair, based .on maximum and minimum values as entered through the calling sequence. 
CALL PLOT 3 (BCD, X, Y, NDATA) 
or 
R = PLOT 3(BCD, X, Y, NDATA) 
This entry causes a specified Hollerith plotting character to be placed in the appropriate 
place in the image region for each of the abscissa - ordinate pairs, which are stored 
in arrays X and Y. This ,entry may not be taken unless entry PLOT 2 has been taken 
previously. This entry may be taken repeatedly, if desired, in order to write several 
sets of data in the image region before it is read out on tape. 
CALL PLOT 4 (NCHAR, LABEL) 
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R = PLOT 4(NCHAR, -LABEL) 
'This entry causes the contents of the image region to be written out on logical tape 6 
(unlessla different tape has been specified by use of the entry PLTAPE, discussed 
later). The topmost line of the graph will appear one space below the last line 
previously printed. The ordinate label is specified, and it will appear to the left of 
the graph. Abscissa labels may be printed above or below the graph by use of standard 
printout statments. The entry PLOT 4 can be taken repeatedly to obtain several copies 
of the same graph, if desired. The entry PLOT 2 must have been taken at least once 
prior to the entry PLOT 4. It is permissible to alter a graph (in the image region) by 
use of the entry PLOT 3 and then print the result using PLOT 4, without returning to 
the entry PLOT 2. 
B. The Arguments For The Four Main Entries Are Described Here 
Note that certain of them may be either integers or floating point quantities, as for
 
example NHL (integer) or HL (floating equivalent of NHL).
 
NSCALE is an array of dimension 5 that supplies the subroutine with grid and 
scale factor in formationI 
NSCALE(1) 	= 0, standard grid and scale factors (see note (a), to follow) 
# 0, grid and scale factors are as defined in NSCALE (2) - NSCALE (5) 
NSCAL-E(2) = I, scale factor such that printed values of the ordinate are 101 times 
the actual values 
NSCALE(3) = J, J digits will appear to the right of the decimal point in printed 
ordinate values (J < 8) 
NSCALE(4) = K, scale factor such that printed values of the abscissa are 10 K times 
the actual values 
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-NSCALE(5) = M, M digits will appear to the right of the-decimal point in printed. 
abscissa values (m< 8) 
NHL (or HL) is tHe number of horizohtal grid lines (NI > 0) 
NSBH (or BH) is the number of spaces between horizontal grid lines 
,(NSBH:>r 0) 
NVL (or VL) is the number of vertical grid lines (NVL > 0)
 
NSBV (or SBV) is the number of spaces between vertical grid lines
 
(NSBV > 0, and NSVB*NVL <-- 119)
 
Note (a). Standard scale factors correspond to values of I, J, K, and M of 0, 3, 0 ,_ 3, 
respectively. A standard grid is available which is 101 columns wide starting at 
column 13, and 51 lines long. It has 10 vertical grid lines and 5 horizontal grid lines; 
with 10 spaces between both horizontal and vertical grid lines. If both the standard 
scale factors and standard grid are desired, then the PLOT 1 entry need not be taken. 
It should be noted, however, that if PLOT 1 has been entered for the purpose of setting 
up nonstandard conditions, then the latter prevail until PLOT 1 is reentered with ­
differ ent arguments. 
Any combination of vertical and horizontal grid lines may be -specified, but the vertical 
grid alway~s starts at column 13t. It may extend as far to the right as column 132. -The 
length of the grid is limited only by the dimensions ,of the image region in core. 
5Note (b Integers e, printed for the ordihate and/br abscissa scales if J:5 - 1 
and/or -M 11 
Note (c). If a scale factor is such that overflow or inderflow would occur, then the 
scale factor is treated as zero. The subroutine may shift abscissa scale printout in 
order to accommodate all of the desired numbers. If the value of an ordinate or 
abscissa is too large to be printed in the allowed space to the left of the graph it will: 
be truncated from the left. 
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IMAGE- (or AIMAGE) is an array, dimensioned IDIM, which is used as the 
image region by the subroutine 
XMAX is the value of the dbscisa'af the rightm6st grid linie 
XMIN is the value of the abscissa at the leftmost grid line 
(XMIN< XMAX) 
f-MAX is the value of the ordinate at the uppermost grid line 
YMIN is the value of the ordinate at the lowermost grid line 
(YMIN < YMAX) 
]DIM is the dimension of the array IMAGE, where IDI=VI N*(NSBH*NIIL + 1) 
and 
K 
N = - rounded up for the IBM 7094,6 or 
K 
N = - rounded up for the IBM 3604 
and where 
K = NSBV*NVL+I 
(The square brackets in the formula for _N signify,"integral valueI. ') 
Note (d). Set TDIM 6qual to' at least 867 for the standard -grid. (1326 for 360). 
BCD is the Hollerith plotting character, any character whatever (see 
note (e), to follow) 
X is the array (or single location) that contains the abscissa of the points to 
be plotted 
Y is the array (or single location) that contains the ordinates of the points 
to be plotted 
NDATA -(or DATA) is the number of points to be plotted (NDATA > 0) 
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Not&'(e). The plotting-character may be loaded into, cell BCD by use of a DATA 
statement, that is, 
DATA BCD/1H*/ ­
or, .alternatively, it may be entered as a Hollerith literal in the PLOT 3 entry state­
ment, for example, 
CALL PLOT 3 (1H*, X, Y, NDATA) 
(The arithmetic statement entry R = PLOT 3 ( ) may not be used in the latter case. ) 
Note (f) If it is desired to write a single point at a time into the image array, set 
NDATA equal to 1. 
N CHAR (or CHAR) is the number of Hollerith characters, including blanks, in 
the ordinate label (N CHAR s NfIL*NSBH+I1) 
LABEL is an array which contains the Hollerith characters that constitute the t 
ordinate lable to be printed along tie leftiost grid line. (See note (g), belowlI 
Note (g). The ordinate label can be entered in array LABEL by use of the DATA 
statement,- that is, 
DATA (LABEL (J), J = 1, 3)/17HbbbORDINATEbLABEL/ 
Alternatively, it can be loaded as a Hollerith literal in the PLOT 4 entry statement, 
for example, 
CALL PLOT 4 (17, 17HbbbORDINATEbLABEL) 
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(The-arithmetic statement entry, R = PLOT 4 ( ), may not be used in the latter 
case.) 
0 VJ'" (See-Section D,--to follow) 
C.,o The Two Auxiliary Entries and Their Arguments 
CALL PLTAPE (NTAPE) 
This entry is used, prior to PLOT 4, if it is desired that the output be on a tape other 
than tape 6. Here, NTAPE is the tape number upon which the output is to take place 
(7, 9, or 11). The output tape number remains as set by this entry until PLTAPE is 
called again with a different value for NTAPE. 
CALL OMIT (NARG) 
This entry causes certain portions of the graph to be deleted. It is taken prior to the 
entry PLOT 4. The settings for NARG are tabulated below 
NAIG Effect 
1 Numerical values of the abscissa 
r are not printed 
'2 Numerical values of the ordinate 
are not printed 
3 ,Combines,theeffect of,NARG 1 
and'NARG = 2 
A4 The complete bottom horizontal 
grid line is deleted 
5 Combines the effect of NARG = 1 
and NARG = 46 Combines the effect of NARG =2 
and N<AIG =4 
7 Combines the effect of NARG =1 
NAlRG = 2, and NARG = 4 
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. DY Error Conditions 
I( if ftIf arguments are incompatible with certain restrictions, then the message 
PLOT 1, or 
IMPROPER ARGUMENT {PLOT 2, 
. etc. 
'is printed, thus indicating the entry where the improper entry appears. If such errors 
occur in PLOT 1 or PLOT 2, subsequent entries into PLOT 3 and PLOT 4 are deleted 
with no further comment. The argument restrictions axe 
NHL >0 
NSBH > 0 
NVL >0 
NSBV > 0 
NSBV*NVL 119 
XMAX > XMIN 
YMAX > YMIN 
BCD must be a single left-adjusted Hollerith character 
If the user attempts to execute, PLOT 3 Or PLOT 4 without having previously executed 
PLOT 2, (or without execution-of PLOT 2 subsequent to the execution of PLOT 1), 
the comment 
-NO PREVIOUS PLOT 2 
will be printed. 
If the arithmetic statement (rather than the CALL statement) is used for the four main 
entries, then the user may take appropriate action in the case of such errors as would 
lead -to the printouts described above. An error in the arguments; or one due to the 
unsucceissful completion of an earlier entry, will cause a +-1.0, +-2.0, -+ 3.0, or 
+ 4.0 to be loaded in cell R for entries PLOT 1, PLOT 2, PLOT 3, or PLOT 4, 
respecfvely. - Cell R contains + 0. 0 if no error conditaon arises. The -user simply­
tsts "1 following each attempt-to-enter- the subroutine via- PLOT-i, PLOT 2 -PLOT , 
or PLOT 4. 
If any points are not plotted by PLOT 3, then the number - 3.0 will be found in R 
This might arise if points lie outside the stated minimum and maximum limits of the 
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H. 1 flESCRIPTION 
A compile-and-save Fortran listing of each major subroutine in the Budget Smoothing 
and Vehicle Assignment Integrated program is included in this section. Storage 
requirements for each subroutine are listed on the output along with the code name 
,under which the subroutine was saved. Total storage requirements are listed at the 
beginmng of the sample case presented in Appendix F. Comment cards describing the 
logical function of each subsection and defining any variables whose names are not 
mnemonic are liberally distributed throughout the deck so that new users may readily 
'become familiar with the programs. 
Subroutines CLEAR, INPUT and PLOT are stored for general NASA use and are 
described in Ref. 4. Therefore, no listing is included here; however, a descripti6n 
of each is provided in Appendix G for completeness. Subroutines AFRMT and PACK 
are written in 360 assembler language, so their listings are provided in that language. 
Labeled, common blocks were used for storage whenever possible to avoid long argument 
lists for each subroutine. These blocks are found at the beginning of each listing with 
a brief explanation concerning the nature of the variables found in each block. The4_ 
block labeled SCRACH stores variables only required in that subroutine so that the 
same storage locations may be used for storing new variables in the next subroutine. 
All other labeled ,common blocks contain- variables used in several subroutines. 
The listings are presented in alphabetical order according to subroutine name for 
easy reference. 
H-1 
H.-2 COMPILE-AND-SAVE LISTINGS 
Thd compile-and-save hstings follow. 
SYMBO TYPE 10 AODK L1NG LD 10 16.07 4/14/70
 
AFRT SO 01 000000 000040 
LG OBJECTCODE ADORIAD02 STHT SOURCESTATEMENT F0FE6s 411,f4to 
:000000 
000000 
000000 5020 0IC 
000004 91Z 1000 










1 ,2.01 ) 
L 1.O(O,) 
REG 15 FOR BASE 
SAVE REG 2 
LOAD ADDRESSES OF ARCS TO REG& 1-2. 
OATA TO REG 1 
:00000C 4E10 F038 00038 
.000010 F332 2000 F030 00000 00030 
000016 9&FO 2003 00003 
00IA 4110 0004 0000A 
0000IE sFO 2000 00000 
000022 4770 F032 00032 














1.ORK CONVERT TO DECIMAL 
O(4.21WORK.5(3I UNPACK 4 OIGITS 
3(2),X'FO- INSERT ZONES 
1,4 
0(21,C'01 SCAN OUT LEAOING ZEROS 
RETURN 
02t* C INSERT BLANK 
00002A 4120 2001 00001 13 LA 2,0(0.2) RUMP POINTER 
'00002E 4610 FOIE 













LIMIT TO 4 CHARACTERS 
RESTORE REG 2 
RETURN' 




SYMBOL LEN VALUE OEFN REFERENCES' 4114/70 
AFRHT 00001 000000 0001
 
LOOP 00004 0O001 0E010 0014 
RETURN 00004 000032 0015 0011 
'dORK 00008 000038 0017 0006 0007 








***MOXO2AT NON REPLACED IN DATA SET 
H-3 
FORTRAN IV'G LEVEL ItO ASSIN OAlE 70105 OV/A4/08 
0001 SUBROUTINE ASSIGN 
C 
THIS PROGRAMGENERATES THE LEAST COST ASSIGNMENT OF LAUNCH 
c VEHICLES T0 SPACE HISSIONS. A BRANCH AND BO JND TECHNIQUE IS USED C TO REDUCE THE COMBINATORIAL COMPLEXITY OF THE PROBLEM. SEVERAL BRANCHES 
ARE CREATED AT EACH NONE. ONE OF THE BRANCHES EXCLUDES THE NEXT 
c CU1f AND THE OTHERS ASSOIE EXPENDITURF OF A NDN-RECURRIN1 COST
 
c WITH I 1- I ART (IFI11 IANI HI.f(IT &1HU11)At FATIDNINI ,
 
C pCNALlY FUNtIIINS ARE USED I1 TIIARPPN TIlL LIBJI ROUNDI.
 
C MODIFIEO PENALTY FUNCTIOI I" LOER BOUND BASED ON VEHICLE INFORMATION
 
C****THIS VERSION USES RATE EFFECTS IN RECURRING COSTS**
 
c 
0002 DOUBLE PRECISION NAME 
0003 INTEGER YOPLFINISH 
0004 INTEGER*2 LYR.LETT PINISNUNRECNYOLABSTLARFLABI.MATVEHILYO, 
1 NYRSST 
C 
C THE FOLLOWING STORAGE IS USED IN ASSIGN AND MASTER 
0005 COMMON/SAVEA/NlYRLM(250I.LYRI2SZI.LETTI50 ).MIN(250),
1 DSISOISUST50),YO(50)1,S(IOS6 NUOMNONIECI 60,20 ,NYD(50), 
2 LABSIA0ILABFI3O),tABII40). RXDI12.50I.MATi50) 
0006 COMMON/SAVEAIIVDPLI56),IBYNSFXI50,NRFX(50INSYR(50) 
C THE FOLLOWING STORAGE IS USED IN MASTER AND SMOOTH AND ASSIGN 
0007 J COMMON/SAVEBNANE156), ITR ALPIIA. 601,PLD(T7),PLSETI, 
1 PLRI5D ,ROISr(56,,,,rRIX0112,721.HSTRFX(721.NYRSFXITZ).TREF 
0008 * COM.ON/SAVEBINMISVEH4,601,FINISHRCOST611)STG(401,NSPR. 
1 NYRSSTI72) 
C THE FOLLOWING STORAGE IS USED IN ASSIGN AND CHOOZ 
0009 COMO.NfSAVECZ/RECURI 60,2 ,ZtVNM(4,250)LYOISO.NEXTOUESS, 
I LTR(501 
C STORAGE USED IN OECISN AND ASSIGN 
0010 CO.HOfIASGNIISTI.0IJST(3OIKSTI[4),KODEM(5OIyODS4IIyOF(30I, 
0011 CO."WUt1SAVEDC/KFLAG.NFAMLSA4O),SNRI64I STS4II ,NYS(40 ,FMNR(31, 
I XODEF(30),FHSUS130),PAMI30),OINTI,01,SINT40O 
C THE FOLLOWING STORAGE IS USED IN STANUA 
0012 C(SMON/SAVESIFLAGSTGYTR(40,20,2),RINTYA( O,20INBY(40).NCI, 
I PLCINTI4O), NFL(A0),NFSI40,4),NFNUI4OI,
2 NOE(40,3ISR(O,31 ,PLC(40,31,POJA3).SJ13,3IRINT(401 
C THE FOLLOWING STORAGE IS USED IN CAPABL AND ASSIGN 
0013 CONQ4DNSAVECL/NOPTIVKNV,IG PLND(SOhIKODEV(6OKOD1S40. 
2 IVEHAISOIVLR(SIIWPRESOIhV(2601,NPLSSOIMRISOI.NRR(50 
C STORAGE USED IN OCPABL NLY BUT SAVEO FOR BATCHING 










0019 COMM EAVENRINUMBRMXITR 
C THE FOLLOWING STORAGE NEED NOT BE SAVED 
0020 COMIONISCRACH/MISNI5D,20I KVEHASI ,PBISO),IZ$16$6hOUA(34291 
C 
0021 NUMOR* 0 
0022 GUESS 1.7S-GUESS
 
0023 IFIFINISH.GT.lI GO TO 17 
0024 11 NSTG * 0 
0025 UTAH * 0 
0026 MCI . 0 
0027 NMIS - 0 
002. NSPR 0 
0029 READS,100)NOPTMYRSIBY GUESSMITRTREFMXITR.IGMIFM, In, 0S0, IV 
C *B*[G IFn 11 IN ISO AND IV ARE VARIABLES FOR BATCHINS ONLY A** 
0030 IF IIYRS.EO.O) GO TO 806 
0031 WRITE (A,1041 
0032 IFIIG.LT.0) GO TO 12 
0033 WRITEE6,2131 
0034 LX 0 
C NSOC - NUMBER OF SPECIAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS 
0035 NSDC - 1 
0036 DO 000 I * 1,50 
0037 REAO(DI01I ODSIISTGIII.SR(IJI.J1.I3)IIPLIIJI.J.1,3l, 
I SNRII.STS(IINYSUI.)LSA(ItNBYIIIINFS(IJ)J0,4), 
2 (M.DEIIJI, J . 1,31 
0038 IFIKODSII).EO.OI GO TO 12 
0039 REAOI5,ll) YUS(II, IST(I), NSFXINSDC 
0040 NSTG . NSTG 4 1 
0041 LABS(I) . 0 
0042 WRITE 16,10001)STGIIISRIJ)PLCII.J)tJ3ItSNR(I),STS(), 
1 NYS{I),LSAII),INFSI,J),hJl1,R),BYII 
0043 00 8002 J - 1,3 
0044 IF IMODE(IJ).EQ.0 GO TO 8002 
0045 LX .L X + 
0046 MODEIItJ - LX 
004? READ1I,8003} (SRJICXKI, K - 1,31, POJ(LX) 
0048 WRITE(6,80041 JPDJILX),SRJ(LXI),POJILXI,(SRJ(LXIKK2,31I 
0049 8002 CONTINUE 
11-4 






IRXD(J.NS0C). J - 1,12) 
0052 LARS(I) - NSDC 
0053 NSC . NSOC 4 1 
0054 8000 CONTINUE 
0055 12 IF(IFM.I.TO) GO TO 14 
0056 00 13 J . 1,30 
0057 READ(5.102) IFA.8),FMNR(II,FMSUS(l),YDFi).JST( ),NSFX(NSOC)
 
0058 IFII.EO.D) GO TO 14 
0059 IF(J.EO.I) WRITE(6,214) 
0060 HFAM I NFAM + 1 
0061 LA8F(I) * 0 
0062 KWDEF(J) I  
0063 WRITEr6,2141)KU0E0(J), FAN)!),FNR(I),FMSUS(I! 
0064 IFINSFXINSOC).E.0) GO TO 13 
0065 REAO(S,1I01 NRFX(NSOCI, (RXD(J1,NSOC), J1-1,121 
0066 LABF(II . NSOC 
0067 NSDC - NSOC . 1 
0068 13 CONTINE 
0069 14 IFIII.LT.0) GO TO 1716 
0070 DO 1715 I = 1,40 
OT READ(5,1031 NFML(I),NFMU(0),RINT(lIPLCINTII),OINT(I),SINTl, 
1 YDI(IIKSTIIIhNSFX(NSDC)
 




0074 NCI . NCI + 1
 






0078 WRITE(6,206) FA(J),FAN(K)iRINTI)PLCIIT(0)DINT ItSINT(I)
 
0079 IF(NSFXINSOCI.EO.0) GO TO 1715
 
0080 8E30(5.110) NRF'XNSOCI. FRXOIJNSDC. J - 1.121
 
0081 LABi * NSOC
 
0082 NSOC = NSOC + I
 
0083 1715 CONTINUE 
0084 1716 IFI0MLT.OI GO TO 19 
0085 00 1719 I-IMYRS 
0086 1719 LZ8I)*IRY+I­
0087 WRITE(6,?071 ILZII),T1,MYRS 
0088 1717 W0 1718 O1150 
0089 READ(5.105) XODEII),NAME(I),PBII),NSYRIIINYRSFX(I),VLRIItWPREI) 
I 19flSNIOJltJ=IMYRS) 
0090 8F(KOOM(I.EOO.) GO TO 19 
FORTRAN I*' CEVEL 0. 400- ....-- ASSIGN - DATE * 70005 091408 
0091 N8IS . NqIS . 1 
0092 READ (5,107) PLRIII,PLS(I).PLO(I).YOPL(i,(R0IST(IE) ,L-14), 
I PLMD(I),PLS(I)IMRI0)LTRIIINRR(Il,ISEI),IVEHA(I)
0093 IS11 . 1900 +ITS,])
 
0094 FNYRSFX(I).EQ.OI GO TO 1718
 
0095 READ(5,0I0) NSTRFX(), IRFIXO(JI),JI.,121
 




0097 * 19 IF(ISDL.O) GO TO 20 
C INPUT SPECIAL PROGRAMS HAVING NO ASSOCIATED LAUNCHES 
C K0.ESPT 00 
0098 00 1725 I - 1,6 
0099 REAO(5,106) KOOESP(I),NAMEIHMIS I),PLOEI.NMISI.YOPL(I0+NS), 
I 11S)IN+mISIPLSIINHIS),NSTNYRSFX(IeNMISI 
0100 NYRSST(IONMIS) - HST 
0101 IFIKOOESPtI).EO.0) GO TO 20 
0102 NSPR - HSpR + 1 





0105 1725 CONTINUE 
0106 20 1F(IO.LT.0) NITG . KNSTG 
0107 IF(IFM.LT.O.) NF4 - KNFAN 
0108 IFIl.I.T 0) NCI - KNCI 
0109 IF(IM.LT.OI NIS , M)45I 
0110 IFIISD.LT.0) NSPR-KNSF 
0IIL NSDC = NSOC - 1 
0112 OF(IH.LT.01 GO TO 3000 
C 
C .. SET UP MISSION MATRIX By YEAR-* 
0113 ON - 0 
011 DO 4 0 - ItNUS 
0115 DO 4 JI..YRS 
0116 IFIMISN(IJ).EQ.0) GO TO 
0117 N = N + I1 
0118 YRLM(8I4 FLOAT(MISN(I.J)) * P8(I) 
0119 LETTUNMI= 1 
0120 LYRINMI . J 
0121 4 CONTINUE 
0122 3000 CONTINUE 
0123 IF(GUVSS.GT.I.01 0 TO 3005 
0124 GUESS - I.OEIO 
H--5 











































































































































16 WRITE16,2001) NSTG.NVNFAMNCINISMVYRS.IBY.GUESS 
C CALCULATE EXPONENT FOR LEARNING CURVE 
8020 ALOG2 . ALOG(2.l 
IF (IG.LT.0) GO TO 8030 
00 660 1-1,NSTG 
DO 660 J=1.3 
IF (MODEII,J)INE.0) GO T0 660 
FLCIIJ) . ALOGIPLC(IJ))/ALOG2 
660 CONTINUE 
8030 IFIII.LI..OR.NCI.EQ.01 G0 TO 17 
DO 680 i-1,NCI 
680 PLCINT(I) . ALOGIPLCINT(I1)/ALOG2 
C 
17 IFLAG = 0 
CALL STGNUN 
C 
61 KPLAG - 0 





























NUMIR I NUMBR + 1 
PSS
RINT OUT BEST ASSIGNMENT 
WRITE (6,4010) 







IFPYRLMIJ).NE.O.0 GO TO 014 
MINU) . 0 
GO TO 305
 
MYR - 100 
GO TO I 
...
 




























GUESS - GUESSI 
IFIIFLAG.EO.2) 
GO TO 620 
1 	KNSTG - NSTG 
KNFAM = NFAM 
KNCI - MCI 
KNHIS = NNIS 
KNV . NV 







100 FORMAT 1315,FI2.2,I5.F5.0.1525X,612) 








105 FORMAT 112,A6,F4.2,2X212 ,F70,6XF7.02X.20121 
106 FORMAT113, A6,FIO.2.IS,512.F1O.2.21) 
107 FORMAT 12X. FI.2 ,I, 4F5.3,tFO.2,52,131 
110 FORMAT 113,12F6.2) 
III FRMAT(F3.I2131 
202 FORMAT IIXA6,6X,FO 0,4XFO n,5Xt14.4XF5.2,9X,4[A4,IX))
206 FORMAT IIX.A6AXFIO.0.4X.F1O.0,5X,14,43,F.2t9X.32NO LAUNCH VEHI 
3CLE CAN ACCOMPLISH) 
213 FORMAT 116H STAGE COST DATA/6HOTITLE,3I16H RECURRING LC ),68H 
1EVELOPMENT SUSTAINING AVAILABLE SHARED COST GROUPS BATCH FACt/ 
,1-6
 
FORTRAN IWO CEVEC 1, NOOC -ASSIGN - - . -0ATE- 70105 - O9.11Q08 
2 IOXIOHIHAROTARE)i
3 AXtIOH(ETR ONLY),6X,1OHtTR ONLY'r30XiHFROM TO//) 
-0194 214 FORMAT EIHO///17HOSHAREO COST DATA/37HONO. TITLE OEVELDFMEN S 
IUSTAIMING//
0195 2141 FORMAT (IX,I2,2XA4,22,2FI3.2 
0196 215 FORMAT IIHO///22HONNTEGRATION COST DATA/19HOLMER UPPER RECUR 
IRONG LC DEVELOPMENT SUSTAENING/1HA GROUP GROUP111 
0197 Z16 FORMAT (X.A 4,42.A4,FII.2,FI.3,2FI3S.Z 
0198 217 FORMAT 04|HIMI0SION HODEL/48HO MISSIDON VELOCITY PAYLOAD P 
IRIORITY TR. 17X, 1SHLAWCH SCHEOULE//50.,2014/IH /3
0199 219 FORMAT IIXI2TX,A,2X,2FIO.OFI0.2,4X,12,2X2014I) 
0200 2001 FORMAT (17HINUMBER OF STAGES.8XtI5/ISHONU8ER OF VEHICLES,6XISd 
I 19HDNUMBEROF FANILIES,6X5/2HONUMBER UF INTEGRATION COSTSt12/ 
2 19HONUNBER OF MISSIONS6XIfIt6HNUBE CF Y5ARSgXES/ 
3 17HOLAUNCH BASE YEAR,8XI5/2OTOTAL COST ESTIMATE,F12.2)
0201 2021 FORMAT (42XE4,4XFS.2,9X,4(A4,0X)I
 




1 4XtHNMBERIOXTHDPTIUM/TH TITLE,4X1I4VELOCITY(FT/SEC) .X, 
2 5H(LBSI,6X,4HYEAR,3XIIHOF LAUNCHES4X4,IHLAUNCH VEHICLE//)





0206 8003 FORMAT 14X,4FI0.31
 
D20T 8004 FORMAT (3XI9HRECURRING COST TYPEI2,22H' FOR X LESS THAN OR
 
I F6.2,14N, TOTAL COST *,F6.2,19HFOR X GREATER THAN.F6.2,
 




FORTRAN IG LEVEL 1, MOD 4 ASSIGN DATE - 70105 09114/08
 
TOTAL MEMORY REQUIREMENTS 002130 BYTES
 
H-7 
I FES-LEVEL 'INKAGE EDITOR -OPTIONS SPECIFIED CIST.NCALMAP
 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SIZE1126976,245761 DEFAULT OPTIONIS) USED
 















CONTROL SECTION ENTRY 
LOCATION NANE LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATINANE ORIGIN LENGTH NAME 




































.**MOXO2AN Ol REPLACEO IN DATA SET
 
DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE DIRECTORY 
17) 0SA360 FORTRAN H DATE 70.104/16.08.05
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME- HAIH.DPT.02,LINECNT.44,SOJRCEBCD,OOLISTNOECLOAO,NDMAP,NoEDIT.IDQX0 Ef 
D5N 0002 SUBROUTINE AVAIL
 
C ... ADD AVAILABILITY TO VEHICLE CAPABILITY MATRIX'*
 


















C THE FOLLOWING STORAGE IS USED IN ASSIGN AM CHODOZ
 




C THE FOLLM ING STORAGE IS USED IN CAPAEL AND ASSIGN
 
ISN 0007 COMDONSAVECL/NOPlIV,KNV,1G, PLHD(I5O)KODEVE6O),KOOS(400.
 








ISIA00EO O0 SOJ 1 .118
 
95. Doll DO3 LYR(J)I,..
ISM 0011 RO -

ISM 0012 L * LETT(JI
 
ISH 0013 00 35 I lNVE 

IS 0014 IF(ITE"(VMIl,I|,LI.EO.O) GO TO 38
 
ISM 0016 DO 36 X = 1,20
 
IS 0017 IFINONRECJIIsl.EQ.O0 GO 70 37
 
ISH 0019 NO = NDNRECIIMI
 
ISN 0020 IF(KO.LT.NYD(ROI) GO TO $8
 
ISN 0022 IF(KO.GT.LYO(NOII GO TO 3
 
ISN 0024 36 CONTINUE
 
IS14 0025 37 LZ(I) * I
 
ISM 0026 GO TO 35
 
ISM 0027 38 LZIII) *
 
IS" 0028 35 CONTINIUE
 
ISH 0029 CALL PACKILZVNM(1,JENVtI
 
ISN 0030 39 CONTINUF
 
C NM LESS THAN 136 FOR PRESENT FORMATS
 
ISM 0031 284 WRITE (6.4000)
 
ISH 0032 ANN - MINO(45,N4
 
IS10033 K . A
 
ISM 0034 285 WRITEIA,4D 2I (LETT(J), .- KKNM)
 
H-8 
ISN 0035 DO 420 .I.tNV
 
ISN 0036 IAVEHI4ll, 
ISN 0037 180VENiz.1 
ISN 0038 IC-VEHI3,I) 
Ism 0039 10-VE114,01 
ISN 0040 00 286 J = KKNR 
ISN 0041 LtZ(J1-K) ITE(VNMI(JhI,1) 
ISN 0042 286 CONTINUE 
ISN 0043 WRITE(64100)I.STGIA),STG18ISTGIC(,STGlIO),(tiIJC1-K),JKKttI
 
ISN 0044 420 CONTINJE 
ISN 0045 IF(NN.LE.XNN) RETURN 
ISN 0047 IFINH.GT.90.AND.K.EO.461 GO TO 33R 
ISN 0049 KN f lNO(90NM) 
ISN 0050 K - 46 
ISM 0051 WRITEI6,40011
 
ISN 0052 Go TO 285 
ISH 0053 339 KNl . MINO(I35,HX) 
ISM 0054 K - 91 
ISN 0055 WRITE(6,40031
 
ISN 0056 GO TO 285
 
ISN 0057 4000 FORHAT 11Hl,34X.5HV E H I C L E / X I S S I 0 N C A P A B I L I 
I T Y/46X.30B(1 - POSSIBLE, 0 . IHPDSSIBLEItIHO,43X.10(2H1 I, 
2 10(2HZ 11012113 )1,6(2H4 )/18H VEHICLE t HISSION,9X.4(2OHl 2 3 4 
35 6 7 8 9 0 ),9H1 2 3 4 511) 
ISM 0058 4001 FORHAT(1HO/ IHOZSX,4(2H4 ),10(2HS ItlOC2H6 1u1042H7 I,1012H8 3.­
1 2119 /IMB VEHICLE I HISSION,9X.9H6 7 8 9 0,4(2011 2 3 4 5 6,7 8 9 
2 0 I4l)
 
ISN 0059 4002 FORMAT IIHO,7X,1H4ISSION NUMSER, 4X,45121
 
I3S 0060 4003 FORMATCIHO/ 1H0o25X(42H9 )*I0IZHIO)tlOtZHII)lOIZHIZI,6(a2II/
 
1 18" VEHICLE / MISSION, 9X,41ZOH 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1. 
2 9"l 2 3 4 51/)
 





END OF COMPILATION **8*3 
FO-LEVEL-NKAGE-EDITOC-OPfTl ON PECI EO LIST. XREFHAPNCAL 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SIZE'(126976.24576) I DEFAULT OPTIGN(SI USED 




CROSS REFERENCE TABLE 
CONTROL SECTION ENTRY
 















LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 
2FO SAVEA SAVEA 2F4 SAVES SAMEA
 
2Fa SAVEB1 SAVEST 2FC SAVECZ SAVECE
 
300 SAVECE SAVECZ 304 SAVECZ SAVECZ
 
308 SAVECL SAVECL 30C SAVELZ SAVELL
 
310 SAVENV SAVENV 314 ITEM SUNRESOLVED
 
318 PACK SUNREOSLVED 31C IBCO4- $UNRESOLVED 










1EW0461 WARNING - SYMBOL PRINTEO IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE, CAL WAS SPEGIFIED. 
H-9 
J17) OSt3-W FDRTR2M4 H ------- lATE7 TO.I06416..Of0 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME. NAIN.OPT02,LINCNT44,SOURCEBCIDLISTNODECKLOADNOHAPNOEDOIT.]DoNOXREF 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE CAPAOL
 
C VEHICLE DATA IS INPUT
 
C THE ORIGINAL CAPABILITY MATRIX BETNEEN VEHICLE AND MISSION IS SET UP
 
C 
ISN 0003 DOUBLE PRECISION NANE
 
(SN D004 INTEGER*2 VEH.NYRSST
 
C THE FOLLOWING STORAGE IS USED IN MASTER AND SMOOTH AND ASSIGN
 








C THE FOLLOWING STORAGE IS USED IN CAPABL AND ASSIGN











C STORAGE USED IN SUBROUTINE ONLY C SAVED FOR BATCHING RUNS
 




ISN 0013 ]F(IV.LT.0) GO TO 14
 
ISM 0015 00 2 I - 1,0
 
ISN 0016 ALPI(I,) = .05
 
I1N 0017 ALP12.I) . .20
 
ISN 0018 ALPI(3,[) = .50
 
ISM 0019 2 ALPI(4.I) = .25
 
IsN 0020 14 00 201 J 1,60

Ism 0021 IFtIV.LT.O.AND.J.GT.KNV) RETURN
 
ISN,0023 IFIIV.LT.0.ANO.IG.LT.0) GO TO 27
 
ISN 0025 IF(IV.LT.0I GD TO 15
 
ISM 0027 READ(5,106) (NEHIItJ),3,I1. BlJ) B2(JlB3$J)84(J),KDEV(JI
 
ISm 0028 IF(KODEVIJI.EQ.0) RETURN
 
ISN O30 00 16 K 1
.4
 
Ism 0031 16 VEH(K.J) - NEHIK.J)
 
ISN 0032 READ (5.105) NVS(JI),RV(J)hNRP(JIJKEY
 
ISN 0033 IF iJKEY.EO.03 GO TO 15
 
Ism 0035 READ (5,109) (ALPI(IJ),1-1,4
 
I5N 0036 15 00 26 I - 114
 
I5 0037 IF(VEH(TJ).EO.O) GO TO 27
 
ISN 0039 DO 25 . - 1,HSTG
 
ISN 0040 IF(VEH(0,Jl.NEKODSIK)I GO TO 25
 
ISM 0042 VEH(IJ) - K
 
ISN 0043 GO TO 26
 
I0N 0044 25 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0045 26 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0046 27 NV J
 
JSN 0047 Cl 8201).

ISN 0049 C3 = B31J)

I0 0050 C4 = 04J
 




IsN 0053 IF IIVEHAII).EQ.O) GO TO 21
 
IIN 0055 IF (IVEHA(l).EO.KOOEV(J)) 1.1I) 1
 
ISN 0057 GO TO 28
 
ISN 0058 21 VLX=VLRCII-25573.
 




IMN 0062 IF(WP.GT.WPRII)l LZ(11-1
 
IIN 0064 IF(NOPT.NE.3) GO TO 28
 
is" 0066 IF{LZ(I).EQO.0) GO TO 20
 
IN 0068 IF(NPLS(I).EO.O) GO TO 8023
 
IIN 0070 IFINPLSIl).NE.NVS(JI) GD TO 5024
 
ISN 0072 8023 IF(NR(II.EQO GO TO 0025
 
ISN 0074 IFiMRVfJI.NE.I) GO TO 8024
 
ISN 0076 8025 IFINRR(I).LE.NRP(J)) GO TO 28
 
ISM 0078 8024 LZi ) . 0
 
ISN 0079 28 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0000 CALL PACKILZVMII,4),NMIIt)
 
IIN 0081 281 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0082 99 RETURN
 
ISN 0083 106 FORMAT (412,4E13.6,o18XZ)
 
ISN 0084 108 FORMAT (3X,312,70X,11)
 




EN***** **01 OF COMPILATION 
'1H-10
 
Fa8-LEVEL LINKAGrEDITOR OPTIONS-SPECIFIEo L IST-ihEFgWAPN"C 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SIZIE(12697624576) DEFAULT OPTINGSI USEn 








NAME ORIGIN LENGTH NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME [OCATION 

















LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 
120 SAVED SAVED 124 SAVED SAVED
 
128 SAVED1 SAVEBI 12C SAVECL SAVECL
 
130 SAVESG SAVESG 134 SAVELZ SAVELZ 
138 SAVENY SAVENV 13C SAVED SAVED 
140 SCRACH SCRACH 144 SCRACH SCRACH 
148 PACK SUNRESOLVED 1AC EX SUNRESOLVED 












FORTRAN IVG LEVEL 1, HOD 4 CHOOZ DATE = 70104 16/3416 
0001 SUBROUTINE CHOUL
 
C DETERMINE OPTIMUM VEHICLE TO MISSION ASSIGNMENT
 
C 
C THE FOLLOWING STORAGE IS USED IN ASSIGN AND MASTER
 







I DSI50),SUSTI5O)DYO50)bISI06), NUHD,NONREC( 60,20) ,NYOISOt
 
2 LABS( 4O1,LABFI3ODhLABI(40), RX0012,50),HAT(501
 
























0010 IFIHYRS.GT.10) GO TO 2
 
0011 KI = 1
 
0012 KIEX = MYRS
 
0013 GD TO 3
 
0014 2I - 2
 












0019 KPNX = I0
 
0020 DO 16 I1.,4
 
0021 166 NODE(I1I).IONES 








0025 00 19 JeI,NM
 
0026 IY = LYRIJI
 
H-li 
FORTRAN IV-6 LEVEL 1, MOD 4 CHO0 -DATE' 10104 16/34/16
Z -






0033 COSTIIJI = 1.0E30 
0031 
0032 
COST(2,J) * I.0E30 
DO 18 I.NV 
0033 IF(QZ(I.EQ.0) GO rO 18 
0034 CX = YRLMIJ)*RECURIIIYITR) 
0035 IFICX.GE.COSTI2,J)) GO TO 18 
0036 IF(CX.LT.COST(IJ)I GO TO 116 
0037 CDSTIZJ) . CX 
003B GO TO 18 




MIN(J) . 1 
- CX 
0042 18 CONTINUE 
0043 1F(COSTIIJ).LT.1.07251 00 TO 20 
0044 YRLHIJ)=O.O 
0045 COST(IJI - 0.0 
0046 
0047 20 
COST(2,J) * 0.0 
2() = W211) . OST(2,J) 
0048 
0049 
19 W(1) * 5(l) + COSTIL,J)
IF(NUMD.NE.0) GO TO 29 
0050 WRITE6,211) V(1) 
0051 211 FORHAT(1HO/25H pR03RAH RECURRING COST , F12.2) 
0052 RETURN 
C 
C ... PICK COST TO CONSIDER NEXT *9* 
C 
0053 29 NCOST * 0 
0054 NKEY * 0 
0055 FHAX = -1.0E35 
0056 IFIKPNX.EQ.NXI GO TO 30 
0057 
0058 
CALL UNPACK (LZ.NODEIINX),NU0,4) 
30 00 35 NIC . 1,NUMO 
0059 IFILZIICI.LT.15) GO TO 35 
0060 
0061 
NKEY I HKEy + I 
IFKPNX.EQ.NX) GO TO 300 




00 33 J- lNM 
IF(YRLH(J E.0.0) 50 TO 33 
CALL UNPACKIMZVM(I,J),NV,1) 
0066 CHIN . 1.0E30 
R01RTAN IV G LEVEL 1, MO 4 CHIOZ OATE 710104. 16/34t16 
006? KO - LyR(J) 
006a JX - LETT(JI 
0069 0TR - LTR(JX)
0070 O032 I 141V 
007L IFIZ(0).EO.05 GO TO 32
 
0072 D031H 1, 20
 
0073 IF(NONREC(I,$.EO.0 60 TO 315
 
0074 NO - NDNRECII.f)
 
0075 IF(NO.EO.NIC) GO TO 32
 




0073 315 CX • YRLH(J)*RECUR(,IKOITR)
 
0079 IF(CX.LT.CMIN) CHIN = CX 
0080 32 CONTINUE 
0081 NR(NIC) - WR(NIC) + CHIN 
0086 33 CONTINUE 
0085 300 PF - WRUNIC) - WINXI 
0054 IF(SUSTINIC).GT.4.0) OF - DS(NIC).0.5 4 SUSTURIC) + PF 
0085 IF(SUSTINICI.GE..OO.AND.SUSTINIC).LE.2.0) OF - O.5*DS(NIC)
I SUSTINIC) + PF - 1.0E32 
0086 IF(SUST(NIC).GT.2.0.ANO.SUST(NICI.LE.4.0) DF*0.SDS(HIC) + 
I SUST(IC) + PF - 1.0E5 
0087 IF(SUSTINICI.LT..OOL) OF . 0.5OSINrC10 4.0 * PP 
0088 IF(DF.LE.FHAX) GO TO 35 
0089 FlAX = OF 
009 NC07T7 NIC 
0091 35 COJTINUE
 






C ALLOCATE SPACE FOR NEW NODES
 
C 
0094 IFISUSTINCOST).GE..0011 J.0 + (NYD(NCOST) - SFKI 
0095 IF(SUSTINCOST).LT..001) J - KNEX - 1 
0096 IF(NEXT.EO.I) GO TO 41 
0097 DO 40 I - 2,NEXT 
0098 K I NEXT * 2 - 1 
0099 IF(Z(KI.LE.GUESS) GO TO 40 
0103 J=J.I 
0101 IFtSUSTINCOST).GE..001) $SAVEJ) * K 
OO2 IFISUST(NCOST).LT..001} 0SAVE(I A 
0103 IF(J.EO.KNEX3 GO TO 44 
H-12
 
FORTRAN IVO LEVEL Ii MOO C 101 04T6--IO0, - 1674716 
0104 40 CONTINYUE
 






0108 IFINEXT.EG.500) GO TO 74
 
0109 IF(SUST(NCOSTI.GE..001) NSAVEIJ) = NEXT
 
0110 IFISUSTINCOST).LT..001) NSAVE(I) * NEXT 




C ... BRAICH WITH VARYING YEARS OF SUSTAINING COST S
 
0112 44 00 52 K=1,10
 




0115 IFI(K-I)KI*.LT.LYD(NCOST)) GO TO 45
 




0118 GO TO 509
 
















0125 509 IFISUSTINCOSTI.LT..001) GO TO 53
 





C S BRANCHINCLUDING NCOST ANO ALL SUSTAINING - PUT IN NO0E NX *6 
0128 53 LZ(NCOST) = (LYOINCOST) + KI - 1)/KI 
0129 CALL PACK (LZNODEilNXINUND,4) 
0130 XF(N(NXI.GToJIKX)-.0001.AND.o2(1N2.GT.W2(KX)-O.0001) K - 50 
0131 IFIWINX).GT.W(KXI-.O001.AND.W2(NXI.GT.l.OE25.ANO.WZ(KX)-W21NX)°LT. 
1 1.0E25) X - 50 
0132 IX * NX 
0133 KZ = LYD(NCOST) 
C 





C ... IMPROVE GUESS IF AT BOTTOM OF TREE S*
 
0135 IF(NKEY.GT.1) GO TO 55
 
'iORTRANy1GLEVEL 1. MOD 4 CHOOZ CATE * 70104 16/34/16 
01o6 IFIZINX).LT.OUESS) GESS ZINK)
 
0137 0 51 I1,NEX
 




0140 IFtZ(K).LI.GUESS GUESS * Z(K)
 
0141 IFSUST(NCOST).LT..001) GO TO 55
 




C PICK NEXT NODE FOR BRANCHING AS THE WE WITH LEAST LOWER SOUND Z
 
0143 55 KPNX - NX
 
0164 NY . I
 
0145 O 519 I.,NPXT
 




0148 IFIZNX).LE.GUESS) GO TO 29
 
0149 WRITEI6,202) 
0150 GUESS . 0.0 




0153 GO TO 99
 
0154 75 00 80 JhI,N
 






0158 KO - LYR(J)
 
0159 JX = LETTIJI
 
010 ITR - LTRIJXI
 
0161 DO 78 I1,NV
 
0162 IF(HZII).EO.0) GO TO 78
 
0163 00 77 K=1.20
 




























FORTRAN I i, 'OD 4 CHOOZ DATE - 70104Le'LEVEL 16/34/16 
0177 76 LZOI - LZINOIKl
 




0179 202 FORATII1HIGUESS T0 LON)
 






FORTRAN IV d LEVEL 1, M00 4 CHOOZ DATE - 70104 16/34/16 
TOTAL MEMORYREQUIREMENTS 001544 BYIES 
IH-14
 
FO-LEVEL TINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LIST.NCALIAP
 





























ENTRY ADDRESS 00 
TOTAL LENGTH 6AB 
....MOXO2CZ NEWREPLACED IN DATA SET 
DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE DIRECTORY
 
1EW0461 WARNING - SYMBOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE, NCAL WAS SPECIFIED. 
(17) OS/340 FORTRAN H DATE 70.104/16.34.49 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAE. NAIHOPT.02,LINCNT.44,SWRCBCDNOLISTNOOECILOADNOMAPNOEDITIONOXREF 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE CONSTR 
C DETERMINE IF ANY PROGRAM CONSTRAINTS HAVE BEEN VIOLATED 
ISN 0003 INTEGER PROG 
ISN 0004 INTEGER-2 IVEH.LVSNSTRSTLVARYLVD, NLVPLABELLNOATE 
1SN 0005 COHMON/PLSAVE/TITLE(O),FIXED(20)LEVEL20),CNTRVL(ZD), 
1 PHAXPIN,ACCLEXT.ISTRTIFINMAXITRNCSTR 
15 0006 CDMMON/SCRACIl/TOTAL(20ItWIZOINSLIOD),NOP(7?),LVSF66) DI201, 
I XLVSUM(PO,501,XOUT(20).VDUT(20),RFIT2),CF(72),SF(721tFLAGR(72), 
2 FLAGS(72).PROGiODD, KVEH]1501,RRR(20) IMAGEEB30$,YEARI20), 
3 YI2OI,NSSF(T2),NSRF(72NSXF(72),NDSF(72),SUSTFI?2),VNAMI66O, 
4NSCALEI5),RECUR(20,50),NSTRRC(72.NYASRC(72),LNDF(72),KVEH 601, 
5 IERRSK P*MYPLAGNPROIOIKPROITO)DUI4SEI5) 
C THE FOLLOWING STORAGE IS USED IN MASTER AND SMOOTH 
ISM 0OOT COMMON/SAVES/NHIVEHl66),LVS(66),SI7T2)NSTRST(T2),R(72),LVARY(661 
I ,1VD.6), NLVPT2)IXSCHIIO.66),LABELOSO0,NCSCS(90), 
2 NPROG(9DSKPROG(901.KODE190),LNOATEIT ) 
ISM 0008 IERR = 0 
ISN 0009 IF INCSTR.EQO.D RETURN 
ISH 0011 NP - pROG 




4 * NPRoGCI) 
K - KPROG(II




IF (MP.LT.I.OR.MP.GT.1t) GO TO 100 
ISN 0020 0 TO (IOt ,30,4D,50,60,70O11090,91,921* NP 
ISN 0021 10 DT = CS(I) 
IS" 0022 IF (SIJ).LT.(S5(ICR(I C DT)) GO TO 110 
ISN 0024 GO TO 100 
ISN 0025 20 OT - CSII) 
ISN 0026 IF I(S(J)CkIJ)CDTI.GT.SIK)I 60 TO 110 
ISH 0028 GO 00 loo 
ISM 007O 30 IFtStJI.N.CStII)I G0 TO 110 
ISM 0031 GO TO 100 
ISN 0032 40 IFItStJ) & RU) - 1.O).NE.CS(I)0 GO TO 110 
ISN 0034 GO TO 100 
ISH 0035 50 IF IR(JI.NE.CSI)) 00 TO 110 
ISN 0037 GO TO 100 
ISN 0038 60 OT * LNDATEIJI 
ISM 0039 ET * LNDATI(K) 
ISM 0040 IFI(SIJILOTCCSII)).GT.(SIK)LET)I 
I GO TO 110 
H-15 
ISM 0042 GO TO 100
 
IS0 0043 70 OT . LNDATE(J - I
 
IS0 0044 IF ((SiJ) C DTI.GT.CS4l)) G0 TO 110
 
1S 0046 00 TO 100
 
ISH 0047 90 IF(SIJI.LT.CS(I)I GO TO 110
 
ISM 0049 GO TO 100
 
ISN 0050 91 0T - LOOATEIJ) -

ISM 0001 IF ((SiJ) & DT).LT.CSItI GO TO 110
 
ISN 0053 GO TO 100
 
ISN 0054 92 OT - LNDATE(K) -1
 
ISN 0055 IF (fS(JICR(J)LCS(I).GT.(SKIDT)I GO TO 110 
ISM 0057 100 CONTINUE 
ISN 0058 RETURN 
is" 0059 11O IERR * 1 




****** END OF COMPILATION ***6 
FOe-LEVEL CINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTXREF;IAPNCAL 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USEO- SIZE(1126976,245761 OEFAULT OPTION(SI USED 
1EOO0 NAME MOXO2CRiR) 
CROSS REFERENCE TABLE 
CONTROL SECTION ENTRY 













LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 
PO PLSAVE PLSAVE F4 SCRACH SCRACH
 
F8 SCRACH SCRACH FC SCRACH SCRACH 
100 SCRACH SCRACH 104 SAVES SAVES 
108 SAVES SAVES 
ENTRY AORESS 00
 
TOTAL LENGTH 630 
****HOXDZCR HO REPLACEO IN OATA SET 
iH-16 
C 
17lf -- 05360 FORTRAN 9 DATE 70.104/i6.35.17 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME. MAIN,0PT02,LINECNT44SURCEBCDOLISTNOOECKLOADNOMAP,N0EOIT,INOXREF 
ISM 0002 SUBROUTINE DECISN 
C
 
C THIS SUBROUTINE SETS UP DS COSTS, CALCULATES AVAILABILITY OF EACH DECISION
 




ISM 0003 INTEGER FINISH
 




C STORAGE USEO IN DECISN AND ASSIGN
 














I OS(50I SUST5DI sYlNDI)IS(|061, NUMDNONREC( 60,201)NYO(SOI)
 
2 LA8SI40),LABF130),LABI(40),E 1240) ,AT(SDI
 




C THE FftLLNAIN. STORAGE I% USEID IN ASSIGN AND £H00Z
 




C THE FOLLOWING STORAGE IS USEO IN STGNU
 
IS 0010 COMNONISAVESMhIFLAGtSTGYTRt4O,2D,2 ,RINTyR(40,20 tNBYIO).NCI.
 
1 I PLCINTIO), NFMLI4),NFSfAO,4),NFHU(40),
 






IS00I COHHDotiSCRACItASIO LYFI30)HYFI30)MAF(30).HAiCI40) ,DUMD(44151
C 
ISM 0014 IFtFINISH.GT.1) GO TO 2
 
C ***SET UP OS COSTS FOR BRANCH AND BOUND PROCEDURE---

C CALCULATE AVAILABILITY OF EACH DECISION COST
 
C 
ISN 0016 NUNG- 0
 
ISM 0017 00 3 1 = 1,NSTG
 




ISM 1120 X * LA III
 
ISM 0021 IFISNRIJI)STS4IIX.LT..0II GO TO)
 
Is. 002 .tED NU- 1 1
 - . 
ISM 0024 0S I[UMO)=SNRIII
 
ISM 0025 IF(LASS(I)oE.0) GO TO 302
 
ISM 0027 L - LABS(l)
 
1SN 0028 00 301 K - 1,12
 
ISN 0029 3010DS(NUHDI - OSINUMO) & RXOIKL
 
ISN 0030 302 SOST NUMDI.STS(I)
 
ISM 0031 MAT(AUPD) = I
 
ISN 0032 MAS(I) . NUD 
ISM 0033 NYDONUID) WYSIIN 
ISA 0034 LYDINUO) LSAII) 
ISN 003 VOINUMO) - yOSII) 
ISA 0036 15(..HU I AHISINSPR) - IST(11 1100 
ISA 0037 3 CONTINUE
 
ISA 0038 IF(KFAH.EO. 0) GO TO 601
 
C CALCULATE FAMILY AVAILABILITY DATE
 
C FIRST YR. FAMILY IS AVAIL. - 1ST YR. ANY STAGE 

ISA 0040 00 422 II = INFAM 
ISA 0041 1 . XODEFIII) 
ISN 0042 LYFII) . 0 
ISA 0043 422 NYF(II = MYRS 
ISM 0044 00 423 J = lNSTG 
ISA 0045 00 424 MS = 1,4 
ISN 0046 I * RFS(JMS) 
lsn 0047 IPI..EQ.0) GO TO 423 
ISN 0049 NYFIII - MIND (NYF(IiINYSIJI) 
ISN 0050 LYFII) = MAXOILYFIIhLSAIJ)) 
ISM 0051 424 CONTINUE 
ISA 0052 423 CONTINUE 
ISA 0053 DO 6 il - 1,NFAM
 
ISA 0054 I - KODEFIII) 
ISM 005 MAFII).0 
ISA 0056 X . LABFII) 
ISA 0057 IFEFMNR(I)LFMSUS(I)&X.LT..OI) GO TO 6 
ISA 0059 NUND NUMD I I 
ISA 0060 0S (NUND) - F*NR(l)
 
ISA 0061 IFILASF(IEQ.O0) GO TO 304 
ISA 0063 L , LAOF(I) 
ISA 0064 00 303 I 10,12 
ISM 0065 303 OSIHIND) * OS(NUMD) A RXD(KI.L) 




IN THAT FAMILY IS AVAIL.
 
H-17 
Ism006 HAFlII . NUMD
 
ISM 0069 NYD{NUMD) . NYFII)
 
[SN 0070 LYD(NUMD) . LYFII)
 
is" 0071 YDNNUND) = YDEPII
 
1SO 0072 IS(NUM I HMIS C NSPRI - JST(I) C 1900
 
IS 0073 6 CONTINUE
 
ISO 0074 601 IF(NCI.EO.01 GO TO 4
 




ISN 0078 X . LABI(I)
 
IS" 0079 IF(OINT(IICSINT(IICX.LT..o01 GO TO 60
 
ISN 0081 NUMD = hNUM C 1
 
ISm 0082 OS (NUOD) = DINTIII
 
ISN 0083 IF(LASI(II.EO.0) GO 70 306
 
ISM 0085 L - LABI(i)
 
ISO 0086 00 305 K 0.121 

ISO 0087 305 DSINU.DI) DSiNUMD) C RXD(K.L)
 
ISO 0088 306 SUST NUHD)fiSINTII)
 
ISm 0089 HAT1NUMO) . -100 -I
 
ISM 0090 MAICII) = NUND
 
C FIRST YR. INT. COST I5 AVAIL. - IS7 YR. BOTH FANS. ARE AVAIL. 
IS 0091 JF - NFHLil 
ISO 0092 KF * NFMUII) 
ISM 0093 NYDINUHO) M AXOINYF(JFINYF(KFlI 
ISM 0094 LyolNUMO) * MINO(LYF(JFILYF(KFI) 
ISM 0095 YD(HUNO) = YOIII)
ISM 0096 ISIIUND E NIS & NSPRI KST(I) & 1900 
IS" 0097 60 CONTINUE 
C 
C *-MATCH DECISION COSTS WITH EACH VEHICLE**-
C 
ISO 0098 4 DO 66 1 - 1,NV
 
ISO 0099 JX,. I 
Ism 0100 DO 64 J . 1,20 
ISN 0101 64 NONREC(IJ) - 0 
IS" 0102 25 00 65 85- 2,4 
ISN 0103 II- VEH(MS.I) 
ISO 0104 IFIK.EO.O) GO TO 66 
ISO 0106 IF(HAS(KI.E. 0) GO 70 63 
ISO 0101 *40R0C I.JXI) * HASIl 
IS 0109 JX.JX I 
15* 0110 IFIJX.GT.ZOI GO TO 93 
ISN 0112 IF(NFAM.CQ.O) GO TO 21 
C **. PICK UP SHARE0 COSTS 6* 
ISN 0114 63 On 085 KY.1,4 
ISM 0115 KX4NFSIKKY) 
ISN 0116 If(KX.EO.0I GO TO 885 
IBO 0118 IF(MAF(KXI.EQ.0 GO TO 885 
ISM 0120 N*OREC(IJX)IMAP(KX) 
ISM 0121 JXaJXc1 
IS 0122 IFIJX.GT.20) GO TO 93 
ISM 0124 885 CONTINUE 
C .*. PICK UP INTEGRATION COSTS * 
Ism 0125 21 IFINCI.EO.O) GO TO 65 
ISM 0127 IF(4S.EO.4) GO TO 65 
ISm 0129 IFIVEHIMSCIII.E.O0) GO TO 65 
IS0 0131 KI=VeHi(MSLII 
ISM 0132 00 89 J.1,NCI 
ISM 0133 00 887 1Y-1,4 
ISN 0134 IFINFHL(J).NE.NFS(KKY)I GO TO 087 
IS 0136 00 886 1Z.,4 
ISM 0137 IF(NFMU(JI.EO.NFSIKIKZ)) GO TO 888 
ISN 0139 806 CONTINUE 
ISN 0140 887 CONTINUE 
8S 0141 GO TO 89 
ISM 0142 888 IF(MAIC(J).EQ.0) GO TO 89 
ISn 0144 NONREC(IJX) . MAICIJI 
ISM 0145 JX - JX t 1
 
ISM 0146 IFIJX.GT.20) GO TO 93
 
ISO 0148 89 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0149 65 CONTIIUE
 
IS. 0150 66 CONTINUE
 
C 
C -- PRINT OUT OECISION COST CATEGORIES...
 








ISO 0156 IF(J.LT.-I00) GO TO 345
 
IS 0158 8F(J.LT.0I GO TO 340
 
ISO0160 WRITE (6.208) IDS(I)SUST(t)STG(J)INYDII),LYOIIb)ISIICNMIS
 
I NSPR), yO(l) 
ISO 0161 CD 70 925 
154 0162 340 JX.-J 
H-18
 




ISN 0164 GO TO 925
 














ISM 0171 93 NRITEI6,220 I
 
ISN 0172 KFLAG - I 
ISM 0173 99 RETURN
 
ESM 0174 200 FORMAT (1A6AX,2FI2.2,SXA4IX,STAGE.26X,13,9XI3,BXS15,X,F5.0)
 
ISN 0175 209 FORMAT 114t WIZFIz.z.XWA4,1X.6HSHARED25XtI3,YXI3XtI tXtF5.D)
 
ISN 0176 210 FORMATI14,6X2F$2.2BX. ISHINTEGRATION OF A4,SMAND A4,BX,I 3,9X,
 
1 I3,8X 5 ,7X.F5.0)
ISM 0177 211 FORIAT25IQUANTITIES BRANCHED UPN/IHOIIXI1HDEVELGPNENT.2XW 
1 IOHSUSTAINING,38XIOHYEAR AVAIL,2XHLAST yEAR,2X,9HDEV START. 
2 2X,12HDEV DURATION//]
ISM 0178 220 FORNATIA5HOEXCEEDEO 20 NON-RECURRING COSTS FOR VENICLE,14) 
ISM 0179 END 
..... * END OF COMPILATION S** 
FB-LEVEL 	1.INXAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIEO LISTXREFTAPNCAL
 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SIZE(126976,24576) DEFAULT OPTIONIS) USED
 




CONTROL SECTION 	 ENTRY
 
NAME ORIGIN LENGTH NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME LOCAT1qI 



















LOCATION 	REFERS TO SYMBOL 
 IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION REFERS TO SYNEOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 
24 ASN ASGN 	 24C SAVEOC SAVEDC
 
250 SAVEA SAVEA 	 254 SAVEA SAVEA
 
258 SAVEEI SAVESI 25C SAVECZ SAVECZ
 
260 SAVECZ SAVECZ 264 SAVECZ SAVECZ
 
268 SAVESM SAVESH z6C SAVESM SAVESM
 
270 SAVESH SAVESM 274 SAVENV SAVENV
 














IL|?) - -- O/36C0--IRRAN-4 nATE TO.1O4/l5.48.IU 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME. MAIN. OPT-O2*LINECNT-KA,4SORCE .CDNOL I STN00CK,LOAONOAPNOEDT, DI0OXRGF 
ISM 0002 'SUBROUTINE LEOUND 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE RECURRING AND NON-RECURRING LOWER 
BOUND WITH A PENALTY FUNCTION INCLUDED IF N NE 1.530 
C 
ISN 0003 INTEGER-? NSAVILYR.LETTHIHISNOIREC.NYO.LAfS.LAOF,LABI HAT, 
I LYO.KEEP 
ISN 0004 "COHMONSAVEA/IMYRLHI250) LYR(ZS21LETT(250.HIINI250,I 
1 DSt50l'SUSTISO)YOIS0)IS(I06), NUH40NONREC( 60,20hNYO(501)
 
2 LAS(40),LABF(30),LABI(40), RXD(Z,50 ),HAT(500
 
















IS" 0010 IFIK.EO.501 GO TO 54
 
C ***FIND NEW RECURRING LOWER EEUNDS
 
ISM 0012 49 W(KXI.O.
 
ISN 0013 W2(Xx) . 0.0
 
ISN 0014 DO 50 J-IINM
 
ISN 0015 ZFIYRL(JI.EO.O.0) GD TO 50
 
IS0 0017 CALL UNPACK(HZVN(IJ),NV,0)
 
ISN GOES COSTII, I * 1.0E30
 
IS0 0019 COSTiPJ) 0.0230I 

ISN 0020 KO * LYRIJI
 
ISM 0021 JX = LETT(J)
 
ISN 0022 ITR * LTR(JXI
 
ISN 0023 00 48 101,NV
 
ISN 0024 IFIMEII).EO.0I GO TO 48
 
ISK 0026 00 47 M-1.20
 
IS2 0027 IFINOREC(I.M)°EQ.O) GO TO 45
 
ISN 0029 *NO - NONREC(II)
 
ISN 0030 IFIKI*LZ(NOI.LT. K0 I GO TO 48
 
ISN 0032 47 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0033 475 CX-YRLHIJI*RECUII,KOITR)
 
ISN 0034 IF(CX.GE.COSTI2,J)) GO TO 48
 
I1 0036 ]FICK LT.CO3TfItJ)) 6O TO 43
 
ISN 0038 COST12,J) - CX
 
15 0039 GO TO 48
 
ISM 0040 43 COSTI2,J) - COST(IJ)
 
15N 0041 COSI'IOJ) . CX
 
IS" 0042 HINIJI . I
 
ISN 0043 48 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0044 WIX.I'XX &COST(1.J)
 
N 405 2(RX) - A COST1(2J)04 .21X) 
ISN 0046 50 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0047 IF(IXoEO.NX) GO TO 510
 
ISM 0049 KZ KI*LZt(NCOST)
 
1SN 0050 IFIW(KXI.LT.I.0E20) GO TO 508 
[SN 0052 TGO * 0.0 
ISN 0053 1 GO TO 30 
ISN 0054 50 IF(KZ.EO.0I GO TO 510 
ISN 0056 CY - NSAVE(K-1) 
ISN 0057 512 IF(W(KXI.GT.N(KY)-.00O1,AND.2lIKX.TT.W2KY)-0001I GO TO 38 
IN 0059 . IP5IRXI.OT.WIKT).-001.ANO.WZIKX.. I.0E .AN0.W2KIYI-N(ZKX).LT. 
I I.OFSI 00 To 30
 
C 
C CALCULATE LOWER BOUND USING PENALTY FUNCTION BASED ON VEHICLES 
ISN 0061 510 D 350 NIC - INUHD 
IS" 0062 KEEPUNIC) I 
ISM 0063 F(LZ(NICI.LT.I5) EEEP(NICI * 0 
ISM 006$ 350 CONINUE 
ISN 0066 355 IGO - 0.0 
ISM 0067 IV * 0 
1SN O6 TG 0.0 
IS0 0069 354 00 S51 IX = I.NV 
ISO 0070 (F(IX.EO.iV) GO TO 351 
ISM 0072 • VGO * 0.0 
ISN 0073 330 00 90 J - IANK 
IS 0074 IF(YRLHJ).EQ.0.0I GO TO 90 
ISN 0076 IF(HIMIJ).EO.IX) 00 TO 91 
ISM 0078 90 CONTINUE 
ISN 0079 GO TO 351 
ISN 0080 91 PF - 0.0 
ISN 0001 KTV - 0 
ISM 0082 00 341 H = 1,20 
ISN 0083 IFINONRECIIXt)°EO.0 GO TO 3415 
ISN 0065 NO * NONRECIIXH) 
ISN 0006 IFKEEP(NO.EO.0) GO T0 341 
ISN 008 VGO * VG 6OS(1O4 C FLOATH(I)'SUSTINO) 
ISN 0089 KTV * I 
ISN,0090 341 CONTINUE 
H-20 
[SN 0091 3415 IFIKTV.fQ.Ol0 1 0 7 351 
[SN 0093 DO 331. tNNH 
ISN 0094 IFIYRLH( ).EO.0.0) GO TO 331 
£5N 0096 IF(H[N(J0.NE.XI) GO TO 331 
IsN 0098 PF PF CO3TIZJ - COSTI(,J) 
IS" 0059 331 CONTINUE 
[SN 0100 VGO AMINI(VGOPF) 
ISN 0001 PIFVGO.LT.TG) GO TO 351 
ISN 0103 IV = IX 
ISN 0104 TO = AMAXI(TGVGOI 
[SN 0105 351 CONTINUE 
ISN 0106 IFITG.LT.GUESS*.001 GO TO 37 
ISN 0108 TGO - TG TOO 
ISN 0109 TO - 0.0 
iSN 0110 DO 352 H4 1,2D 
0SN 0111 IF[NONREC(IVM).EO 0) GO TO 354 
ISN 0113 
ISM 0114 
NO . NONREC(IV.H) 




37 TGO - TGO C TO 
ISN 0117 38 IF(KZ.EQ.O) T0S4KX) . TDSINX) 
ISN 0119 IF(KZ.GT.O.AND.KX NE.NXI TDS (KXI * TDS[NXI 
ISN 0121 
1 I DStNCOST) & FLOATOIK-1).K[-NYD(NCOSTIC1ISSUST(NCOSTI
54 IFKX.EQ.NX) 





= TGO & TGS(KXI 
& FLOAT0LYO(NCOSTI-NY0(NCOST0&II*SU$T(NCOSTI 
ISN 0124 507 ZIKX• OMIN W(KXI 
ISN 0125 RETURN 
IS 0126 END 
9**** END OF COMPILATION *5*5*5 
FOB-LEVEL LINKAGA EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTXREF'AP.NCAL 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SZE-11269T6,245761 DEFAULT OPTIONf(SI USED 





















LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CCNTROL SECTION LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION 
130 SAVER SAVER 134 SAVEA SAVEA
 
138 SAVECZ SAVECZ 13C SAVECZ SAVECZ
 
140 SAVECZ SAVECZ 144 SAVELB SAVELB
 
148 SAVELZ SAVELZ 14C SAVENV SAVENV
 
150 SCRACH SCRACH 154 SCRACH SCRACH
 
158 SCRACH SCRACH 15C SCRACH SCRACH
 








**.*.OXOZLD NOW REPLACEO IN DATA SET 
DIAGNOSTIC MFSSAGE DIRECTORY
 
IEWO461 WARNING - SYMBOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE, NCAL WAS SPECIFEO. 
H-21 
FORTRAN IV C LEVEL I, MOD 4 MAIN DATE - 70104 16/4Ef39 
C MASTER PROGRAM FOR BUDGET SMOOTHING AND VEHICLE ASSIGNMENT INTEGRATION 
C 
C A PROGRAM EITHER EQUAL% A MISSION WITH LAUNCH SCHEDULE OR A 
C OEVELDPMENT OR SUSTAINING PROGRAM OR A MISC. PROGRAM 
C A MISSION MUST HAVE AT LEAST ONE AND NO MORE THAN 10 LAUNCH YEARS 
C
 








C THE FOLLWING STORAGE IS USED IN MASTER AND SMOOTH 
0004 COt.ON/SAVES/N.M,GVEH(66)ILVS(66),ST21,NSTRSTIT2I,RT2),LVRY66I
 
I ,LVD(661, HLVP(TZ),XSCHIID,66TLAREL(50).NCSCS(901, 
2 NPROGI90,KPROG(OIKIOE(901,LNDATE(721 
C THE FOLLOWING STORAGE IS USED IN ASSIGN AND MASTER 
0005 CO.ON/SAVEA/NM.YRLM(250),LyR(252.LETTI?SOIIN(2501, 
1 DS(5O)tSUSTI5O),YO(S0i,1IS(I6I, NUMN.NONREC( AOT201NYOI500, 
2 LABS140),LABF(3OILABI(40), RXD(12,50iMHTISOI 
0006 COIMONISAVEAI/YDPLI56),IBYNSFXISO),NRFXL50),NSYR(50)
C THE FOLLOWING STORAGE IS USED IN MASTER AND SMOOTH AND ASSIGN 
0007 COHNON/SAVEB/NAMEg56), HITR, ALPII4, 601,C(T2),SUS(721, 
1 FLRI5OIRDIST156,4 ,RFIXOII2,72),NSTRXi72)INYRSFX(721tTREF 
0008 COMNISAVEB|INNISVER(4,60),FINISHRCOST(61ISTGI4),NSPR 
I NYRSST(721 
C STORAGE FOR SMOOTH ONLY THAT MUST BE SAVEO 
0009 COHMON/PLSAVE/TITLE(10IFIXED20)LEVELZO),CNTRVL2), 
I PHAXPHMItACCLEXT.ISTRTIFINMAXITRNSTR 
C THE FOLLOWING STORAGE IS USED IN ASSIGN AND CHOOZ 
0010 COIMN/SAVECZ/RECUR( 60,20t,21,VNN4,2501,LY0501)NEXTGUESS. 
1 LTRI50) 
C STORAGE USED IN DECISN AND ASSIGN 
0011 COIMONIASGIST[40)JSTI30),KST(4OtKODE(50),YOSI4OIYDF(30), 
1 YD1140 
0012 COMOMSAVEOC/KFLAGNFAM,LSA 40),SNR(I4) STS(4OI)NYS(40),FMNR(30), 
I ODEFI30)FMSUS(30IFAHI30).DINT40),SINT401 







C THE FOLLOWING STORAGE IS USEO IN CAPABL AND ASSIGN
 




C STORAGE USED IN CAPABL OILY BUT SAVED FOR BATCHING
 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 4 MAIN DATE - 70104 16/4839 















0022 EQUIVALENCE ISUSIIPLS[II), ICEE),PLO(1))
 
0023 DATA BLANK 11H
 
0024 DATA PRGLV /16$PROGRAR LEVEL 
0025 DATA ASTR /IH*/
 
0026 DATA ZERO I1HO/
 
0027 RCOSTI 61) = BLANK
 
0028 LYR(2521 = 0
 
002V 9 FINSH 1 
0030 JFLAG = 0
 
0031 10 CALL ASSIGN
 
0032 IF(MYRS.EOQ.) GO TO 99
 
0033 IF(HYRS.EO.IO01 GD TO 9
 
0034 IF(FINISH.GT.l) GO TO 12
 
0035 NN - NM]S + 1
 
0036 DO 11 I NNM,72
 
0037 I1 PLR(I) = 0.0
 
0038 NNM * NNM + NERB
 
0039 TRIP * 1900.0 . TREF
 
0040 CALL CLEAR (R(IItR(2)
 




0043 LVOII) - 0
 
0044 DO 131 J - 1,10
 




0047 00 132 I - 1,72
 
0048 132 NLVP(II - 0
 
0049 00 133 I - 1,50
 
0050 133 LAREL(I) = 0
 
0051 00 134 I = I.NMOS
 
0052 134 NYRSSTI) . 0
 
0053 001 I 1 1, NUMD
 
0054 14 LABNII) * 0 
c 
C CALCULATE VARIABLES FOR SMOOTH FROM MISSION DATA 
H-22
 
UFORTRAN IVtG LEVEL 1, MOD 4 MAIN PATE - 70104 16/48/39 
C 
0055 M = 1
 
00S6 DO 120 K = IN
 
057 IFUKIN(K).EQ.01 GO T0 120
 
0058 I - LYRiK
 )
 
0059 J = LETTIK)
 
0060 IF(J.EO.LETTIK-11 00 TO 105
 
0061 IFIFINISH.GT.1) 60 T0 104
 




0064 104 LVARYJI =H
 




0067 GO TO 108
 




0070 O0 106 1- L1,110
 
0071 OFONINIKI.NE.IVEHL) GO TO 106
 
007 HI - L
 
0073 GO To 110
 
0074 106 CONTIN E
 
0075 108 IVEH(M * MINIK)
 
0076 LSU1) - I - ISJ) + 1900 + Iy
 




0079 . . 0+N
 
0080 110 43 = ISIJ)
 




0083 M4 = NSTRSTIJ)
 
0004 M5 = NSYRIJI
 
0005 HYASSTIJI - MAXONIXl - M4 - M + 1000 + SOY 4 HSI 
0086 Ill M2 - LVS(MI)
 
0007 XSCH(I - M2 - M3 + 1900 . IOY . 1I1) = YRLN(KI
 0088 NX - LVDH01)
 




0091 M . I -I
 
0092 NS - 0
 
0093 I . NHIS
 
0094 IF(NSPR.EQ.O) GO TO 170
 
0095 O0 150 I - lMSpR
 
0096 N . N I
 
FORTRAN orG LEVEL 1, 0OD 4 MAIN DATE * 70104 16/48/39 PAGE 0004 
0097 IF(FINISH.OT.11 GO TO 140 
0098 SIN) * IS0
 
0099 R(N) = yDpL(NI
 
0100 140 NSTRSTRN) - INTI2.O*RIN)/3.0 + .999
 





C CONTINUE TO CALCULATE VARIABLES FOR SHOOTHUSING DV. AND SUST. COSTS 
C 
0103 170 IFINUMD.EO.0) GO TO 260
 
0104 DO 210 1 . INHD
 
0105 IFLZ0I).EQ.0) 0 TO 210
 




0100 L.NII, - N
 
0109 CUM) = DS{I)
 
0110 L . HATI1)
 
0111 WRSFX(N) . 0
 
0112 IFL.LT.-100 J - LABTI-L-1001
 
0113 IFIL.LT.O.AD.L.GE.-100) J = LAOF(-L)
 
0114 IF(L.GT.01 J . LARSIL)
 
0115 IF J.E0.O) G TO 206
 
0116 00 205 K = 1.12
 
0117 RFIXD(KN) * RXDKJI
 
0118 205 ClN) - GINl - RXD(KJ) 
01109 hRSFXINI = NSFXIJI 
0120 NSTRFX1N) * NRFX(J)
 
0121 206 S(0) IS(] + SARIS + SPR)

0122 RUN) yII)Y 

0123 5USIN = SUSTtI)
 





0126 NYASSTUN) . LZII) - NYD(I) * 1NTOYD(C ) - N1HSTRSTU I
 





C CALCULATE OEVELOPMENT CONSTRAINTS ON MISSION PROGRAMS
 
0009 IS. 250 * 1,.N
 
0130 IF(HINK).E0.0) 00 TO 250
 
0131 J - LETTICI
 
0132 IFNLVP(J).EO.I.ANO.J.E0.LETT(K-10) GO T0 250
 
0133 IV - MINIR]
 
034 00 211 I . ",10
 
H-23 
FORTRAN IV-"G LEVEL 1, HOD A MAIN DATE - 70104 16/48/39 PAGE p005 
0135 IFIJ.NE.LETT(K-II) 00 TO 215 
0136 IF (IV.EQ.MIN(K-I)) GO TO 250 
0137 211 CONTINUE 
0133 215 X = LYR(K) ­ LYR(K-1+11 
0139 
0140 
00 220 K1 1,20 




J1 - LARNINO) 
0143 IFICiJIl.LT..0001) GO TO 220 
0144 NCS = FICS + 1 
0145 NPRO(NCS) = T. 
0146 KPRO (NCS} = 
0147 CSXINCSI = -1.0 -X 
014. IFICS.GE.00) GO TO 255 
0149 220 CONTINUE 
0150 250 CONTINUE 




1007 FORMAT(52NHNUMBER OF DEVELOPMENT CONSTRAINTS HAS BEEN EXCEEDED) 
0154 260 CALL SMOnTH(PAGLVASTRBLANCZERO) 
0155 IF(NCSTR.GT.901 GO TO 9 
0156 IFIFINISH.EQ.MITR + I.AND.JFLAG.EQo.x 00 TO 401 
0157 IF(FINISN.0O.MITR 1 00 0TO 402 
0158 IFIFINISH.EQoH.TR) JFLAG - I 
C 
C CALCULATE VARIABLES FOR ASSIGN FROM SMOOTH VARIABLES 
C 
0159 HXRS . MyRS 
0160 00 300 K l.NM 
0161 1 = LYR(KI 
0162 J - LETTIK) 
0163 IF(J.0O LETT(K-I)1 GO TO 305 
0164 
0165 
151J) - S(J) 
IX - ISIJ . LNOATE(J} - 1900 - IOY 




305 IF (IOIFF.EO.0) GO TO 300 
MYRS * MAXO(MYRS.IOIFF + 1) 
LYR(K) - I . 0I1FF 
0170 300 CONTINUE 
0171 IF(N.EQ.NISNSPR) Go TO 10 
0172 0d 350 1 = NNH , N 
O173 J . LABEL(I-NMIS-NSPRI 
FORTRAN IiG LEVEL 1, NOD 4 MAIN DATE - 70104 16/48/39 PAGE 0006 
0174 
0175 
054JI = CI]} 
L MAT[J) 




IF(L.CT.03 J1 . LABSIL) J1 - LABF(-L) 
0179 IF(JI.EO.O GO TO 320 
0L8 DO 310 K = 1,12 












YDtJ) * INTISCI) + RIl)) - 1900 - lBy 
IP(NO(J3.LG.03 flDIJ) -
ISIJ + THIS + NSpR) - $(I) 
350 CONTINUE 
0189 O 349 I - INU D 
0190 IF(LYO(II.EO.MXRS) LVD(I) = MYRS 
0191 349 CONTINUE 




GO TO 9 
0195 402 WRITEI6,501 
0196 GO TO 9 
0197 500 FORMAT (ZBNONUMBER OF ITERATIONS I NITRI) 
0193 501 FORMAT I 65HOOPTIMUM ASSIGNMENT WITHIN BUDGET CONSTRAINTS HAS BEEN 
I OETERMINEO) 
0199 99 STOP 
0200 END 
H-24 
16/48/39 PAGE 0007FORTRAN IT G LEVEL 1. MO0 4 MAIN OATE * 70104 
TOTAL MEMORY RECJIREMENTS 001528 BYTES
 
FBB~LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED L1STNCAL4AP 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SIZE(126976.245761 DEFAULT OPTIOIS) USED 
















































ENTRY ADGRESS 00 
TOTAL LENGTH 13A0O 






SYMBOL TYPE lb ADO LENGTH LD ID 
PACK SD 01 000000 OOOE0
 
UNPACK LO 000052 Ol
 
ITEM LO 000096 01
 
LOC OBJECT CODE ADIRI ADDR2 STIT SOURCE STATEHENT F0IFEP69 4/14/70 
I A SUBROUTINE PACK ( L, H, I, N 1 
2. 
3 S THIS ROUTINE PACKS I WORDS IN THE L.ARRAY TO THE 
4 * ARRAY M. DATA ITEMS L ARE TRUNCATED ON THE LEFT 
5 AND ONLY THE N LOW ORDER BITS ARE RETAINED. 
6 A PACKED DATA IN H IS LEFT USTIFIED WITH 32/N ITEMS 
7 . PER HORD. 
a* 
000000 9 PACK CSECT 
000000 







USE REG 15 FOR BASE 
SAVE REGS 
000004 9825 1000 00000 12 LH 2,5,0(l LOAD ADDRESSES OF ARGUMENTS 
000008 5844 0000 00000 13 L 4,0(4) I TO REG 4 - NO. OF ITEMS TO BE PACKED 
5000015 0000 00000 14 L 1t,05 N 10 REG I - NO. OF BITS/ITEM 
000010 4270 F029 00029 15 STC 7TSHIFT3 MODIFY SHIFT INST WITH ND. OF BITS 
000014 1367 16 LCR 6,7 NO. OF BITS SHIFT FOR DECREMENT 
000010 0670 17 ECTR 70 N- FOR COMPARAND 
000010 I81 18 SR l1 ZERO REG 1 
O000A 4150 0020 00020 09 WORD LA 5,32 LOAD A 32 TO RIG 5 FOR COUNT 
O0001E 5013 0000 00000 20 ST 1003) ZERO STORAGE AREA 
000022 5802 000 00000 21 LOOP L 0.0(2) LOAD DATA TO REG 0 
000026 8COO 0000 00000 22 SHIFT SRDL 0,0 SHIFT DATA TO REG I 
00002A 1800 23 SR 0,0 TRUNCATE ON LEFT FOR HOD 2*'N 
00002C 8000 5000 00000 24 SLOL 0,05) SHIFT BACK TO PROPER POSITION 
000030 5603 0000 00000 2t 0 0,013) OR PACKD WORD TO REG 0 
000034 5003 0000 00000 26 ST 0.0(3) STORE BACK TO PACKED AREA 
0003B 4122 0004 









INCREMENT DATA ADDRESS 
COUNT DOWN OE NO. OF ITEMS 
00004D 9827 DOIC OOC 29 LH 247,28113) RESTORE EGS 
0000 4 07FE 30 BR 14 RETURN 
000046 8656 F022 00022 31 NEXT BXH 5,6,LOOP BRANCH BACK IF SPACE LEFT 
00004A 4133 0004 00004 32 LA 3,4(3) OTHERWISE INCREMENT STORAGE ADDRESS 
00004 47TFO FOIA OQOIA 33 a WORD AND CONTINUE 
H-26 
tOCO BJECrCODE AR ADDA2 STT SOURCE STATEMENT - FOIFIR6Q 4/11170 
35 SUBROUTINE 'UNPACK I I, H, 1, R I 
36 
37 THISiROUTINE UNPACKS I MORDS OF DATA FROM THE M 
3. ARRAY TO THE I ARRAY. WORDS IN L ARE ZEROED AND 
39 BITS ARE PLACED RIGHT JUSTIFIED FROM THE PACKED 
40 ARRAY H. 
41 * 
42 ENTRY UNPAbC 
000052 







USE REG 15 FOR BASE 
SAVE REGS 
000056 9825 1000 00000 45 IN 2,5,011) LOAD ADDRESSES OF ARGUMENTS 
O0005A 5844 0000 
00005E 5875 0000 













1 TO REG 4 - ND. CF ITEMS TO BE PACKED 
N TO REG 7 - NO. CF BITS/IIEM 
MODIFY SHIFT INST WITH NO. OF BITS 
000066 1367 - 49 ICR 6,7 MO. OF BITS SHIFT FOR DECREMENT 
000068 0670 50 BCTR 7,0 -I FOR COMPARAND 
00006A 4150 0020 00020 51 DATA LA 5,32 LOAD A 32 TO REG 5 FOR COUNT 








LOAD PACKED DATA TO RED 1 
ZERO RED D 
000074 Oo 0oo0 o0000 54 LEFT SLL 0,0 SHIFT N BITS To KEG o 
001078 5002 0000 00000 55 ST 0,0(2) STORE IN L 
00007C 4122 0004 









INCREMENT STORAGE ADDRESS 
COUNT DOWN OHN NO. OF ITEMS 
000084 9827 01G O01C 5I IM 2.7. SIE31 RESTORE REGS 
000085 07FE 59 BR 04 . RETURN 
OOOOA 8656 F020 00072 60 MORE BXH 5.6,8ACK BRANCH BACK IF MORE DATA 
OOO0E 4133 0004 00004 61 LA 3,4131 OTHERWISE INCREMENT DATA ADDRESS 
000092 47FO Fol 0006A 62 a DATA AND CONTINUE 
LOC O5JECT.CODE ABORT ADORE STHT SOURCE STATEMENT FCIFEB69 4/14/70 
6 * FUNCTION ITEM I M, I, N I 
65 * 
66 A THIS ROUTINE RETRIEVES THE I T ITEM FROM THE PACKED 
67 A ARRAY M. 
6. I 
69 ENTRY ITEM 
000096 70 USING *.15 
000096 9025 0010 0000 71 ITEM ST4 2,5,21113) SAVE REDS 
OO09A 9824 L000 00000 72 LH 2,4,0(1) LOAD ADDRESSES OF ARKS TO REDS 2.3.4. 
OO09E 5833 0000 00000 73 L 3,03L LOAD I TO RED 3 
000OA2 0630 74 BCTR 3,0 SUBTRACT I FOR 1-1 













SHIFT TO REG 
DIVIDE BY N 
1 
000B 5010 P04E 00064 78 ST OtTIMP NO. OF IIEMSAOEU 
000OB4 1803 79 LR 0,3 1-1 TO RED 0 
000056 8000 0020 00020 80 SROA 0,32 SHIFT TO REG I 
OOO0BA 5500 F046 000E4 81 0 0,TEP DIVIOE 1-1 BY NO. ITEMS/WORD 
OOOO E 1851 82 Lk 5,1 SAVE IN BEG 5 TO INDEX ARRAY H 
OOOCO 8S 0002 00002 83 8LA 5'. HULTIPLY BY 4 
O004OC EOO 0020 00020 84 SAB0 0,32 REMAINDER TO REG I 
OOOC8 5C04 0000 00000 85 H 0,0(41 MULTIPLY BY H 
OOOOCC 1831 86 LR 3.0 LOAD 70 RED 3 TO INDEX SHIFT 
OOOCE 5815 2000 00000 87 L 1,015,2) LOAD DATA FROM N ARRAY 
000002 .910 3000 00000 B ILL 1,0(3N LEFT ADJUST PROPER )TRM 
000006 5844 0000 00000 89 L 4,014) LOAD N TO REG 
OOOODA 8000 4000 00000 90 SLIL ,o0ol SHIFT N BITS TO REG 0 
OOOODE USES O00 O00C 91 LH 2,5,28t13) RESTORE BEGS 
000002 0TFE 92 BR 14 RETURN 
000D4 93 TEMP DS F 
94 END -
CROSS-REORENCE 
SYMBOL LEN VALUE OEFN REFERENCES 4/14/70
 
BACK 00002 000072 0053 0060
 
OATA 00004 00006A 0051 0062
 
ITSM 00004 000096 0071 0069
 
LEFT 00004 000074 0054 0048
 
LOOP 00004 000022 0021 0031
 
MORE 00004 00008A 0060 0057
 
NEXT 00004 000046 0031 .02 
PACK 60001 000000 0009
 
SHIFT C0004 000026 0022 0015 
TEMP 00004 0000E4 0093 0078 00801 
UNPACK 00004 000052 0044 0042 
WORO 00004 O000A 0019 0033 
NO STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN THIS ASSEMBLY 
120 PRINTED LINES 
F8B-LEVELI. NKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIEO LISTHCAL 




*S*MOXOIPK NOW REPLACED IN DATA SET
 
-- 28 
(171 0 S/360 FORTRAN H I- DATE 76.104/16.49.36 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME MhAINPT-02,LICNT=44,SOURCEBCDtOLISTNOOECKLOADOMAPISOEDIT, IONOXREF 
IS" 0002 SUBROUTINE REVALS 
CTHIS SUBROUTINE RECALCULATES THE APPROPRIATE VALUES FOR RECURRING COSTS 
ISN 0003 DOUBLE PRECISION NAME 
ISM 0004 INTEGER H.PROG 
ISN 0006 INTEGER'2 IVEH,LVSNTRST.LVARYLVNNVRSST.NLVP1LABELLNDATE.VE 
ISM 0006 COMJ4[4.SCRACHTOTAL(20),W2D)NSL(10),Np072),LVSFI66),D(201. 
I XLVSUHI20O,50)XOUTIZO) VOT[20}bRF(72)CF(72),SF721,FLAGRITZ)w 
2 FLAGSIV2),PROG.1000, KVEHI150),RRR(201,0MAGE1130),YEARI20), 
3 Y120),NSSF(T2).NSRF(72,NSXFT172).NOSF|72 ,SUSTFEI2),VNAMI661. 
4NSCALE 5) RECUR(20,50),NSTRRC(72},NYRSRC(72),LNOF(t2) KVEHI 600, 
5 IERR.SKIPMYFLAG.NPRO(90),KPR0(90),DIMSI145)











ISN 0010 L FROG 
IS 0011 NSTRRC(L) = 100 
IS 0012 NYRSRCIL) = 0 
ISIS0013 LNDATEILI * 100 
ISM 0014 IF INLVPIL}.EQ.O) GO TO 21 
ISO 0016 DO 34 LC : 1,20 
ISM 0017 34 RECURILCL) . 0.0
 
ISN 0018 IJ - NLVPIL)

ISN 0019 H - LVARY(L)
 
ISN 0020 IS = LVS(H)
 
ISN 0021 IF IIB.LT.4) 18 = 4
 
IS 0023 00 38 K=IIJ
 
IS 0024 IF (LVDIH.EQ.0) GO TO 38
 
ISN 0OZ6 IA = LVS(H)-3
 
ISN 0027 IF (IA.LT.0I IA=1
 
ISN 00Z9 IK - LVDIN)
 
ISN 0030 ILV = IVEN[HI
 
ISN 0031 DO 37 J1IIK
 
C RCST - VEM. RECURRING COST/YR. BY MISSION
 
IS 0032 RCST - XSCHIJ,N)*RCOSTIILV)
 
C RCPL . PAYLOAD RECURRING COST/YR.
 
IS 0033 RCPL - XSCN(JH)SPLRIL)
 
IS 0034 DO 36 1=1,4
 
ISM 0035 I - LVS(H-108&1&J-1
 
IS 0036 IF (I1.LT.11 IIl 





= RECURIIL)CALPI(IILV)*RCST t RDIST(LI)*RCPL 




LSUB = LNOATEIL) 
IS 0043 LVSUB LVSN) 
ISN 0044 LNOATEIL) = HINO(LSUBLVSUE) 
ISN 0045 38 H = H t I 
C IYRSRC A NSTRRC - 0 FOR OEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS 
IS 0046 21 IF INSTRRC(LI.EQ.1001 NSTRRCIL) - 0 
ISN 0045 99 RETURN 
IS 0049 END 
END OF COMPILATION ***8 
H-29 
$F88-LEVEL LINCAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTXREF APNCAL 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SIZE= 126976,245761 DEFAULT OPTIONIS) USED 
EWO000O NA.E HOO2RUIR) 
CROSS REFERENCE TABLE
 
CONTROL SECTION ENTRY 











LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 
FO 5CRACH SCRACH F4 SCRACH SCRACH
 
PB SCRACH SCRACH FC SCRACH SCRACH
 
100 SAVES SAVES 104 SAVES SAVES
 




'ENTRY ADDRESS 00 
iTOTAL LENGTH 8260 
.... *NOXORU NOW REPLACED IN DATA SET 
(17l . OS/3W FORTRAN H DATE 70.105/09.09.44 
C QPILER OPTIflNS - NAME. MAt,OPT.02.LINgENT44.SURCF.BCDNULISTNDOECKLOAD.NOIAP.HOEDIT|0.NOXREF 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE SHIFT
 
C THIS SUBROUTINE SHIFTS THE DEVELOPMENT START DATES AND DURATION IN ORDER
 




ISN 0003 DOUBLE PRECISION NAME
 
IS 0004 LOGICAL SKIP,ACCL.EXT
 
ISm 0005 INTEGER HPROG
 
ISN 0006 INTEGER'2 IVEHLVSNSTRSTLVARYLVDNYRSSTNLVPLABELtLNDATEtVEH
 
































ISN 0012 110 [ODD = IODD I I
 
ISN 0013 00 TO (140150,160,168,170,178,1801, 0DD
 
ISN 0014 140 STR - S(pROG)
 
ISO 0015 SOPROG) - STR A 1.0
 
ISM 0016 145 CALL CHNSTR
 
ISN O1IT IF lIFR .NF.01 GO TO IO
 
ISM 0019 CO TO 14
 
ISM 0020 150 SIPROGI - STR - 1.0
 
IS 0021 IF ISIPROGI.LT.TREF GO TO 110
 
ISM 0023 GO TO L45
 
IS 0024 160 S(PROG * SITR
 
ISm 0025 IF IR(PROGI.EQ.O. GD TO 190
 
ISM 0027 CRR * R(PROGI
 
ISN 0028 CKC * CPROG)
 
Is. 002R CS SBUS (PROGI
 
ISN 0030 N$S - NYRSSTIPROG)
 
ISN 0031 NSS * NSTRST(PROGI
 
ISN 0042 NSR NSTRRCIFRUOG)
 
H-30 
;1SA0033 MYRC.= NyRSRC(PROG) 
1A5N 0034 NSS = NSTRFX(PROS) 
ISN 0035 M50 . INOATEIPROGI 
IsN 0036 R(FROGI , CM0R A I.0 
IS 0037 NSTRSTIPROG) * INT02.0RSPk0GI/3.0 0 .999) 
ISm 0030 NSTRRCIPROG * HSR C I 
IS 0039 NSTRFXPROGI NSA a I 
ISM 0040 IODATEIPROG) AS5* C I 
ISN 0041 IF (NLVPIPROGI.EO.O) GO TO 165 
ISh 0043 IJ . NLVPIPROG) 
ISH 0044 H - LVARYtPROGI 
IS 0045 00 16 IIIJ 
ISM 0046 NSLII) = LVSHI 
ASD 0047 LVS(H) = MSLII) A I 
IS0 0048 162 H - H A I 
is 0049 00 34 LC - 1,20 
1SM 0050 34 RRRLC) - RECURILCPROG)
 
"it 0051 14 CALL REVALU
 
i5$ 0062 165 CALL CONSTR
 
(IS 0053 IF (IERRNE.0) GO TO 110
 
IS 0055 IFIRFIPROGI - RIFROG)) 90100020,9030
 
C UEVELOPHENT DURATION IS 5TRETCHED OUT
 
ISN 0056 9010 CIPROG) - (.8 A .2*RIPROG)/RF(PR0GII * CFIPROGI
 
ISN 0057 GO TO 9050
 
ISN 0060 9020 CIPRGI . CFIPROG)
 
ISm 0059 GO T1) 9050
 
C OEVELOPMENT DURATION IS ACCELERATED - CRASH PROGRAM 
iSI 1060 9030 X * AINT (.S'RF(PROG) C .99) 
'is 0011 IF(RIPROG).LT.XI RPROG - X 
ISN 0063 CIPROG) = CFIPROG) * EXP (11. -RIPROGI/RFCPROG)I/ IRIPROG)J 
1' RFIPROG) - .4))
 
ISM 0064 9050 IF (NYRSSTIPROG).EQ.0) GO 0TO 14
 
ISM 0066 NYRSST(PROGI * NOSFIPROG) & 1 C HAS - NSTRST(PROG
 I
 
C THE FOLLOWING OEFH. OF 0YRSSTIS THE ORIGINAL
 
C hYRSST(PROG) = RiPROG)/RFiPROG)*FLOATINDSF(PROG))G.001 
ISm 0067 A , NYRSST(PROG) I 
iSm 0068 SUS (PROG) , C(PROG)ICF(PROGI*SUSTFIPROG)/X*FLOATINSF(PRO)I 
ISM 0069 GO TO IA 
ISM 0070 168 IFI.NOT.EXTI GO TO 110 
IS0 0072 SPROG) - STR - 1.0 
(SM 0073 IFIS(PROGI.LToTREF) GO TO 110 
ISN 0005 IF(NLVPIPROGI.EQ.O) GO TO 165 
SIS 007? GO TO 164
 
S1 0078 170 SIPROG) - SIR
 
ISM 0079 IF (CKR.E0.RFIPROGI.ANO..NOT.ACCL) G TO080
 
ISM 0081 RIPROG) - CAR - 1.0
 
ISI 0002 NSTRST(PROG) * INT2.0*RIPROG)I3.O .9991

ISm 0083 NSTRRCIPROGI * 1SR - 0
 
ISI 0084 fiSTRFXIPROG) = USX - I
 
1S 00NE LATE(pROI. .SO -

ISM 0096 IF (INLVPIPROG).EQ.O) GO TO 165
 
ISm 0080 IJ * NLVP{PROG}
Is. 0069 H * LVARY(PROG)
 
IS 0090 00 172 1-1,]J
 
ISm 0091 LVSIH) - NSL1) - 0
 
ism 0092 172 H - H & I
 
ISI 0093 175 GO TO 16
 
ISM 0094 178 IFI.NOT.EXTI GO TO 110
 
IS 0096 5ROG - SIR A 1.0
 
IS 0097 IFINLVP(PROGI.EOg.) 00 TO 165
 
ISIS 0099 00 TO 164
 
Ism 0100 180 SIPROG) 57RS 

ISM 0101 R(PROG) = CKR
 
IS 0102 C(PROG) = CKC
 
IS 0103 SUS (PROG) = CK$
 
ISM 0104 NYRSST(PRGG) - NOS
 
IS 010 NS7RST(PRGGI - NSS
 
ISI 0106 NSTRRCIPROG) * NSR
 
ISN 0107 NYRSRCIPROGI NyRC 

ISI 0100 NSTRFXIPROG) H ER5
 
IS 0109 LNDATE(PRDG) * NSO
 
ISS 0110 IF (NLVP(PRDG).EQO) GO TO 190
 
ISS 002J = NLVPIPROGI
 
ISM 0113 H - LVARYIPROG)
 
IS 0114 0 182 I11,IJ
 
ism 0115 VSH) - NSL(I)
 
ISM 0116 182 H - H C I
 
IS 0117 00 36 LC - 1,20
 
ISM 0118 36 RECURILCPROG) - RRRILCI
 











F88-LEVEL LINKAGE EOITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIEO LISTXREFMAPNCAL
 


























LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 
140 PLSAVE PLSAVE 144 SCRACH SCRACH
 
148 SCRACH SCRACH 14C SCRACH SCRACH
 
IO SCRACH SCRACH 154 SAVES SAVES
 
158 SAVES SAVES ISC SAVEB SAVER 
160 SAVER SAVES 164 SAVE81 SAVEEI 
166 EXP $UNRESOLVEO 16C CONSTR $UNRESOLVEO 









IEW0461 WARNING - SYMBOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCEv NCAL WAS SPECIFIED. 
H-32 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL I, MOD 4 SMOOTH DATE - 70105 09I10/22 
SUEROUTINE S OTHIPRGLV,ASTR RLANKZEROI 
C SUOET SMOTHING PROGRAM - R b. SLYE
002 C NaO IFIED BY C.J. GOLDEN
 
000 REAL LEVEL 
DOUIILEPRECISION NAME 
10004 LOGICAL SXIPtO,TACCLEXT 
005 INTEGER PROGHFINISH 
\0006 INTEGER-2 IVEHLVS ,NIThITLVARYLVO ,NYRSSTNLVPAAEEL.LNDATE.VGH 
C THE FOLLOWINS STORAGE IS FOR SURROUTI E USE ONLY UT MUST BE SAVED 
0007 COPUN/PLSAVE/TITLE(IOIFIXEOI20),LEVEL(?O),CNTEVL(201, 
I PMAXPNINACCL,.XT.ISTRTIFINMAXITR,NCSTR 
C THE FOLL WING STORAGE IS FOR SUBROUTINE USE ONLY C HEED NOT BE SAVED 
0008 CD0NSCRACHfTOTAL(20W120),NSLISO),NOP(721,LVSFI661,0(70),
 
1 XLVSUM(20,50TXOUT201 ,VOJT(201,RF72),CFI72)1.$F(T 2,FLAGR(721,
 
2 FLAGSIT2),PROGIODD, KVEHI(501 RRR(2D],IIAGEI830),YEARI20I,
 












C THE FOLLOWING STORAGE IS USED IN MASTER AND SMOOTH AND ASSIGN
 




















0017 1OD0 - 0
 
0018 NSCALEtI) - 1
 
0019 NSCALEf() - 0
 
'0020 NSCALEI3I - 0
 
0021 NSCALE(41 - 0
 
D0022 NSCALEISI - 0
 
0023 IFIFINISH.GT.I} GO TO 15
 
0024 PHAX - 5000.
 
,0025 PHIN - 1500.
 
,FORTRAN IVoG 	 LEVEL ir -b6 -4l MOT -i 70101 O.flol22 
C ACCL * TRUE IMPLIES USE ACCELERATION OPTION 
10026 ACCL * .TRUE. 
C EXT * TRUE IMPLIES USE EXTENSION OPTION
 
0027 EXT * *TRUE.
 
0028 00 5 10.10
 
0029 5 TITLE (I) . BLANK
 








0034 16 CALL INPUT (I TITLE * TITLE, 6HLEVEL .LEVEL, 6H|STRT ,ISTRT,
 
X WHIFIN ,IFIN, 6HMAXITRMAXITR,6HNCSTR ,NCSTR.NPROG ,NPROG. 
X AWtPROOG KPROGMKME ,KODE6.C5 *CS,6HFIXED ,FIXEO 
X 6HPIAX ,PMAX, 6HPMIN ,PMIN, 6HACCL , ACCL, 6HEXT ,EXT)
 
0035 DO 8 I I1,HCSTR
 
0036 DO 2 II I,tNMIS
 




0039 11 = 0
 
0040 3 NPROGI( . 11
 
0041 DO 1 1 * I,.IS 










0047 IT(NSPR.EO.O) GO TO 1
 
0048 110 510 I * 1,NCSTR

0049 0 502 1 INSPR
 






0053 503 NPROG(II I 1+ NMIS 
0054 DO 501 11 INSPR
 




0057 11 - -NIS
 




0060 18 IFIECS.EO.O) GO TO 200060 DO IV I * 1,NCS
 
0062 KTIIEINCSTR 4 11 * It
 




FORTRAN IG LEVEL I, M0D I SMOOTH' OATE * 70105 09/10/22 
004 NPROG(NCSTR + 1) NPROIII 
0065 KPROG(HCSTR + I) - KPRO(I) 
0066 19 CONTINUE 
0067 NCSTR - NCSTR + NCS 
O08 IF(NCSTR.GT.901 GO TO 1000 
0069 20 CALL PLOTI 0NSCALE.7.S,15,6) 
0070 T = 1.0 
0071 00 17 1-1,20 
0072 YEAR?) I TREF v T ­ 1. 
0073 yOlU - ADOD(YEASII,000.) 
0074 17 T = T + 1.0 
0075 WRITE (6,9031 
0076 NLV , 0 
0077 00 33 I * ltNV 
0078 DO 31 J = 0,1 
0079 IFI]VEHIJI.NE.II GO O 31 
0080 NLV = NLV 4 1 
0081 
0082 
KVEHII) = NLV 
KVEHIINLVI - I 
0083 GO TO 32 
0084 31 CONTINUE 
0085 GO To 33 
0086 32 IA * VE.1HI,1 









0092 O0 335 I - 1.1 
0093 NX . IV.III 
0094 335 CALL AFRMT INX.VNAM(]Il 
0095 D0 39 FROG - 1.N 
0096 39 CALL REVALU
 
0097 22 00 23 1-1,1
 
0098 NOP{1) - 0
 
0099 RFII) = kI)
 
0100 SFII - SIll 
0101 CFII • Cill 
0102 SUSTFII) * SUS III 
0103 NOSFII) * NYRSST(II 
0104 NSSF(I) * NSTRSTII) 
0105 NSXF(II * NSTRFXII) 
0106 LNDF(I) * LNOATEIZ) 
FORTRAN IV. [EVAL I b I - - HOUHTH DATE * 0910122- -SN 70100 
10107 23 NSRFtII = NSTRRC(I) 
0108 00 24 1-1. 
0109 24 LVSF(I) . LVS(1I 
0110 IF(FINISH.GT.11 GO TO 21 
010 00 25 I=ISTRT, IFIJ 
0112 25 CNTRVL(lI * ASTR 
0113 21 IFINCSTR - NCS.EO.01 GO TO 27 
0114 It - NCSTR - NC5 
C OP - I If NO CHANGES ARE ALLOWED IN PROGRAM VARIARLES 
0115 00 26 1 . 1,1L 
0116 J - NpROGII) 
0117 IF IKODE(II.EO.8S NOP(J) = I 
0118 26 CONTINUE 
0119 27 OUT = *FALSE. 
0120 DO 61 PRO8 . IoN 
0121 IFINOPIPROGI.E.lI GO TO 61 
0122 CALL CONSTR
 




0128 91 FORMAT('O ARRIIG - CONSTRAINT VIOLATEO IN PROGRAM *UBER%131 
0126 DO 300 ITER - IHAXITR 
0127 IPRNT . 0 
0128 IF IITEROEO.MAXITR) IPANT * 
0129 DO 200 ROG * 1IN 
C JU00 INDICATES WHAT TYPE OF CHANGE IS BEING .AOE- IT 1 0 INITIALLY 
0130 14 SKIP , IIPRNT.E0.0.ANO.ITER.GT.I).OR.pROGNEI.OR.IO0NE.0 
0131 IF ISXIP.AND.NGP(PROGI.EQ.I.AND.PROG.NE.1) GO TO 200 
0132 15 DO 30 J-1,20
 
0133 TOTAL(J) * 0. 
0134 30 WIJ) - 0. 
0135 IF ISKIP) GO TO 55 
0136 40 XT 0. 
0137 ST * 0. 
0138 00 50 1l,N 
C FLAG - * INDICATES A CHANGE IN DEVELOPMENTDURATION 
0139 FLAGRIII - RLANK 
C FLAGS * * INDICATES A CHANGE IN START DAT OF DEVELOPMENT 
0140 FLAGS(1) * RLANK 
0141 IF IREII.NE.RFII)I FLAGRII) , ASIR 
0142 IF (S(I).NE.SF(I)) FLAGSZII - ASIR 
013 A - NyR$STIII 
0044 ST ST + SUS(I)*X  
0145 50 X XT + CI) 
H-34
 
FORTRAW-IrG LEVEL I NOD 4 SHOOTH DATE * 70105 09/10/22 
0146 WRITE'I6,90) TREF.TITLE 
0147 WRITE 16,921 
0148 DO 531[I 
0149 IF(I.GT.NMIS4NSPR) GO TO 52 
0150 K - NYRSRC(II 
0151 ZFII.GT.NNIS RECURIIII - 0.0 
0152 WRITE (6.94) I.NANE(IIS[I)FAGS(RI.C(R).RII.FLARTIIISUS III, 
X NSTRSTIIlhNYRSSTEII.NSTRRCIII,NYRSRC(1).(RECUR(JI),J-1,KI
 
0153 G0 TO 51
 






0155 51 K I NYRSFX(I) 
0156 IF (K.EO.0) GO TO 53 
0157 WRITE (6,98) NSTRFXtIhNYRSFXIIhIRFIXDIJI1,JIIKI 
0158 53 CONTINUE 
0159 WRITE (6,95) XTST 
0160 IF (ITER.E.1I WRITE 169021 




0163 CALL PLOT2 IINAGEY(I6),Y(I),PHAXpPMIN)
 
0164 DO 54 1=1.1000
 








0167 IFILS.GT.20.OtILS.LI.OI G0 TO 78
 
0168 XL - 0.
 
C IF LEVEL(I) AND (21 ARE INPUT AS INTEGER YEARS, THEN THE PROGRAM
 
C TAKES THE' AVERAGE SPENDING OVER THE PERIOD ENCOMPASSED BY THESE
 
C YEARS AS THE DESIRED BUDGET LEVEL 
0169 00 76 I0LS,LF 
0170 76 XL = XLRTOTALII) 
0171 
- 0172 
XL - XL/FLOAT(LF--LS 1) 




77 LEVEL(I) - XL 
78 IF (SKIPI GO TO 80 
WRITE 86,991 (W(I).I-IJI 
017. WRITE 16,9901 FIXED(II91,1iJ) 
0177 WRITE (6,991) ITOTAL(I),lI-,J) 
0178 WRITE 16,9931 CNTRVL 
10179 
0180 
WRITE 16,992) (LEVELII)tI=IJ) 
CALL PLOTS (ZERO,Y,LEVELIFINI 
FORTRAN IV 0 LEVEL I. MOO A SMOOTH DATE 70105 09/10/22
 
PLOTS ASTR.Y.TOTAL,JICALL0081 
0182 80 SOD - 0 
0183 DO 10OI'ISTRT.IFIN 
0184 SOD = ITOTALII-LEVEL(I)12 + SOD 
0185 100 CONTINUE 
0186 RKS * SORT ISO/FLOATIIFIN-ISTRT1III 
C SAVEX 41NS VALUE AT BEGINNING OF ITERATION
 
0187 IF (PROGEO.I.ANO.IODD.EO.O) SAVER - RS
 
0188 IF (lkPI GO TO I1
 
C RSI = VALUE OF RNS USING INPUT DATA 
0189 IFEITER.EO.I) RNS1 = RS 
0190 WRITE (6,199) RHS.YEARIISTRT),YEAR(IFIN) 
0191 WRITE 16,298) ITER 
0192 WRITE (6,3991 
0193 CALL PLOT4 (13.PRGLV) 
0194 WRITE (6,499)
0195 110 IF (OUTI GO TO 400 
0196 IF ITER.EO.MAXITR) GO TO 300 
C SAVER - RHS VALUE AT BEGINNING OF PROGRAM CHANGE CONSIDERATIONS 0197 IFI00D0.EO.0) SAVER - RMS
 






0200 IF(NYFLAG.EO.I) GO TO 14 
0201 190 800 - 0 
C SAVER * VALUE OF RNS AT END OF ITERATION 
0202 IF(RNS.LT.SAVER.AND.PROG.EO.NI SAVER RMS 
0203 200 CONTINUE 
0204 IF ESAVEX.A541 00 TO 300 
0205 IF IIPRNT.NE.0) GO TO 400
 
0206 SKIP = .FALSE. 
0207 OUT * *TRUE. 
0208 GO TO 15 
0209 300 CONTINUE 
0210 WRITE (6,390) 
0211 GO TO 403 
0212 400 WRITE (6,299)
 
0213 403 WRITE (6.9061 IEARI1)I.I,J)

0214 WRITE t6,907) 
0215 00 402 I.INLV 
0216 XLVTOT - 0.0 
0217 00 401 11.1,J 
H-35'
 
;FORTRAN lVG LEVEL 1, MOD 4 SMOOTH DATE - 70105 09/10/22 
0218 401 XLVTOT = XLVTOT + XLVSUMIIIII 
C XLVSUM(ItI) , NUMBER OF LAUNCHES IN YEAR IT FOR VEH. KVEHI(I)
 
0219 402 WRITE (6.9081 KVEHIIII.XLVTOT,IXLVSUM(II,I),II1-IJ)
 




0222 909 FORMAT I46HOINPUT ASSIGNFENT IS OPTIMUM SMOOTHED SOLUTION)
 
0223 GO TO 7
 
0224 404 NNMI = WHI + NSPR 
0225 SAO9 I - INNMI 
0226 IFABSSIS(I) + RIh) - SF])) - RF(I)I.GE..01) GO TO 13 
0227 IFINYRSSTII).NE.NDSFII)) GO TO 13
 
0228 IFINLVPFI).EO.OI GO TO 9
 
0229 IFILNOATEII).NE.LNDF(I)) GO TO 13
 
0230 IJ = NLVP(I) 
0231 H - LVARYII) 
0232 00 11 11 * lIJ 
0233 X - LVSI)
 
0234 IF(ABSIS(I)+X-SF(I)-FLOAIILVSF(H))).GE..OlI GO TO 13
 




0237 IFIN.EO.NNHII 60 TO 7
 
023. NNMI = 1N1I, . 1
 
0239 D 10 I - NNMItN
 
0240 IF(ABSS(I) 4 RI) - SFIll) - RF(1)f.GE.0I) GO TO 13
 
0241 IFINYRSST(I).NE.NOSF(III 60 TO 13
 
0242 IFIABS(CFII)-CIIHI.GE..001 GO TO 13
 
0243 IFIABS(SUS(I) - SUSTF(I)I.GE..001) GO TO 13 
0244 10 CONTINUE 
0245 7 FINISH - MITR I 
0246 GO TO 12, 
0247 13 FINISH FINISH *
 




0250 1000 JRITE1A,1001) 




0253 90 FORMAT IIHIISX,1HREFERENCE YEARF7.0,SXIOAA) 
0254 92 FORMAT I7HOPN NAME START 0EVL YRS SUST SS So RS RD R 
XECURRING OR FIXED ITEMS /IN I 
0255 93 FORMAT 113,1X,4HDEV .12,F6.0,IXAlFT.0,F4.0,IXAIF5.0,4141 
0256 94 FORMAT II3,XA6F6 0,IXAIF7.0,F4.0,1X AlFS.,414I2F6.0 
0257 95 FORMAT 120X,4H----,BX,4H---/2X,5HTOTALl2XF6.0,Fit.O) 
0255 96 FORMAT I IHI.30X,47HTOTAL PROGRAM COSTS AND LAUNCH VEHICLE SCHEDULE 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL I, MOO4SMOOTH DATE - 70105 09/10/22 
"6OTEAR ,4X.20F6.0) 
0259 97 FORMAT IHOPRDGRAM)
 
02A0 90 FURMAI 4X2I[14126.OI
 
0261 99 FORMAT I MOSUM ,4X,2OF6.0)
 
0262 107 FORMAT I44X,214,12F6.1)
 
0263 990 FORMAT I M FIXED 4X,2OFA.0) 
0264 991 FORMAT I6ANTOTAL.42,OF6 0) 
0265 992 FORMAT I.4LEVEL,4X,20F6.0)
 
0266 993 FORMAT IEX,2015X.AI)) 
0267 199 FORMAT ( tORMS =,FS.O5X,BHSMOOTHING INTERVAL,F6.0,5H THRU.F6.0) 
0268 298 FORMAT (I0M0ITERATION, 13)
 
0269 299 FORMAT IIIX,IIN FINAL CASES
 
0270 390 FORMAT (58Xl6 MAXITR EXCEEOED 1 
0271 399 FORMAT (IHI) 
0272 499 FORMAT (IHO.5OX4HYEAR) 
0273 902 FORMAT (IHO.401X34H* INDICATES CHANGE FROM INPUT OATAY 
0274 903 FORMAT (IHI,30X,1.9RECURRING COST OATA IIHO.X,3HKEY.IOX, 
" 4HNAME.24X.9HUNIT COST /IN I
 
0275 905 FORMAT IIOXI2,IOX,4A4.IOXFIO.2)
 
0276 906 FORMAT IIHI,30X,35HLAUNCH VEHICLE REOUIREMENTS BY YEA.
 
" 6OYEAR . 6.20F6.0)
 
0277 907 FORMAT IIIHOLV TOTAL)
 






FORTRAN IV 0 LEVEL 1. HOO 4 SMOOT. DATE 701OO .9/O 22 PAGE 0009
 
TOTAL MEMORY REQUIREMENTS 00213C BYTES
 
FOE-LEVEL CiNKAGE EDITOR OPTI TONSSPECIFIEO LISTECALHAP 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - $IZE-126976245761 DEFAULT OPTION(S) USED 













































(R.2k5 NOR REPLACED IN DATA SET 
DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGEDIRECTORY 
IEW046I RARNING - SYMBOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVEDEXTERNAL REFERENCE, NCAL WAS SPECIFIED. 
H-37 
1,17) U0/360 FORTRAN H DATE T0.145/09.11.01 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME. MAIN.fPT.O2.LTNECNT'44.SfUC.Br.D.NOL STNODECK*LOADNOHAP.NOEDIT*ID.NOXREF 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE STGNU 
C DETERMINE NuMBER OF COMPONENTS ACTUALLY USED AND ASSOCIATED 
C RECURRING COSTS 
C 
ISO 0003 INTEGEA*2 LYRLETT,MINISNONRECNYD.LABSLABFLABI.1fATVEHLYD, 
I NYRSST 
C THE FOLLEOWING STORAGE IS USED IN STGNU 
ISM 0004 COMHON/SAVESM/IFLAG.STGYTR(40,2O,2),R!NTYR(40DO)NBYA0).NCI, 
I PLCINTI40), NFMLI4OINFS(40,4,RFMU(40Iq 
2 MODEI40,3ItSR140,31,PLCI4O,3)POJ(3),SRJ3t3)tR fTD40) 
C THE FOLLOWING STORAGE IS USED IN ASSIGN AND MASTER 
IS 0005 C0MMDNISAVEA/IMYRLN(250),LYR(252),LETT(25O),MN1250), 
I OS(S0I.SUSTISO),YOI50),IS1I06I, NUMDN0NRECI 60,20) .YD(50), 
2 LABS(AGI.LABF(30),LABI140I RXD(O12,50)MAT(50) 
C THE FOLLOWING STORAGE IS USED IN MASTER AND SMOOTH AND ASSIGN 
iS" 0006 COPIMNSAVEBI/NMISVEHIA,6O),FINISHRCOSTIARI.STG(40) NSPR 
I MYRSSTI721 
C THE FOLLOWING STORAGE IS USED IN ASSIGN AND CHOOT 
ISO O007 COHNMO/SAVECZ/RECUR( 60,20,2)PNM(4,2501LYD50)NEXGUESS, 
I LTR(50) 
IS" 0008 COMONISAVENV/NVMYRS 
IS 0009 COMJ4NISAVESGINST0 
ISN 0O01 CDKORMISAVENR/NUMBRMXIIR 
C THE FOLLOWING STORAGE NEED NOT fE SAVED 





0SN 0012 IFIFLAG.EO.O) GO TO 621
 
C FIND HX HUM OF EACH STAGE AND INTEGRATION POSSIBLE
 
ISE 0014 00 661 J 1.MYRS
 
%SN 0015 STGYTRIIJ.) - 0.0
 
ISH 0016 6.1 STGVTR(IJ,21 - 0.0
 
ISN 0017 DO 662 I - 1,104
 
ISN 0018 JX - LETTII)
 
IS 0019 J * LYRE)
 
ISM 0020 K * LYRIJX)
 
ISN 0021 662 STGYTR(1,JK) - YRLMII) C STGYTR(IJK)
 
ISl 0022 DO 668 J - 1,MYRS
 
ISN 0023 AINTIy(IJ) STGYTREt,J,ll t STGVTR(IJ,21
 
IS 0024 668 STGYNW(RJ) * RINTYR(IJ)
 
OSN 0025 OR 665 0-2,NSTG
 
ISN 0026 DO 665 I1OMYRS
 
H-38 
0SH 0027 STGYTRII,.Jl STGYTR(IJ.l) 
2SN 0028 STGYTRIJ,2) - STGYTRIIJ,2) 
'SN 0029 665 STGYHWIIJI STGyH'(IJ)
 
ISN 0030 IF(NCI.EO.0 GO TO 673
 
:5N 0032 00 9100 I - 2.NC
 
SN 0033 00 9100 J = 1,1y58 
ISM 0034 9100 0RITYRII1J - RINTYR(IJ) 
IS6 0035 GO TO 673 
C 
C DETERMINE NUMBER OF EACH STAGE AND INTEGRATION USED IN EAST ITERATION BY YEARi 
IS" 0036 629 00 623 I-ltSTG 
ISN 0037 DO 623 JlMTYS 
ISN 0038 00 623 K=1,2 
ISM 0039 STGMAXII,J,K) * STGYTR(IJKI 
15. 0040 663 STOYTR$ItJtK) 0.0
 
IS6 0041 IFINCI.EO.O GO TO 9000
 
IS" 0043 00 624 I11,NCI
 
ISN 0044 00 624 J-9,HYRS
 
ISM 0045 RINTMXtIJI - RINTYR(IJ)
 
IS 0046 624 RINTYR(IJl C 0
 
ISM 0047 9000 00 622 J-INM
 
IS 0048 IF(YRLN(J).EO.E.0I GO TO 622
 
IS6 0050 1 = HIN(J)
 
ISN 0051 K LYR(J)
 
1SN 0052 JX * LETT(J)

656 0053 ITR = LTR(Jx)
 
ISM 0054 DO 625 MS - 1,4
 
ISM 0055 L . VEHIMSI)
 
ISN O056 IF (L.EO.OI GO TO 622
 
ISN 0058 STGYTR(L.KITR) . STGYTR(L.KITR) I YRLM(J)
 
IS6 0059 IF INCI.E.0l GO TO 625
 
ISN 0061 IF (MS.EO.4) GO TO 625
 
IS 0063 IF IVEH(MSCIII.EO.O GO TO 625
 
is" 0065 LI = VEHISGII
 
IS" 0066 00 626 M-,NCI
 
Is. 0061 00 67 KYI,4 
ISM 0068 IF(NFML(MII.NE.NFSIL.KY)) GO TO 627
 
IS 0070 00 628 KZ - 1,4
 
ISN 0071 IF (NFMUMI}.EO.NFStLIKZII GO TO 629
 
ISM 0073 628 CONTINUE
 
ISM 0074 627 CONTINUE
 
1SN 0075 GO TO 626
 
ISN 0076 69 RINTYR(MI K) - RINTR I tIK)& yRELIJI 
IS 0077 626 CONTINUE 
is" 0078 ,.5CONTINUE 
1SN 0079 622 CONTINUE 
0SN0080 IFINCf.EO.0) GO TO 9001 
8SN 0082 00 691 ]-,NCI 
IS6 0083 00 691 J.INYRS 
1S6 0084 691 IF(RINTYRIIJ).EO.O.O)RINTYRIIJI . RMTMXIJ) 
ISM 0086 909 00 676 I * INSTG 
ISN 0087 00 676 J 9,tykS 
1SN0089 IF(ABSISTGYTR(IJK) - STGMAX(I,J,IKI.LT.O.0019 GO TO 676
 
8S6 0091 IF (STGYTRIIJKI.GT.O.0I GO 70 677
 




1S 0095 4101 FORAT 
















IS6 0102 8005 FORAT(49HOAXI.U4 NUMBER OF ASSIGNMENT ITERATIONS EXCEEDED)
 
ISN 0103 GO TO 678
 
C 
C DETERMINE HARDWARE COSTS BY YEAR 8ASE0 ON LAST ITERATION
 
ISN 0104 679 00 8013 I - 1,FSTG
 
IS 0105 I T
00 8013 J lMyRS 
95 0106 IFISTGYTR(IJI).G .O.O.OR *STGTR(IJ,2).GT..O) GO TO 200
 
1S 0108 8014 STGYTRI(,J,) * STGOAX(IJ,1
 
... o19 STGYTRtI.J.2) * STGMAXItIJ.2I
 
IS 0110 200 STGYVIJ) STGYTRII,JI) C STGYTR(I,J2)
 
ISN 0111 8016 IFISTGYTRII,J,1).EQO..O) STGYTR(IJ.I) - STGMAXIIJ,1I
 
IS 0113 IF ISTGYTRIIJ,2).EQ0.0) 
 STGYTRIIJ,21 * STGNAXI!,J21
 




C MAKE AOJUSTMENTFOR BATCHING OVER YEARS
 
ISM 0116 633 00 663 I - 1,NSG
 
0SN0117 IF INBY(I).EO.L) GO TO 663
 
ISN 0119 IA 2
 
IS 0120 08 * N.YII)
 
H-39 
S 0121 IC - I
 
A 6600 664 .3 16.
 TN 0122 

01 3 iF IJ.GT;JYISI GO To 700
 
TIN 0125 664 STGoyhmNlC) * ITGYIJIII C STGY.IT.J)

. = IAIIS700 00 647
ISN 0126 

ISN 0127 I'(JdITMYRI1 GO TO 663
 
ISN 0129 667 STGyHIIhJI * S "GyMV(T.IC.
 
ISN 0130 IA IA] I aNy(I)
 
Is 0131 IS IS A NBYUTI
 
TSN 0132 It * IC I NBY(1)
 
TS 0133 GO TO 666
 




C 0ETERNE VEHICLE RECURRING COSTS BY YEAR AND LAUNCN SITE
 
TIN 0135 00 632 1,NV
 
IN 0136 00 635 J-lMYRS
 
TSN 0137 RECUR(lJ.IT * 0.0
 
IN 0138 635 RE SURItlJ,2) 0.0
 
'SN 0139 0633l MS - 1,4

SN 0140 K - VEMImSeII
 
TSN 0141 IF IK.EO 0) GO TO 632
 
IN 0143 9004 00 634 J, IMYRS
 
TSN 0144 [F(STGYHW(KJ).LT.O 0011 GO TO 634
 
IN 0146 IFINOOIK1I.NE.O) O0 TO 8015
 
ISN 0148 HOR = SR(K.,ISITGYHNIKJ}*'FLCIK,1l
 
IN 01149 GO TO 8010
 
1N 010 8015 LX = MOIKI)
 
151 0151 IF(ITGYNyIKJl.LE.pOJ(LX)) HONS SRJ(LXIIISTGYHWI(KJI

ISN 0153 IFISTGyI.IKJ).GT.PUJ(LXI) O.R * SRJILX,2I&SRJILX,3)/STGYIKJ) 
'SN 0155 8010 00 692 L - 1,2 
TIN 0156 k . L A 1 
ISN 0157 IFISTGYTIKJLI.E.0.0) GO TO 692
 
ISN 0159 1FIMO.E(K.I.NE.OI GO TO SOlU
 
ISN 0161 RECURIIJtL,-RECURI, J.L) HDWRCSRIKM)-STGVTR(K,. et *PLSCKMI
 
ISN 01" 00 TO 69,
 
TsN 0163 5011 LX 1 HODEIK,)
 
ISN 0164 1FISTGYTR(KJ ,).LE.IOJfLXII RECURIIJ .LI * RECURII,J . )
 
1 4 SRJILXII/STGYTR(XtJ LI I HOR 
ISN 0166 IF (ITGYTRIKJ .L)GT.POJ(LX)l RECUIIIJ ,L) * RECUR(IJ L) G 
I SRJILX,2I & SRJTLX,3)/STGYTR(K.J .L) C HOWR 
ISN 016 692 CONTINUE 
IN 0169 04 CONTINUE 
ISN 0170 IF HS.EDo.41 GO TO 63
 
KSN 0172 IFIVENIMIII)*EQO.0) GO TO 633
 
SN 0174 X.VRI8 1I
 
I N 0175 IFiNCI.EO.O) GO TO 633
 
ISN 0L77 0 636 L-NCI
 
ISN 0178 00 637 KYI.,4
 
IN 0179 IF (NFMLILI.NE.NFS(KKYI) GO TO 637
 
ISN 0181 O0 638 ME . 1,6
 
15M 0182 IF INFMUTLI.EQ.NFSIKIKZI)I GO TO 639
 
TsN 0184 635 CONTINUE
 
TSN 0155 637 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0186 GO TO 636
 
IO 0187 639 00 60 J - I.MYRS
 
I N 0188 IFIRINTYRTLJ)oEQO.0I GO TO 640
 
TSN 0190 HDWRK RINTItGJRINTYRILJ)*tPLCINT(L)
 
IN 0191 RECURIIJI - RECUR(.J,ll & HOR
 
ISN 0192 RECURII.J,2) 1 RECURII.J,2) A HONK
 
TIN 0193 640 CONTINJE
 
ISN 0194 636 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0195 633 CONTINUE
 
TSN 0196 632 CONTINUE
 
IN 0197 IFLAG - I
 








FBI-LEVE 4-rNKAGEEOITOR OPTIONSSPECIFIEU CISTSXREFRA;NCAL - -
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SZIE126976,24576) DEFAULT OPTION(S) USED
 
NAME O X OZS BR )














CONTROL SECTION ENTRY 



























LOCATION REFERS 10 SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 
18 SAVESM SAVESM lBC SAVESM SAVESK 
ISO SAVESM SAVES. 094 SAVEA SAVEA 
191 SAVEA SAVEA VOG SAVEBI SAVEBI 
IA0 SAVECZ SA'ECZ IA4 SAVECZ SAVECZ
 
LAB SAVEGA SAVECZ LAG SAVENV SAVENV
 
IB0 SAVESG SAV"SG 084 SAVENR SAVE.RB
 
tBo SCRACH SCRACH SEC 5A6CN SCRACH
 




ENTRY ADDRESS 00' 
.TOTAL LENGTH 1418 
****OXO:N . NON REPLACED IN DATA SET B, 







(17 -S ATE 70.105/09.13 11llE OR




S EISN COMPILER OPTIONS -NAE 

C CALCULATE TOTAL COSTS 
IS 0003 DOUBLE PRECISION NAME 
1SM 0004 LOGICAL SKIP 
ISN 0005 INTEER HI 
IN0 INEGER *2 IE, LVSNSTRSTLVARYLVONYRSSTNLVPLABELLNOATE.VEH 




[SN 0008 COMMON/SCRACH/TOTAL20) ,BC205,NSLI0O),NOP1CZ)#LVSFC66),01203.
 




3 Y(ZO .NSSF72),NSRF(72NSXFCT2),HDSF(721,SUSrF(721,VNAN(66), 
4NSCALE(5),RECUR(2G,50)NSTRRC(T21,NYRSRC72LNOFI?21IVEHI 601, 
5 IJERRtSKIFTFLAINRO(S0hKPROIBOIJ4(045I I 
ISN 009 CO4MON/SAVES/NMIVEHI66),LVS(66),S(72 ,NSTRSTI72),RI72),LVARY(66) 
I ,LVO(661, NLVPI72),XSCH(10,661,LABEL5O) ,NCSCSIRO), 
2 NpROCCgO),KPROGE90,KOOE(90),LNDATEIT2
 











 SJ ISN 0013 0070 L*.N 
ISN 0014 FLAG - 0. 
ISm 0015 T - 1.0 ' 
1$N o1 AYRS RIL) 1 0 
ION 001' 0,3 60 02OG 

ISN 008 F = 0. 
ISN 0019 IT . T - SILl & TREF 
IS0 0020 I- (T - S(L) C TREF) ' AYRS 
C X.LE.I PROGRAM DEV. MAS.'T STARTED YET - X.01.1 PROGRAM0EV. IS OVER 
ISN 0021 IF (X.LE.O.I GO TO 59 
ISN 0023 IF (X.GE.I.) GO 0 56 i g! i
C BETA DISTRIBUTION FOR CIL) 
ISN 0025 F - ((X*I0.-X)).R2) , 30. - OIL) I AYRS /
 
15S1 1120 *FPSUIL) 

0504 0S029 57 IF INYRS ROIL).EOQ.) GO 
TO 5
 






I =iT - NSTRECILIISN 0033 






SN 0036 58 IF,(IYRSXLI.EO.O) O TO 59 !*' 
ISN 0038 IF- E NSTRFXIL FII&-ISN 0039 ([(.GI.0.ANO.I.LT.NYRSFX(L) F"FERFIXOIIChL)
 
WIKI IS TOTAL COST IN YEAR K
 
IS 0042 W(K) WIK E BEK)
 
ISM 0043 IF (010.EQ1..AND.FLAG.I0.1.I 00 TO 65
 
Sn 0045 IF jK:1).NE.0.)FLAG - 1. 15
 
ISN 0047 
 60 7 * T 10I 
(SN 0048 K * ZI
 
ISM 0049 65 K = K-1
 
ISN 0050 J = MAXO {J.KI
 




(I, IWRITE (6.98) LNIEILI0IOI),I(I,K
 
ISN(0055 IF(L.GT.NMISCNSPRI WRITE(6.891 LLABELIL-NIS-NSPRI0(I(I.1.I(5
 
(SN 0057 IF (NLVpFL).EQ.0) GO TO 70
 
ISN 0059 1J NLVPILI
 
(SN 0I N ( 0
LVARY(L)
 
(SN 00F0616Y G9 O60J
 
:SN Goa 00 6 1-120
 
]SN 0063 XOUTIIi = BLANK
 
ISN 007 67 VOUTI BLANK
 
(SH 0065 XU - LVS(H)
 
(SN 0066 IA SIL) - TREF t XSUB
 






ISN 0072 CO T1
F i.GT:201 GO 68I69 (l N K iSN 0073 

(SN 0074 XOUT(II - ASIR
 
ISN 0075 VETU;TN VNAHH
 
080 IC = I-IA I 
ISM 0076 K IN EHI
 
ISH 0077 ILV VY iK
 
IS" 00O B XLV$SUMUIILV) - XLVSUKIlIrLV) & XSCHHICH)
 
ISM 0079 GO CONTINUE
 
WRITE (6,901i fVDUTIII.X0UT(I)II-iIK)Ils" 00.0 
ISN 008, 69 8 - H I I
 
I'm 1081 70 CONTINUE
 
IS0083D5"'- 4, 
ISN 00086 89"FORAT(13IX.4HDEV .I2,ZGF6.0) 
(SN 0B7 98 FORMAT 113,IX,A6,2OF6.O)
 












if -L E CINKAGEITOR OPTIONSSPECIFIED LISTXREF;AP;NCAL' 



















SAVED 66FE 0600 
SAVEBI 02CR 410
 
LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION LOCA10N REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 
150 FLSAVE pLSAVE 154 SCRACH SCRACH
 
158 SCRACH SCRACH 15C SCRACH SCRACH
 
10S *SCRACH SORACH 164 SAVES SAVES
 
168 SAVES SAVES 16C SAVES SAVES
 












IEW0461 WARNING - SYMBOL PRINTFD IS AN UNRESOLVFD EXTEINSL REFERENCE, NCAL WAS SPECIFIED, 
,I .. .. 1
 
(171 - OS/360 FORTRA H DATE 70.105/09.13.4 1- XR 
II COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME. MAINtO T 02LINECNT'44SOWRCEBCONOLISTNO0ECKLOAONOMAP.NOEDIT.I.IEOXREF 
S ISN 0002 SUTRWUTINE VEHRC 
- C DETERINEIAVERAGE- RECURRING COST EOFEACH VEHICLE 
ISM 0003 INIEGERS2 LYRLETTM IN,ISNORECNYOILABSLABFLARI .MT,VEHLVD,
1NYRSST
 
ISM 0004 COMON/SAVEA/NN.YLM 125OILYR12521 LETT(250).MI2ISO I,
 




ISN 005 CIII/SAVE.BIINISVEH(4,601,lINISH,1rUTI61) ,STGI4OlINSPR,
 
I BYRISII77)






C THE FOLLOWING STORAGE NEED NOT BE SAVED
 
ISN 0008 COMMOISCRACH/VYTR(60,202h DUMV128SI
 
C COUNT NUMBER OF EACH VEHICLE USED BY YEAR AND TEST RANGE
 
ISN 0009 O0 8032 I * BNV
 
ISH 0010 00 8032 J = MYRS
 
ISm 0011 00 8032 K - .,2
 
ISN 0012 8032 VYTR(I.JIC) ;O*.0
IAN 001 00 8003 L - I.NN i •
 
ISN 0054 IF (YRL GO TO 8033
.L0.EO.D.OI 

ISN 0016 I - HIN(L) 
ISM 001T J - LIMILI
 
ISN 0018 H - LETTILI
 
ISN 0019 K LTR (MI
 
ISN 0020 VYTR(IJKl . VYTRII.,KI & YRLM(L)

ISN 0021 8033 CONTIME
 
C OETERMINE 'AVERAGE' RECURRING COST OF EACH VEHICLE
 
ISN .22 DO .034 I INV
 
ISN 0023 RCOSTII) . 0.0
 
ISH 0024 TVEH - 0.0
 
ISN 0025 00 0035 J * IMYRS
 
351N 0026 00 8035 K * 1,2
 
SN 0 027 IF IVYTR(I,J,KI.EO.0.OI GO TO 8035
 
ISN 0029 RCOST(I) . RCOSTIII & VYTRihJK) * RECURIIJKI
 
ISN 0030 TVEH . TVEM C VYTRI,,KI
 
ISM 0031 8035 CONTIPAJE 
ISN 0032 IF I TVEH.ED.0.DI GO TO E034
 
ISN 0034 RCOSTI * RCOST(I)/TVEH

. ISM 0035 8034 CONTINUE 







/ " ., 
... EEL'INNAGE EDITOR OPTIONSSPECIFIED LIST-XReF 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SIZE1126476,24576) 
18:1000 NAME BUXOZVCR) 
DEFAULT OpTION(Sl USED 
IAPhNCAL 
NAIVE -- CROSS REFERENCE TABLE N./ 
CONTROL SECTION 
MAKE ORIGIN LENGTH 
ENTRY 



















LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION 
Co SAVER SAVEA 
CS SAVEBI SAVEBI 
00 SAVEC z SAVECZ 
as SAVENV SAVENV 
EO SCRACH SCRACH 
E1RY ADDRESS 0 
TOTAL LENGTH A650 











IN CONTROL SECTION 
SAVEA 
SAVECZ 
SAVECZ 
SCRACH 
"' 
Ii 
I 4
 
